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Abstract

In this thesis, we present the first of its kind early global routing framework after

floorplanning of a design is done as per the existing physical design (PD) flow. The

intent of this work is to assess early routability of a design, earlier than the exist-

ing practices in the present PD flow. The proposed routing framework begins with

the identification of a set of monotone staircase routing regions obtained by recur-

sive floorplan bipartitioning, based on a simple floorplan topology graph. For this

purpose, a new floorplan bipartitioning framework based on different graph search

techniques on the floorplan graph is proposed for faster completion, as compared to

the existing maxflow based methods that incur higher runtime overhead. During the

proposed early global routing, we aim to address an early version of unconstrained

via minimization (UVM) problem, by an improved bipartitioning framework for iden-

tifying of a set of minimal bend monotone staircase routing regions, using a greedy

and a randomized search technique.

The corresponding routing regions are used to construct a new routing graph

model which allows the nets to be strictly routed through these routing regions in

a number of routing (metal) layers. Notably, this routing model is fundamentally

different from the grid graph model used in the existing global routing methods.

Subsequently, we extend this early routing model for undertaking over-the-block early

global routing at floorplan level. This hybrid model employs the monotone staircases

for routing in lower routing layers, while a suitable floorplan based adaptation of the

existing grid graph model is used for upper layers. Unlike the existing grid graph

model used in post-placement global routing, both the proposed routing models can

potentially address the pin accessibility problem of the nets at floorplan block level by

suitable edge definition. Beside early routability assessment, both the models ensure

that the congestion in any routing region is restricted to 100% and also adhere to the

proposed UVM based early routing topology generation and layer assignment of the

nets for minimal via routing. The corresponding routing solutions can be helpful in

guiding the subsequent post-placement global/detailed routing as well as performing

detailed placement of standard cells while obeying the given floorplan topology. In



this regard, a case study on different floorplan instances of an industrial design with

the help of a well known industrial physical design (PD) tool has been also conducted.

Finally, the proposed routing framework is explored for design for manufactura-

bility (DFM) aware early routability assessment, by considering an early abstraction

model of edge placement errors (EPE) due to the limitation of planar fabrication

processes. In this part, we also focus on uniform wire distribution intended for min-

imizing the surface irregularities due to non-uniform metal density across the layout

and different hardness factors of the metal and the dielectric materials during chemical

mechanical polishing (CMP) process.

Keywords- Electronic design automation, physical design flow, floorplanning, global

routing, routing region definition, monotone staircase regions, pin access, congestion,

unconstrained via minimization, chemical mechanical polishing, design for manufac-

turability, edge placement error.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Integrated Circuit (IC) design flow comprises of many constituent steps, as illustrated

in Figure 1.1. Initial stages in this flow mainly focus on functional realization of a

design and defining its performance oriented objectives like functional specification,

architecture design, followed by functional/structural logic design and verification.

On successful completion with a prescribed degree of satisfaction, physical implemen-

tation of the design is initiated for layout generation for a targeted fabrication process

node. The physical design (PD) flow [17] consists of major optimization stages such

as floorplanning, placement, and global/detailed routing. After successful sign-off at

the physical verification stage, the PD flow produces a layout of the design comprising

of geometrical shapes only, which is sent to the fabrication process for mask gener-

ation for the layout. These masks are used to transfer these geometric shapes on

to the silicon wafer using the existing optical lithography system. Subsequently, the

wafers consisting multiple die are tested using industrial testers so that the fault-free

die can be identified for packaging. Better implementation during the PD flow and

proper fabrication of the design layout lead to more working die, thereby increasing

manufacturing yield.

IC fabrication process technology continues to evolve due to increasing demand of

numerous functionality in a design, such as System-On-Chip (SoC) and Network-On-

Chip (NoC) designs, in order to integrate more number of design components in a

specified die area. Despite this miniaturization drive, the optical lithography system

continues to use the same ArF laser system having 193nm wavelength for smaller

(very deep submicron) technology nodes such as 65nm and below (see Figure 1.2).

This is commonly known as process design gap. This makes the desired printability
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Figure 1.1: A complete Integrated Circuit (IC) Design Flow [1]

of the constituent sub-wavelength features difficult, causing the desired geometries

of the features to deviate from their desired shape and size. These are collectively

known as design for manufacturability (DFM) issues and become more prominent

as the technology progresses to smaller nodes. The printability of sub-wavelength

feature sizes have aggravated the existing challenges in physical design (PD) (see

Figure 1.1), putting more burden on physical verification due to increased design

and the lithography rules. This increases the corresponding efforts in post-route

layout optimization due to these printibility issues by many folds, in addition to

increasing design iterations for mitigating these issues during placement and routing

optimization.

Later in this chapter, we discuss another important manufacturability issue arising

due to chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) during IC fabrication process, causing

several structural as well as functional issues. Here, we also consider another impor-

tant issue, related to the number of vias used for multi-layer interconnections of the

Chapters/Chapter1/Image/IC_Design_Flow.eps
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Figure 1.2: Process Design Gap: Evolution of fabrication process technology nodes
with respect to optical lithography system [2, 3]

net segments, known as design for reliability issue.

1.1 Design for Manufacturability Issues

A schematic overview of the existing optical lithography system is depicted in Figure

1.3, consisting of an ArF light source of a specified wavelength (λ = 193nm). The

light from this source is directed through the mask of a given layer, for printing the

desired geometric patterns on the wafer, using a forward projection lens. Another

projection lens is employed after the mask in order to focus the passing rays of light,

coming out of the designated openings in the mask, on the photo-resist coating applied

on the wafer surface for printing the desired patterns. A geometric feature with a

dimension d can be printed with little deformation when λ is significantly smaller

than d, while significant deviation from the original shape and size is evident when

the feature size d is too small as compared to λ. This is illustrated in Figure 1.4

(a) and happens due to optical diffraction effect at the edges of the respective mask

openings.

As per the trend between the optical wavelength and the critical feature dimen-

sion presented in the process-design gap diagram in Figure 1.2, technology nodes with

higher d values such as those above 180nm used a higher λ value than for the nodes

Chapters/Chapter1/Image/design_gap.eps
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Figure 1.3: A schematic of the existing optical lithography system [2]

in 180nm and below. However, further reduction in critical dimension of features in

subsequent smaller nodes, such as 65nm and below, did not come up with a propor-

tional reduction in wavelength (λ), but remained to be constant at 193nm for 90nm

and below. This trend causes prominent optical diffraction effect in the very deep

submicron technology nodes, those below 90nm node. As a result, mitigating the

said geometric deformations turned out to be more challenging in successful design

closure, causing various functional and structural failures in the fabricated die.

1.1.1 Limitations of Optical Lithography System

The geometric deformations of the features due to the said limitation of the optical

lithography system cause severe degradation in electrical properties such as intra/inter

layer parasitic capacitance and wire resistance. These errors also induce structural

issues in the wires such as open and shorts faults, bridging faults. In order to min-

imize these errors, several resolution enhancement techniques (RET) are popularly

being used such as rule/model based optical proximity correction (OPC) techniques

Chapters/Chapter1/Image/optical_litho.eps
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(see Figure 1.4), double/triple patterning based multi-mask synthesis for the same

routing layer, simulation based routing blockage generation due to edge placement

error (EPE) etc. Post-layout RET approaches aim at substantial, if not complete,

removal of these lithographic violations. However, it requires several iterations before

an acceptable solution with minimal/no such violations is obtained. During these

iterations, many of the violations related to design rule checks (DRC), optical rule

checks (ORC), simulation based OPE/EPE checks are identified.

(a) Sub-wavelength diffraction effect

(b) Geometric deformation (c) Rule-based OPC

(d) Simulation-based OPC

Figure 1.4: Sub-wavelength feature printing and Optical Proximity Errors/Correction
(OPE/OPC) [2, 4]

During the iterative optimization process, it is desirable that all such violations

are resolved before the layout freezes for fabrication. Practically, no such guarantee

Chapters/Chapter1/Image/mask_opening.eps
Chapters/Chapter1/Image/Litho_OPC_2.eps
Chapters/Chapter1/Image/Litho_OPC_rule.eps
Chapters/Chapter1/Image/Litho_OPC_sim.eps
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can be made towards a violation free design implementation within a stipulated time,

thus impacting both the manufacturing yield and design turnaround time. Moreover,

it is very difficult to resolve these issues if discovered much later in the IC design flow.

In many occasions, a designer solves some of the issues, if not all, manually based

on his experience. Therefore, it is recommended and highly desirable to estimate

one or more such issues earlier during the physical design flow. Recent research

works considering DFM issues like OPC/EPE and CMP were proposed in order to

handle them during the detailed routing, mainly by incremental methods such as

wire-spreading or rip-up and re-route (RR) techniques. A few such works on similar

DFM aware optimization approaches were also suggested during global routing, with

intent to reduce the number of iterations and thus design turn around time.

Recent approaches of interleaved design optimization in the PD flow have also

gained momentum and are shown to be effective than the earlier straight forward

approaches. Efforts have been made for the optimization issues like placeability,

routability, and timing in the earlier design stages by suitable modeling. These effects

may subsequently be used as a set of constraints for iterative global/detailed routing,

placement, physical synthesis and even Engineering Change Order (ECO) in litho-

friendly design paradigm. Similarly, in case of lithographic violations, the intent is to

consider them as early as possible during different stages of the physical design flow

rather than pushing them all to the post-layout optimization stage.

In order to alleviate the limitation of the existing 193nm optical lithography

system, evolution of other lithographic systems such as Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV)

Lithography, Electronic Beam Lithography (EBL) and Immersion Lithography (IL)

system are also gaining momentum for enhancing manufacturing yield. These sys-

tems are projected to facilitate better litho-friendly design (LFD) coverage over the

existing system for very deep submicron (VDSM) technology nodes such as 22nm

and below. Despite that, they are yet to be placed for full scale commercial operation

in order to immediately replace the existing system due to several technical as well

as economical reasons. A schematic depiction of Immersion lithography system is

presented in Figure 1.5.

1.1.2 Chemical Mechanical Polishing

Beside the DFM issues induced by the existing optical lithography system, chemi-

cal mechanical polishing (CMP) step (see Figure 1.6) during the fabrication process
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of Immersion Lithography (IL) system (IBM Research) [5]

too greatly impacts the manufacturability of a design. This process causes irregular

surface at each routing layer due to (i) nonuniform metal (wire) density across the

metal layers, and (ii) the difference in the hardness factors of the dielectric material

(silicon oxide) and the metal deposits. Irregular polishing of these routing layers (see

Figure 1.7) deeply impacts the timing as well as the power budget in a design resulted

from unpredictable inter-layer parasitic capacitance and non-uniform resistance due

to irregular metal thickness. This effect is also accompanied by inconsistent metal

width due to optical proximity errors (OPE) as highlighted in previous section.

In order to minimize the CMP effects, such as erosion and dishing effects, the

traditional practice has been to insert dummy metal fills across the layout in order to

maintain a uniform metal density. This is intended to ensure the inter-layer parasitic

capacitance values to be more deterministic and ensures more uniformity in wire

thickness in a given routing layer. However, these dummy fills pose serious burden

on the power/ground network when they are biased, while some of them may also be

kept as floating. The floating dummies may also cause significant antenna effect that

Chapters/Chapter1/Image/immer_litho_system.eps
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Figure 1.6: A schematic of Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP) Process [6]

may potentially damage the transistors due to large amount of static charge stored

in them.

Beside the dummy fill approaches, recent academic research works have given

more importance on uniform wire density distribution across the layout in a given

metal layer, during global/detailed routing. In this approach, the idea is to minimize

the number of metal fill by devising global/detailed routing methods while ensuring

better uniformity in wire density distribution across the layout. If these issues are not

given proper attention during the design process, an effective silicon implementation

and the performance factors of a design under consideration may not be guaranteed.

As a result, many of the fabricated devices may fail both functionally and structurally,

giving rise to poor fabrication yield.

1.2 Reliability Issue due to Via Failure

In integrated circuit (IC) fabrication, the reliability of a design is also a major concern.

Due to the growing integration demand in a single die, within a prescribed layout area,

the complexity of a successful design closure increases aggressively. The fabrication

processes allow multiple routing layers for 100% routing completion, incurring a very

large number of interconnections between different segments of a net in different

Chapters/Chapter1/Image/CMP.eps
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.7: Impacts of Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP) Process [7]: (a) ideal
case, and (b) practical case

metal layers, known as vias. These vias can greatly impact the reliability of a design

after fabrication, as a higher via count implies higher probability of via failure due

to random variation induced by the fabrication process. A routing solution with

Chapters/Chapter1/Image/cmp2_b.eps
Chapters/Chapter1/Image/cmp2_c.eps
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excessive via count not only leads to design for reliability issues due to random via

failures, but also impacts the circuit performance due to increased resistance along

the net having more vias.

Double via insertion during post-routing optimization or redundant-via aware

routing optimization as depicted in Fig. 1.8 for increased reliability and manufactur-

ing yield of the fabricated designs are some of the known approaches. Even redundant

via aware engineering change order (ECO) routing during mask optimization are also

being practiced toward the end of the design flow for further minimizing potential via

failures.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.8: Design for reliability enhancement by redundant-via insertion and via-
aware routing [2]

Since a via occupies a considerable amount of routing space, a design already

having a large number of vias may not have the required space to accommodate

an additional number of redundant vias for each of these vias in order to recover

from the probabilistic failure of the original vias in the design. In many occasions,

this mandates the entire design process to be redone or atleast conduct multiple

iterations in global/detailed routing for an effective via minimization. Since global and

Chapters/Chapter1/Image/redundant_via_hchen.eps
Chapters/Chapter1/Image/double_via_hchen.eps
Chapters/Chapter1/Image/double_via_routing_hchen.eps
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detailed routing are very hard problems to solve and mostly rely on constrained via

minimization (CVM), a routing solution with minimal via count or even convergence

of such a solution with 100% routing completion is hardly guaranteed.

1.3 Motivation for this work

In the existing PD flow as illustrated in Figure 1.1, global routing is an important

stage after standard cell placement which is driven by congestion or timing or both.

A global routing solution has significant impact on the quality and performance of

a design, specifically ensuring a feasible detailed routing solution due to prevailing

congestion scenario in the routing regions across multiple metal layers. Notably,

the existing global routing framework is applicable only when the placement of the

standard cells, the macros and the IO pads have been done with a specified design

(placement) density. This will be an indicative of the adequate routing space for

the given netlist, ensuring minimal/no design rule violations and fabrication issues as

cited earlier. In summary, global routing acts as the pivot for the PD flow, first by

evaluating the routability of a placement solution and secondly guiding the subsequent

detailed routing of the nets for better manufacturability and reliability.

Based on the grid graph model, the existing global routing methods yield routing

for a pair of terminals as a path between the centers of the corresponding routing bins

containing those pins. The remaining routing from the bin centers to the actual pin

locations, known as pin-access problem, is not done during global routing and tradi-

tionally being pushed to detailed routing. Moreover, this global routing framework

also overlooks the nets that do not span between multiple routing bins due to the

predefined bin size, by confining them to only one bin. These short nets are also not

handled by the existing global routing and are handled during detailed routing. As a

result, congestion estimation due to these local routing and the overall congestion es-

timation is not accurate. It is to be understood that if the overhead of the pin-access

nets and the short nets within a routing bin is significant, the final routing solution

can be prone to design rule violations for the very deep submicron fabrication process,

both geometric and optical rules.

Another important aspect in the existing global routing paradigm is that the via

count is minimized based on the initial planar (2D) routing solution. This 2D solution

is then projected to multiple metal layers using some heuristic methods aimed at
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Figure 1.9: Overview of VLSI physical design (PD) flow: (a) the existing, and (b)
the proposed aligned with this thesis

congestion mitigation, called constrained via minimization (CVM) approach without

changing the planar topology of the net. This approach may have a huge impact

on the reliability of the design due to large number of vias and their failure due to

random process variation.

Chapters/Chapter1/Image/PDFlow_new.eps
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In Chapter 2, we conduct a comprehensive literature survey on the ongoing re-

search issues, mainly focusing on the placement and routing optimization and DFM

aware design approaches, in order to understand the current improvements in several

physical design optimizating. This is very important for the design being imple-

mented using VDSM nodes. Since the problems related to each of the physical design

stages are very hard to solve, in addition to the design manufacturability and reli-

ability issues due to VDSM technology based implementations, it requires multiple

iterations at one or many stages of the PD flow. Sometimes, manual interventions

are also needed when a very large number of iterations are not enough to bring a

successful design closure with an acceptable design and performance criteria within

a stipulated time frame. This study also highlights that these activities focused on

earlier discovery of the problems found in later stages; leading to a successful routing

solution with fewer DFM issues, yielding fewer lithography hotspots, pattern failures,

more predictability in assessing the parasitic effects on signal integrity issues, and

improved conformation for specified performance metrics of the design on silicon.

However, none of these optimization approaches did climb up the physical design

flow (approaching from the fabrication end of the design flow towards system spec-

ification as per Figure 1.1) beyond the placement stage. Our study did not show

any attempt was made at or immediately after floorplanning. This is due to the fact

the floorplanning is done at a higher level of abstraction along the PD flow than

the placement, therefore restricting the degree of information required by the exist-

ing global/detailed routing engines. Recently, a few floorplan bipartitioning methods

pointed towards the possibility of performing early routability assessment on a given

floorplan, without doing global/detailed placement of standard cells. They discussed

about the potential of realizing an early global routing framework based on these

bipartitioning results. Although there has not been any significant progress in that

direction, by formulating a suitable routing model that can realize this prospect.

A detailed summary of the literature survey is presented at the end of Chapter 2,

highlighting the motivation for the objectives considered in this thesis.

1.4 Scope and Contributions of the Thesis

In this thesis, we explore a new outlook of the physical design flow intended to as-

sess early routability of a floorplanned design. This is not feasible in the existing
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global routing framework due to the limitations discussed earlier as well as in Chap-

ter 2. Therefore, we propose an early global routing framework based on the floorplan

bipartitioning information for defining the routing regions in the floorplan. This in-

formation is also used for computing the routing capacity for each of these regions,

and identifying a well defined routing order of the nets. Finally, our aim is to adapt

this early global routing framework with suitable abstraction of some of the design for

manufacturability and reliability issues and assess the routability and other routing

metrics at this early stage of the physical design flow. Our study on the existing

physical design related academic or industrial research activities does not show the

existence of any such early routing approaches on a given flooplan of a design.

1.4.1 Contributions

We summarize the following contributions made in this thesis:

Routing Region Definition by recursive floorplan bipartitioning in order to iden-

tify a set of monotone staircase routing regions in a floorplan. The nets ab-

stracted at the floorplan level are to be routed through these regions in multiple

metal layers. Unlike the existing maxflow based bipartitioning approaches, we

proposed a faster floorplan bipartitioning framework, by simple graph search

techniques on the floorplan topology graph.

The Early Global Routing Framework for routing of a set of nets in a floor-

planned layout. Unlike the existing grid graph model, we propose the proposed

early global routing framework that restricts the routing congestion in these

routing regions to 100% and gives an overview of the global congestion scenario

in the floorplanned layout. In this routing model, the scope of addressing the

pin access problem at the floorplan level was also discussed.

Early Via Minimization by identifying a set of monotone staircase routing regions

with minimal number of bends by an improved framework for recursive floorplan

bipartitioning. This is an earlier version of the unconstrained via minimization

(UVM) problem.

Exploring the scope of DFM Awareness and enhancing the proposed early global

routing method by:
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Uniform Wire distribution in the floorplanned layout in and across multiple

metal layers for reducing surface irregularities due to CMP process in the

final layout,

Minimizing Lithography Hotspots due to EPE by suitably modeling EPE

effect into the routing cost of the proposed early global routing framework,

using the simulation results obtained during the post-layout optimization,

and

Over-the-Block Early Global Routing Model in order to facilitate rout-

ing of the nets over the blocks in higher routing layer, extending the pro-

posed monotone staircase based routing framework by incorporating the

existing grid graph model with suitable adaptation.

Integration and Validation with Industrial Design Flow for a comparative study

between the traditional and the proposed physical design flow (see Figure 1.9)

is conducted with the help of an industrial physical design tool on a few floor-

plan instances of a given industrial design. In this exercise, the proposed early

global routing framework is integrated with the industrial physical design tool

for exchanging relevant information between the proposed method and the in-

dustrial PD tool. The results obtained show reduced worst case congestion,

similar average congestion and smaller runtime values, while marginal increase

in wirelength and via count were reported.

1.5 Organization of the Thesis

The organization of the rest of the thesis is as follows:

Chapter 2 gives a detailed literature survey on the relevant academic research works

pertaining to the existing physical design flow focusing on global (and detailed)

routing and its dependency on the earlier stages such as placement and floor-

planning; this chapter also discusses the scope of addressing design for manufac-

turability (DFM) issues such as optical proximity errors (OPE), edge placement

errors (EPE) and the problems related to chemical mechanical polishing causing

surface irregularities.

Chapter 3 presents a faster recursive flooplan bipartitioning method for identifying

a set of monotone staircase routing regions in a floorplan of a design for the
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proposed early global routing framework. In this chapter, a heuristic method

employing BFS traversal on the flooplan topology graph is presented followed

by a variant that uses DFS based graph traversal on the same floorplan graph.

Chapter 4 proposes an early global routing framework using the monotone stair-

cases as the routing regions in order to estimate the routability of the given

floorplan of a design. A set of nets abstracted at the floorplan levels are routed

through these routing regions using a number of metal layers, by employing both

unreserved and reserved layer model for routing. This chapter also presents a

few extensions of this early global method, suitable for newer fabrication pro-

cesses and different approaches for obtaining a routing path between a pair of

net pins.

Chapter 5 discusses how unconstrained via minimization (UVM) problem can be

addressed during the proposed early global routing by recursively identifying

a set of monotone staircases with minimal number of bends, one by greedy

approach and another by a randomized approach.

Chapter 6 discusses how we address the objective of uniform wire distribution in

the proposed early global routing framework. This chapter also presents a new

hybrid global routing framework using the framework proposed in Chapter 4

and an early adoption of the existing grid graph model used in the existing post-

placement global routers. In this hybrid framework, we incorporate the routing

penalty due to an early abstraction model of edge placement errors (EPE) due

to the limitations of the existing lithography system.

Chapter 7 presents a case study of an industrial design in lieu of the existing physical

design flow and the proposed physical design flow illustrated in Chapter 1.

Chapter 8 summarizes the works presented in the thesis and indicates some of the

future research directions based on this work.
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Literature Survey

In this chapter, we present the survey on the existing literatures pertaining to the

physical design (PD) flow, focusing on the placement and routing optimization, ap-

proaches to address design for manufacturability (DFM) issues [18] and chemical

mechanical polishing process [6]. We also extend this study for via minimization ap-

proaches during the post-placement routing phase, since an excessive via count can

risk the reliability of the design being fabricated into the silicon in smaller technology

nodes. We also pay attention to the design styles in the context of large ASIC/SoC

designs where large number of pre-designed hard modules (macro blocks) are im-

ported in the final product along with a set of pre-designed soft blocks containing a

number of macros and standard cells. Our study also explores the existing literatures

related to the feasibility of early routability and congestion assessment on a given

floorplan, earlier than the existing practices as per the current PD flow.

2.1 The Place and Route Framework

In the physical design (PD) flow depicted in Figure 1.9 (a), global routing is an

important step after placement and guides the subsequent detailed routing addressing

the manufacturability and reliability issues prevalent in VDSM process nodes such

as 45nm and below. Industrial such as Olympus-SoC [13] as well as academic global

routing methods such as [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] strictly

follow the existing PD flow. In this global routing framework, grid graph model is

used for obtaining the routing path of a net over a set routing (metal) layers. This

graph is constructed by dividing the layout area in equal sized bins, called global
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routing bins or GCells. Initially, a planar (2D) routing solution is obtained for the

bottom most layer pair, i.e., (M1,M2). Subsequently, layer assignment of the nets

in different routing (metal) layers beyond M2 is done while minimizing the number

of vias and the congestion [22, 23, 24, 33, 34] in the planar routing solution. If this

solution is not able to attain 100% routability or the congestion in the routing regions

exceeds 100%, ripup and reroute (RR) method is applied to those failed nets. In this

regard, the routing order of the nets plays a very important role for identifying a

feasible routing solution with 100% routability, fewer vias and congestion hotspots.

This solution enables the subsequent detailed routing for obtaining an acceptable final

routing solution that is free from design rule check (DRC) violations and DFM issues

due to the limitations of the lithography system for VDSM technologies discussed

earlier. Otherwise, several iterations of post-layout optimization are to be carried out.

In many cases, this approach does not prove to be effective for attaining a routing

solution free from the said violations while obeying the performance specifications.

Several iterative approaches for DFM optimization are being practiced in earlier stages

such as global routing, placement etc. in order to refine the respective solutions for a

violation free acceptable design with desired performance metrics.

2.1.1 Design Styles for Physical Implementation

Traditionally, there are two different design philosophies known to the designers.

Depending on the size of the design, either a hierarchical or a flat design methodology

is adopted [13, 17]. In the flat design framework, each constituent functional blocks

are flattened at the top level in order to obtain a flat netlist. This flat netlist is then

used as an input to the subsequent design stages, such as physical design steps. On the

other hand, with increasing design functionality in today’s semiconductor industry,

the component functional blocks are themselves quite large in terms of the number of

components that are estimated to contain. As a results, these component functional

blocks are designed separately, both as soft blocks and macros, so that they can be

used in one or more parent designs with fewer difficulties. This is hierarchical design

approach.

In hierarchical design style, first all the physical design optimization are done at

the component level in order to generate the corresponding macro blocks. These

blocks are made to comply with all the design sign-off rules such as fewer/no design

rule violation, no scope lithographic hotspots, etc. On the contrary, soft blocks, each
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being viewed as a cluster of standard cells, comes as functionally verified components.

Their physical design implementation need to be handled by the top level optimization

tools along with available macros and pads. In the existing PD flow, the floorplan

optimization is done based on the macros, IO pads, and the estimated are of the

soft blocks. Subsequently, a detailed placement solution is obtained based on this

floorplan topology and the other constraints like timing, routability, initial congestion.

A complete placement solution with legally placed macros/pads and standard cells is

then considered for formulating the existing global routing framework.

2.1.2 Interleaving Placement and Routing Methods

During placement stage, predicting a feasible placement solution for better routability

[35] and congestion scenario [36, 37] is a very hard problem. Notably, congestion

estimation for a given placement solution is not reasonably accurate if the routing

of the nets is not done. Integrated placement [37, 38, 39] framework employing a

faster yet effective global routing tool suite FastRoute [21, 27, 40, 41] is one such

effort toward a faster routability assessment on a placement solution. Using this

integrated framework, the quality of a placement solution can be assessed very quickly

in terms of the critical routing parameters such as routability and congestion. Few

other routability driven placement methods like IPR [42], POLAR 2.0 [43], Ripple

2.0 [44] were also proposed for an acceptable placement solution with a good global

routing solution. Moreover, integrated global and detailed routing solution such as

GDRouter [45] and full-chip multi-level routing frameworks employing global and

detailed routing together such as MARS, MR, MGR [46, 47, 48, 49], DUNE [50] etc.

were also proposed for better routing completion for a given placement solution.

In the multi-level routing frameworks, both global and detailed routing of the nets

are done at different levels, during coarsening and uncoarsening of the grid graph.

The coarsening procedure continues until a threshold value for the size of GCells is

reached, in order to route the nets of smaller bounding box to the larger ones in the

corresponding levels. Once the coarsening process stops at some point, uncoarsen-

ing process starts to refine the routing results till the level 0 is reached, by suitably

ordering the nets and employing rip-up and reroute repetitively. Multilevel routing

frameworks were also explored in optimization of OPC [51] as well as for CMP vari-

ation control [52] for better handling of the corresponding DFM issues in post-layout

optimization as well as in testability and yield enhancement [53]. Unlike others, [52]
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used the uncoarsening stages first followed by coarsening stage for better distribution

of metal density across the layout. However, they are very time consuming and efforts

have been made to reduce the time complexity [54].

2.1.3 Pattern Routing Frameworks

For faster global routing methods with predictable solutions, the idea of pattern

based routing [19, 20] came in to existence. Until then, Maze routing [55] had been

an effective method for older global routers before. In general, pattern routing [20]

using L/Z (one/two bend) or even monotone staircase (multi-bend) patterns [19,

27] have become more popular than the variants of maze routing methods [55]. In

pattern routing, multi-bend monotonic pattern routing is the most flexible variant

among all the routing patterns in identifying a routing path, despite numerous routing

blockages within the net bounding box. However, there are cases when the routing of

the nets can not be confined within the respective bounding boxes due to excessive

routing blockages and the overall congestion scenario due to already routed nets. In

FastRoute-4.0 [27], in addition to the above mentioned patterns, a predictable three-

bend (U) routing pattern was proposed that is slated to incur fewer number of vias

than traditional maze routing based detours. These routes are shown to be beneficial

in case of detoured routes with fixed number of vias with a similar cost of increased

wirelength like detoured maze routing. In many cases, the detours using U patterns

may lead to inferior routing solutions with unacceptable increase in wirelength and

thus leads to its reduced usage. Moreover, the authors in [20] have also shown that

pattern routing is potentially favorable in case of signal integrity issue by reducing

excessive parasitic effects on the signal nets due to nearby clock nets. On the other

hand, maze routing and its variants such as 3D maze routing [22], A∗-search based

algorithms [17, 56] are the most suitable method even today when the pattern routing

with one, two or more bends fail due to heavy routing blockages within the net

bounding box in the lower routing layers. Notably, this comes at the cost of higher

runtime [19] than the pattern routing frameworks.

Although multi-bend monotone staircase patterns are the most flexible ones, they

incur more number of vias along the routing paths as compared to L/Z patterns with

fixed one or two via overhead. In the existing global routing framework, after the

planar solution is obtained, the net segments are moved to the higher metal layers

for congestion mitigation. This is called layer assignment problem [17, 56]. Several
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methods have been proposed in order to minimize congestion [23, 33, 57] during the

global routing mostly by greedy heuristic, while probabilistic approaches [58, 59, 60]

were also considered for pre-routing congestion estimation. During layer assignment

step, a set of vias are used for the interconnection of the net segments belonging to

the same net in different metal layers, without changing the routing topology obtain-

ing in planar routing solutions. This is called constrained via minimization (CVM)

problem and mostly prevalent in the existing global routing methods. One such ex-

ample is FastRoute-4.0 [27] that relied on via aware Steiner tree topology generation

for initial planar routing solution. While BFGR [24] used via minimization by some

empirical via pricing, NTUgr [31] highlighted dynamic programming based 2D-to-3D

layer assignment of the nets and via sharing among the common net segments. On

the contrary, very few efforts have been made toward a framework that facilitates si-

multaneous via minimization while finding a routing path between a pair of terminals

across multiple metal layers. This is commonly known as unconstrained via minimiza-

tion (UVM) problem [17, 56, 61]. To some extent, the authors in FGR [22], MR [48]

talked about 3D maze routing for better routing results with fewer via count while

LMGr [30] attempted to address via minimization by estimating the bends along a

routing path.

2.1.4 Multi-Terminal Net Decomposition

So far, we have studied the global routing paradigm generalized for a set of nets

without any specific number of terminals (pins). While routing a two terminal net

is just to obtain the routing path among these two pins only, specifically center-to-

center routing between the GCells, routing of multi-terminal nets requires additional

treatment before the routing of these nets is obtained. The optimal routing of a

multi-terminal net is a NP-hard problem, so typically it is decomposed into a set of

valid two-terminal net segments. The routes of these segments are identified subse-

quently. There exists two different frameworks for multi-terminal net decomposition

based on: (i) Steiner tree, and (ii) Minimum Spanning Tree (MST). Since the routing

is allowed in the preferred routing directions only, either horizontal or vertical, rec-

tilinear Steiner/Spanning tree based decomposition is adopted. A rectilinear Steiner

tree based net topology with minimal wirelength, abbreviated as RSMT (rectilinear

steiner minimal tree), is proven to yield better routing solutions than the rectilinear

minimum spanning tree (RMST).
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For the RSMT framework, first a set of vertical and horizontal lines are projected

from each pin of a net. These lines form a grid called hanan grid [9]. The intersection

points of this grid denote the locations of the pins as well as possible locations of a

special set of points called Steiner points. Since the pins are not equally spaced, the

width of the adjacent grids are not the same and hence the overall grid structure is not

uniform. For ease of understanding and computation, the spacing between each grid

line is assumed to be uniform and is the basis of the recent methods for Steiner tree

topology generation methods such as FLUTE [10]. Most of the recent global routing

methods use RSMT based multi-terminal net decomposition, while a few academic

routers like FGR [22], NTUgr [31], BFGR [24] used RMST based decomposition for

multi-terminal net routing. It is known that the Steiner tree problem [62] is very hard

and several heuristic and approximation methods have been proposed [17, 56]. Since

the routing of the nets are done along horizontal or vertical tracks, Rectilinear not

Euclidean Steiner Tree is applicable. In rectilinear domain, Steiner ratio, defined as

the ratio of the total length of the minimum spanning tree to the minimum Steiner

tree, has a maximum value of 1.5 [63].

2.1.5 Limitations of Grid Graph Model

The fundamental limitation of the grid graph routing model is to decide the size of

the global routing bins (GCells). In the existing global routers, the size of these

bins are predefined. While a larger bin size facilitates faster routing time, it gives

poor routing results and skips many of the nets falling entirely within a bin. On the

other hand, a smaller bin size routes more nets and thus needs more routing time.

Despite that, there can be many nets that entirely falls within these smaller sized

bins and remained unrouted. In fact, any net that falls entirely within a GCell is

not considered to be routed by the global routing engines. Instead, these are pushed

to the detailed routing stage. Theoretically, it requires the bin size to be zero in

order to route all the nets by global routing methods. The routing path of a net

connecting two pins located in two different GCells is identified as the path that

connects those GCells, terminating at their respective centers. The path from the

center of a GCell to the actual position of the pin located within this GCell is not

obtained at this stage of routing. Additionally, the nets that sit entirely within a

GCell are overlooked and pushed to the detailed routing stage. As a result, inability

to address the routing of these nets during global routing leads to a critical problem
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known as pin access problem [64, 65]. The pin access problem is a huge bottleneck for

achieving routability and fewer congestion. The local net segments used for pin access

and short nets significantly consume available routing tracks that can otherwise be

used for long (global) nets running across the GCells. A score based approach for

ensuring routing the pin access nets and the short nets within a GCell was presented

in [66] for maximizing routing track utilization for both intra-bin local net routing

and inter-bin long net routing. Handling the pin access problem during detailed

routing along with an improved global routing solution is the main reason behind the

recent approaches of integrated global and detailed routing such as GDRouter [45]

and multi-level full chip routing frameworks such as [46, 48, 49].

Since these local (intra bin) nets are not routed during global routing, the local

congestion within a bin due to these nets are very hard to estimate. The local conges-

tion within a bin in many cases can cause serious problems during detailed routing,

creating large number of congestion and lithography hotspots. Design rule check

(DRC) may fail when the net estimate during global routing do not show any con-

gestion issues due to these local routing segments used for pin accessibility. Although

a few works [15, 64] attempted to address this issue by a heuristic technique called

resource reservation for local routing and congestion, they did not provide a reason-

able solution due to the inherent limitation as cited earlier. In another instance, a

global routing solution and hence a placement solution fail to cater a feasible routing

solution when more number of nets terminate within a GCell than the number of

routing tracks available on its boundary edges, causing routability driven placement

and physical synthesis to fail mitigate the failure due to do intra-bin routing and

in accurate local congestion estimation [65]. A pin density based method GLARE

[15] tried address this local routability issue. In case of failure, a completely new

or iterative placement strategies are to be adopted [21, 38] such as global swap or

movement along the placement row followed by subsequent global/detained routing

[13]. Since there is no guarantee on the optimality of the recurring placement solu-

tion, a large number of iterations may be required before successful design closure.

This is a huge bottleneck for highly competitive design time-to-market for the present

semiconductor industry.
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2.2 DFM and Reliability Issues

In modern IC fabrication process nodes such as those below 65nm, severe yield loss

has been observed that are primarily caused by design for manufacturability (DFM)

issues [67]. For integrated circuit (IC) design using very deep submicron (VDSM)

technology, such as 65nm and below, the design rule check (DRC) process is very

crucial. Using standard layout design rules meant for higher technology nodes such

as 90nm is not sufficient due to the increasing number of complex design rules aris-

ing out of design for manufacturability (DFM) issues prevalent in lower technology

nodes. Due to the limitation of the existing optical illumination system using 193nm

wavelength in IC fabrication process, it has become too troublesome to handle sub-

wavelength feature sizes (≪ 193nm). This makes several design for manufacturability

(DFM) issues such as optical proximity errors (OPE), edge placement errors (EPE)

critical, causing structural as well as electrical faults [2, 68, 69] in the design.

Even in analog layout design with smaller technology nodes, with fewer design

components than their digital counterparts, OPC and EPE effects can heavily degrade

the performance factors and require special care to alleviate OPE/EPE issues to

large extent in reasonable time [70]. Since the number of patterns (rules) needed to

alleviate OPEs in design are increasing exponentially with the newer nodes, simulation

based paradigms such as quasi-inverse lithography method [4] and model based initial

biasing method [71] are proved to be accurate and conducive for faster convergence

during routing/post-layout OPC optimization. Of course, there lies a very large

overhead of simulation time, being mostly one time cost.

2.2.1 Resolution Enhancement Techniques

Several resolution enhancement techniques (RETs) like rule/simulation based optical

proximity correction (OPC) techniques [2, 18, 67], phase shift masks (PSM) [18, 72,

73, 74], off-axis illumination (OAI) [18, 75], immersion lithography [18, 76, 77, 78],

Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) [18], Electron Beam lithography (EBL) [18, 79], multiple

patterning such as double/triple patterning lithography (DPL/TPL) [80, 81, 82] etc.

came into existence to alleviate the limitation of the existing illumination system

[2]. These methods are usually applied after the traditional physical design flow is

completed and also needs to be verified by the standard physical verification tools,

e.g., Calibre nmDRC tool suite [83, 84] that performs both traditional design as well
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as optical rule check (ORC). These issues are mostly considered towards the end of the

physical design flow such as during post-layout optimization or in detailed routing,

in addition to a few rule based OPC aware maze routing [51, 85, 86], simulation

based OPC aware routing [4] and post-routing optimization [87], EPE aware detailed

routing framework [12, 88, 89].

2.2.2 EPE aware Optimization

Notably, few OPC or EPE aware global routing frameworks exist in order to address

them as early as possible to avoid too many design iterations. Simulation based

OPC [4] framework employed quasi-inverse lithography based predictive formula for

OPC in order to identify the deficiency in optical intensity within the expected metal

contour and guided the subsequent detailed routing for minimizing such deficiencies

causing OPEs. On the other hand, EPE is a result of the failure to get the metal

contour printed properly, as a result of intensity spreading beyond the line contours

due to diffraction effect at the edges of the mask opening. This spreading can go

beyond the contour line where the intensity drops to 30% of the maximum intensity

at the middle of the mask opening.

A fast simulation based EPE-aware detailed routing method was proposed in

RADAR [12]. In this work, both wire spreading and ripup and reroute based tech-

niques were used for minimizing EPE hotspots in the layout. In ELIAD [88], an EPE

aware detailed routing method was presented based on statistical characterization

of known litho-prone shapes such as jog-corners, vias and line-ends. However, the

results on a couple of industrial designs presented in this work considered only two

metal layers and identified EPE hotspots based on some predefined threshold values.

Another EPE aware detailed routing method AENEID [89] used kernel based data

learning for EPE hotspot detection and routing path prediction. These kernels were

trained and validated beforehand on the existing simulation results on a large number

of litho-prone patterns from different designs. However, the results were shown for

two metal layers only, similar to [88], and both are post-OPC methods. Due to the

lack of suitable model for OPE, EPE as well as other RET issues available at the

early design stages, it is hard to predict these failures and also incorporate in early

routability assessment. In this thesis, we intend to focus on realizing the models for

EPE and CMP effects in a design during early global routing after floorplanning.
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2.2.3 CMP aware Optimization

Another DFM issue that greatly impacts the design quality is chemical mechanical

polishing (CMP) which induces surface irregularities during the copper metalization

process due to different hardness factors of copper and dielectric materials and also

the variation in wire (metal) density across the layout. As a result, over-polishing

and under-polishing of these materials occur across the metal layers [90] causing: (a)

structural faults like open and shorts due to lack of sharpness around depth of focus

(DOF) of the lithographic illumination system, and (b) the unpredictable electrical

characteristics of the metal wires such as resistance and capacitance that impact both

power and timing. So far, insertion of dummy metal fills [91, 92] has been a popular

method to alleviate these issues as these tend to (i) reduce the unpredictability in the

electrical properties of the metal interconnects, and (ii) improve uniformity in metal

density across the layers for less CMP variations.

But, these dummy fills pose serious burden on the power/ground network due

to induced cross-talk from high coupling capacitance and also due to IR drops [93].

Therefore, a uniform feature density distribution including an effective placement of

cells and pins [94, 95], and suitable global [96, 97] or detailed routing [52, 91, 92]

solution that yields uniform distribution of the metal interconnects across layers are

more practical solutions than mere dummy metal fills [91, 92, 98].

2.2.4 Via aware Reliability Optimization

Another critical aspect of VDSM fabrication technology is the reliability of the fab-

ricated designs due to large via count [2]; via fabrication may yield poor results due

to statistical process variations so that vias may fail to connect electrically or may

impact electrical performance due to higher resistance/capacitance. Therefore, it de-

mands significant number of redundant vias to be placed around a target via and a

failure to do so may entitle to failure of the entire chip to function or give poor per-

formance. Even, no industrial tools exist to address this issue earlier in the PD flow

for a faster and successful design closure. Double via insertion during post-routing

optimization [99, 100] or identifying a via-failure aware routing or even redundant

via aware ECO routing during mask optimization [101] for increased reliability and

yield of the fabricated designs are some of the known approaches. In summary, in

order to get better manufacturing yield, the design flow needs to account for design

for reliability issues due to via failures and to put effort in minimizing the number
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of vias as early as possible, during global or detailed routing instead of post-routing

redundant via insertion or ECO based approaches.

2.3 Early Routability Assessment on Flooplans

In order to predict the feasibility of a routing solution due to an inferior placement

solution, an early global routing estimation on a given floorplan of a design for the

targeted placement solution may potentially help, by defining routing regions in a

floorplan with the help of recursive bipartitioning methods [8, 17, 102, 103]. This

can be realized without doing a full fledged global routing on a given placement

solution. This is due to the fact that a feasible floorplan solution can be endorsed by

a good early global routing solution, thus reducing the number of iterations for the

subsequent global/detailed placement of standard cells only. This early global routing

solution will guide global routing of the remaining nets connecting the standard cells.

Notably, the nets at the floorplan level defines the connectivity among the macros, IO

pads, and soft blocks (a cluster of standard cells). The main difference is that these

abstracted nets terminate on the boundary pins of the macros, pads and the soft

blocks. Although, the soft blocks do not have any physical pins at their boundary,

the concept of virtual pin can be used [13]. The virtual pins at the boundary of

the soft blocks will guide the subsequent global routing of the remaining segment

(not routed by this early global routing framework) of the particular net entering

the soft blocks and terminates on a standard cell within it. In other cases, some of

the nets may fully be contained within a soft block and have not been routed by the

early global routing framework can be handled entirely by the existing global routing

methods. But, no such early routability assessment methods are known to exist till

now and therefore is the main objective of this thesis.

2.3.1 Advantages of Monotone Staircase Cuts over Slicing

Method

In a floorplan, a set of routing regions can be defined by recursively bipartitioning

the floorplan either by isothetic cut lines for sliceable floorplans [17] or by monotone

staircase cuts [8, 102] for any floorplan irrespective of its sliceability. While slicing

method fails to obtain a bipartition on a non-sliceable floorplan, monotone staircase

cuts can obtain a number of possible bipartitions of any floorplan irrespective of its
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sliceability. Notably, the monotone staircase cuts based bipartitioning framework is a

generalization of the slicing tree method. The corresponding cuts yield the required

routing regions for identifying an early global routing solution of a set of floorplan

level nets, a subset of the placement level standard cell netlist. The net cut informa-

tion obtained at each level of this recursive procedure yields the routing capacity of

the respective regions. It is also known that a good (acyclic) routing order is very

important for 100% routing completion [17, 104, 105], without too many ripup and

reroute effort during post-placement routing optimization.

In [17, 105], it was shown that non-sliceable floorplans do not cater acyclic routing

order, such that the nets can be routed one-by-one in a definite order. On the other

hand, monotone staircase based recursive floorplan bipartitions provide a tree like

(acyclic) routing order irrespective of the sliceability of the given floorplan [104, 105].

Furthermore, the monotone staircases provide a certain degree of flexibility in resizing

the regions bounded by these staircases for efficient resource utilization, by incremen-

tal placement of macros/cells. This would create the required routing space in order

to mitigate excessive routing congestion in those regions. A judiciously chosen mono-

tone staircase routing region with minimal number of bends and minimal net cut can

potentially help in finding a routing path between a pair of terminals across the metal

layers, with less congestion and fewer via count along the routing path.

2.3.2 Existing Bipartitioning Methods

Until now, there exist different variants of minimum net cut based floorplan biparti-

tioning methods focusing on area balance or number balance between the partitions

[8, 106]. The area balanced bipartitioning problem is known to be NP-hard [8] while

the number balanced version is a special case of it. Previous works on area balanced

bipartitioning [8, 102, 106] employed iterative maxflow-based heuristic methods and

handled two (t = 2) and multi-terminal nets (t > 2) differently with different heuristic

approaches. In [107, 108], it is initially shown that a circuit graph can be biparti-

tioned by an iterative maxflow based node-merging technique. This algorithm used an

O(n3) push-relabel algorithm [109] for computing the maxflow in each iteration lead-

ing to O(n4) time for a maximum of O(n) iterations. Further improvement was also

suggested in [107] as iterative flow augmenting procedure similar to Ford-Fulkerson

algorithm [109] with O(nm) time complexity, where n and m respectively denote the

number of vertices and edges in the corresponding floorplan graph. In summary, the
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existing maxflow based area/number balanced bipartitioning methods take huge time.

A linear time algorithm for number balanced floorplan bipartitioning was proposed

in [103] by employing depth-first traversal on the given floorplan channel graph. This

method, namely Block Labeling, identifies monotone staircases by labeling the blocks

one by one until ⌊n/2⌋ blocks are labeled, constituting the left partition. However, this
method did not consider net cut as an objective, nor is adaptable for area balanced

bipartitioning as a general case. In summary, it requires a faster hierarchical floorplan

bipartitioning method that gives monotone staircases with minimal net cut as well

as unique method for handling nets with any number of pins. As discussed earlier,

it is also required to obtain a set of monotone staircase routing regions that will

facilitate minimal bend pattern routing through them for addressing UVM problem

at the floorplan abstraction level.

2.4 Chapter Summary

From this study, we notice that routability and congestion analysis is done during the

traditional post-placement global and detailed routing stages, for the respective global

and local congestion. In many cases, the criteria for meeting the critical performance

metrics may lead to multiple congestion hot-spots, leading to proportional increase in

lithography hot-spots. The number of vias due to multi-layer interconnection among

the wire segments belonging to a given net can only be obtained only after routing is

completed. These are very crucial parameters that demand minimization during the

design implementation phase, specifically the placement and routing. Little attention

was paid in order to assess the impact of these issues at an earlier stage such as during

or after floorplanning. As a results, multiple iterations are needed at different stages,

such as during routing and placement, making it very hard to meet the stipulated

design time with desired design objectives. Despite the interleaved placement/routing

and multi-level routing frameworks as well as advancement in faster Steiner topol-

ogy generation, and Steiner topology, pattern routing and congestion aware CVM

approaches were proposed; design closure os not necessarily attained with desired

success with minimal fabrication related issues. While manual intervention with ex-

tensive design exposure has been a naive approach, starting over with a completely

new solution from an earlier stage such as floorplanning and placement stage is also

being attempted. Given the scale of design complexity and large number of functional
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blocks in modern ICs, this is a huge bottleneck to stick to a competitive design time

to market.

From this discussion, we summarize that an early global routing framework based

on floorplan information is essential for studying the routability of a design much

earlier in the PD flow, i.e., immediately after floorplanning than the usual practice of

post-placement routability assessment. In addition to that, an early estimation of via

count and congestion within the routing regions defined for a given floorplan topology

can be a decent indicative of the quality of the design at the floorplan abstraction

level, with potentially fewer iteration, than during post-placement routing or DFM

aware placement/routing or even during post-layout DFM optimization.

Therefore, in this thesis, we intend to address the following by proposing a new

framework for early global routing immediately after floorplanning:

• obtain an estimate of routability, wirelength, via count and congestion at this

early abstraction design level, since no such framework exist till date;

• present a method for addressing an earlier version of unconstrained via min-

imization (UVM) problem for simultaneous multi-layer routing topology gen-

eration and via minimization, which is hardly being used in the existing post-

placement global routing approaches;

• explore the scope for alleviating pin access problem at floorplan level by suitably

defining the pin-region edges in the proposed routing model, a critical problem

still prevalent in global routing due to the inherent limitation of the grid graph

model;

• perform routability assessment of the designs considering suitable abstraction

of DFM issues at such an early stage of PD flow, alike a few DFM aware post-

placement routing methods; and

• cater an early global routing solution as an initial solution to the subsequent

placement and routing optimization, specially for large mixed mode design envi-

ronment and hierarchical design practices, for reducing the number of iterations

at the subsequent stages of PD flow.



Chapter 3

Fast Recursive Bipartitioning for

Early Global Routing

3.1 Introduction

In the existing floorplan optimization tools, an optimal floorplan is identified as the

one with minimal cost in terms of half perimeter wirelength (HPWL) of the nets.

Obviously, this floorplan instance does not necessarily guarantee a good placement

solution with 100% routability, reasonably small wirelength and fewer congestion

hotspots. Hence, the impact of the corresponding placement solution on the routing

results is discovered quite late as per the existing PD flow, while conducting design

rule check (DRC) and discovering the issues related to design for manufacturability

and reliability. In order to alleviate these fabrication issues, several iterative efforts

are put in detailed/global routing, global/detailed placement of the standard cells and

even in floorplan optimization. So far, there is no direct way to measure whether a

(primitive) floorplan instance is capable enough to route many of the nets abstracted

at the floorplan level or to infer that the corresponding placement is able to yield

an acceptable routing solution with minimal or no violations. Since, the placement

details of the individual standard cells are not available at this stage, the existing

global routing methods can not be used so early, i.e., after floorplanning in order to

assess the routability and other routing metrics in lieu of the corresponding floorplan

instance. Additionally, the netlist abstracted during floorplan optimization also differs

grossly from the netlist comprising of standard cells and macros used during placement

optimization stage, as the connectivity of the standard cells are masked.
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In this thesis, we propose a framework for early estimation of the routability

and other routing metrics such as wirelength, via count and congestion, much earlier

than the existing PD flow as depicted in Figure 1.9 (b). In order to achieve that,

our proposed early global routing framework comprises of two sub-stages, namely: (i)

identify the routing regions in a given floorplan using recursive floorplan bipartitioning

methods, and (ii) formulate a new global routing model using these routing regions

and identify the routing topology of the nets abstracted at the floorplan level. The

bipartitioning results also help this early global router identify an well defined routing

order of the nets and also computes the routing capacity for each of these routing

regions.

3.2 Floorplan Bipartitioning

The most commonly known floorplan bipartitioning method uses slicing tree method

in order to identify the routing regions adjoining the block boundaries, using only

vertical or horizontal cut lines. But this method is not applicable to non-sliceable

floorplans (see Figure 3.1 (a) and (b)). Recently, a new paradigm for floorplan bipar-

titioning was proposed in [8, 102, 103]. These methods identify the routing regions

in any floorplan irrespective of its sliceability, by using monotone staircase cuts, in a

recursive manner. A hierarchy of bipartitions for a given floorplan, similar to slicing

tree method for a sliceable floorplan, is obtained by these recursive methods. A set of

objectives were defined for obtaining an optimal monotone staircase cut at each level

of the bipartition hierarchy. The corresponding routing regions take the shape of a

monotone staircase spanning from one end of the floorplan (or the subfloorplan at a

given bipartition hierarchy) to the other end. The illustration in Figure 3.2 shows the

enumeration of a monotone staircase as a routing region in a floorplanned layout [8].

In the next section, we discuss the formulation of a graph that embeds the floor-

plan topological information in it. The identification of a valid cut on this graph

generates a monotone staircase region in the corresponding floorplan (see Figure 3.2

(a)). The existing methods in [8, 102] employed maxflow based minimum net cut

optimization for obtaining an optimal solution. However, these methods have large

runtime overhead due to very high time complexity. Moreover, a bipartition with

minimum net cut does not always yield a monotone staircase. The work in [103] used
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Figure 3.1: Floorplan bipartitioning: (a) slicing tree method, and (b) wheel cut

a faster depth first search (DFS) on a floorplan topology graph in order to obtain an

optimal monotone staircase recursively, but without considering any net cut. This

method was also restricted to balancing the number of blocks on either side of the

partition, but not capable to adapt to area balance.

3.3 Block Adjacency Graph (BAG)

We discuss the formulation of the floorplan topology graph, also called block adjacency

graph (BAG) [102]. For a design D having set of blocks B = {bi}, set of nets N =

{nk} and a given floorplan instance F (B,N) of this design, the unweighted directed

graph, BAG Gb = (Vb, Eb) is defined as follows:

Vb = {vi|vi corresponds to block bi}, and
Eb = {eij}, where eij = {(vi,vj) | block bi is on the left of (above) its adjacent block

bj in F}.

Chapters/Chapter3/Image/slice_floor.eps
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T Junction

monotone staircase region

(b) Placement of Blocks(a) Floorplan of Blocks

T Junction

Figure 3.2: Depiction of a monotone staircase in a layout: (a) in a floorplan, and (b)
in a placement of blocks [8]

There exists two special vertices in the BAG, namely the source and the sink, that

are chosen as the top-left and the bottom-right corner blocks in the given floorplan

F respectively. This definition of the BAG gives rise to a monotonically increasing

staircase (MIS) (CI as depicted in Figure 3.3(a)) for a given instance of bipartition.

The above definition of BAG is further augmented in [8, 102] to get another

graphical framework using the netlist information N . Apparently, the order of this

augmented graph is much higher, i.e., (O(n + k) than O(n) for BAG for a design D

having n blocks and k nets. Following this step, they applied their respective graph

bipartitioning algorithm in order to obtain a monotone staircase cut in the floorplan.

Unlike this method, we use this graph (BAG) straightaway without any such kind of

augmentation for identifying a monotone staircase cut in a given floorplan, using our

proposed methods discussed in the subsequent sections. In other words, our work does

not take any netlist information into account for obtaining the monotone staircases

unlike in [8, 102]. Additionally, any graph traversal method [109] on this BAG based

bipartitioning framework takes lesser time and also easily scalable for larger designs,

while maxflow based methods will have polynomially larger runtime.

We slightly extend the above definition of BAG in order to obtain a monotonically

decreasing staircase (MDS) by modifying the definition of the edges as follows:

Chapters/Chapter3/Image/ms_def.eps
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Figure 3.3: A floorplan and the corresponding BAGs for a (a) MIS, and (b) MDS cut

Eb = {eij}, where eij = {(vi, vj) | bi is to the left of (below) bj in F}.

Unlike the earlier definition of the BAG, the source and the sink vertices in this

graph are defined as those vertices corresponding to the bottom-left and the top-right

corner blocks in the floorplan F respectively. This scenario is captured in Figure 3.3

(b) for an MDS cut CD. In the rest of the this chapter, we use ms-cut as a generic term

in order to refer both MIS or MDS cuts, unless stated explicitly and any discussion

on monotone staircases equally applies to both of them. Subsequent sections in this

chapter will showcase the application of both of these cuts.

Notably, a similar definition for both MIS and MDS variants of a monotone stair-

case cut on a BAG was seen in [110] as rising and falling staircase patterns used

to define empty non-overlapping (disjoint) polygonal staircase routing regions in a

Chapters/Chapter3/Image/bag.eps
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rectangular layout (floor), but with largest area. This implies that these regions are

intended to carry maximal number of nets without any routing obstacles, while our

objective is defined for minimizing the number of nets cut a staircase for distributing

the nets over the entire bipartition hierarchy. It is evident from Figure 3.4 that not

all the cuts on a BAG are monotone staircase cuts. In order to ensure that a cut is

certainly a monotone staircase, we consider the following lemma given in [102], known

as monotone staircase property.

Lemma 1 If eij ∈ Eb is an arc in Gb, then there exists at least one monotone stair-

case in the floorplan such that the blocks bi and bj appear in the left and right partitions

respectively, and there exists no staircase with bi in the right partition and bj in the

left partition.

Proof Proof of this Lemma is given in [102]. �

In Figure 3.4, we illustrate the working of Lemma 1 for a MIS cut. It shows that

all the cut edges in the BAG are forward edges, i.e., directed from the left partition L

containing the source vertex towards the right partition R containing the sink vertex

and therefore results in a monotone staircase cut. However, in Figure 3.4 (b), the

highlighted edge B → E in the BAG is directed from R to L, and thus violates the

lemma. As a result, we obtain a non-monotone staircase cut and correspondingly a

non-monotone staircase routing region in the floorplan. From this illustration and

Lemma 1, we observe that it requires at least one back edge directed from R to L in

order to yield a non-monotone staircase cut and propose the following corollary.

Corollary 1 Given the BAG corresponding to a floorplan topology, any cut which

has at least one back edge yields a non-monotone staircase cut.

Proof From Lemma 1, we understand that there can be one or more such back edges

necessary for obtaining a non-monotone staircase cut on the BAG. The illustration

in Figure 3.4(b) also proves that we need only one back edge for creating a scenario

of yielding a non-monotone staircase cut. �

Next, let us address the disadvantage of a non-monotonic routing region over

a monotonic one as shown in Figure 3.5. This illustrates three different routing

instances of a net n = (A,B) (i) one using a monotonic routing path and (ii) two

using a non-monotonic routing path. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of Lemma 1: for a floorplan with a (a) monotone staircase,
and (b) non-monotone staircase

first two routing paths are contained within the bounding box of the net pins A and B;

also assume that these routing instances use only two metal layers for routing in the

preferred routing direction. This example shows that the first non-monotonic path

gives wirelength (in fact, twice the extra-length) more than HPWL of the bounding

box compared to the monotonic path which always results in an wirelength equal to

HPWL. Another instance of a non-monotonic path yields a detoured routing beyond

the net bounding box, resulting in a wirelength more than HPWL.

Chapters/Chapter3/Image/msc_property_proof.eps
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Figure 3.5: Disadvantage of non-monotone staircase routing paths over monotone
staircase paths

3.4 A Faster BFS based Greedy Method

In this section, we propose a faster floorplan bipartitioning method entirely based on

the topological information of a floorplan instance. This bipartitioning framework

identifies a set of monotone staircases by employing breadth first search (BFS) on

the floorplan topology graph [102] for a given floorplan without compromising on the

quality of the solutions as compared to those obtained by the maxflow based methods

Chapters/Chapter3/Image/msc_nonmsc_adv_syn.eps
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[8, 102]. This method works in a fashion similar to wave-front propagation technique.

During each pass of the proposed bipartitioning method, a distinct monotone staircase

is obtained while obeying an well defined property on monotone staircases presented

in [102] (also see Lemma 1). As discussed earlier in this chapter, such a routing

region can either be of increasing or decreasing type, i.e., MIS or MDS depending on

user defined configurations (see later in this section). This model is generalized for

t-terminal nets (t ≥ 2) unlike the existing bipartitioners [8, 102]. Next, we propose a

variant of this method using depth first search (DFS) on the same floorplan graph.

Our aim here is to present a comparative study between both these methods (BFS

and DFS) based on the experimental results, since there is no specific reason which

method is more apt in our early global routing framework, and entirely depends on

the floorplan topology.

In order to obtain a set of monotone staircases for the entire floorplan, we adopt

a recursive framework employing this bipartitioning method, presented later in this

section and obtain a floorplan bipartition hierarchy (tree), called as MSC tree as

depicted in Figure 3.1(a). Trivially, there exist a few monotone staircases at the leaf

level of this bipartition hierarchy having two blocks as their left and right children.

The orientation of these type of cuts is either vertical or horizontal. They are termed

as degenerate monotone staircases and generally belong to either belong to either an

MIS or MDS cut depending on the definition used for constructing the corresponding

BAG. This case is a generalized instance of the results obtained by the floorplan

slicing method used for sliceable floorplans using isothetic (vertical/horizontal) cuts.

3.4.1 Problem Definition

A floorplan bipartitioning problem can be seen as a set partitioning problem as dis-

cussed in [8] and is shown to be NP-Hard. This problem resembles with an optimal

bipartitioning of a finite set S = {ai}, where each element ai has weight(ai), into

(S1,S \ S1) such that the sum of the weights of all the elements in S1 is equal to

that in S \S1. Similarly, a floorplan bipartitioning method aims to obtain an optimal

monotone staircase cut on the corresponding BAG such the total area of all the blocks

or the number of blocks on one side of the partition (say the left partition L) is equal

to that on the other side of the partition (say the right partition R). There exists

a couple of variants of this problem and are respectively termed as area balanced or

number balanced floorplan bipartitioning. In other words, we can mathematically
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state it as: P opt(F ) = (Lopt, Ropt), where P opt(), Lopt and Ropt denote optimum bi-

partition of a floorplan F , and the corresponding optimum left and right partitions,

respectively.

In this section, we present a new framework for both area and number balanced

floorplan bipartitioning methods. For a given bipartition solution, some of the nets

are cut, while the rest of the nets fall entirely in either of the partitions. Therefore,

the floorplan bipartitioning problem is a multi-objective optimization problem [8, 102,

103]. This problem considers both the total area (or the number) of blocks on either

side of the partitions and the number of nets cut due to the bipartition; aiming to

maximize a balance in the area (or the number of blocks) between each partition and

minimum net cut in order to obtain an optimal solution. The optimum solution, which

is unlikely to be guaranteed to exist due to hard nature of this problem, consists of

the perfect balance among each partition (L, R) implying equal area (or the number)

of blocks and the minimum net cut (ideally zero). Therefore, it demands heuristic

approaches to be adopted in order to obtain a set of solutions. The best one among

these solutions is considered to be an optimal solution.

We summarize the area balanced problem Pac with the following objectives [8, 102]:

1. balance ratio balr = min(Al,Ar)/max(Al,Ar) be maximized, and

2. number of cut nets(kc) in the bipartition be minimized,

where Al(r) =
∑

bi∈Bl(r)
Area(bi), the area of the left (right) partition and Bl(r) denotes

the set of blocks in the left (right) partition. The number balanced bipartition problem

(Pnc) [8], can be seen as a restricted version of Pac when the area of each block is almost

equal. This implies negligible variance in the area of all the blocks such that they can

be normalized to unity. In that case, balr is defined as min(nl,nr)/max(nl,nr), where

nl and nr denote the respective number of blocks in the left and the right partition.

Since this is a multi-objective optimization problem, we consider a scalar convex

function similar to [8] for obtaining an optimal solution as follows:

Gain = γ.balr + (1− γ)(1− kc/k) (3.1)

where kc is the number of cut nets in a given partition and k is the total number of nets

that exist in the given (sub) floorplan and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter used to trade-off

among the said objectives. In order to obtain an optimal monotone staircase cut in

a given floorplan [8], we aim to maximize Gain value such that the area (number)
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balance ratio balr is maximized while kc is minimized for a given value of γ. We also

need to ensure that the value of this gain is maximum for a suitable choice of γ. The

experimental results in [8], suggested γ values to be in the range of [0.4,0.6] for an

optimal area/number balanced bipartition.

3.4.2 Illustration: A Sequence of Monotone Staircases

In this section, we propose a new floorplan bipartitioning method using the BAG Gb

for a given floorplan F containing a set of blocks B and set of nets N . To make

our method much faster than the earlier maxflow based bipartitioners [8, 102], as

discussed earlier, our method does not incorporate the netlist information unlike their

augmented BAG graph of much higher order than the original BAG and subsequently

apply a maxflow [109] algorithm. Instead, this method employs breadth first traversal

(BFS) [109] on the BAG and subsequently identifies the cut nets for that partition

in linear time. During each pass of BFS, a unique ms-cut is identified. At the end, a

sequence of ms-cuts is obtained which is a small subset of all possible ms-cuts in the

given floorplan F .

We take an example of Figure 3.6 to illustrate the proceedings of this bipartitioning

method using ms-cuts, at any level of the bipartition hierarchy. In this example, we

constructed the BAG Gb for the given floorplan for obtaining a sequence of MISes.

This method uses a Queue data structure Q for storing the processed vertices of Gb

during each pass of the BFS in a level ordering manner. In this example, Figure

3.6 (a) depicts that this method is initialized by enqueing the source vertex A in

Queue Q. At any point during the iterations, the elements in Q denote the blocks

that are the possible candidates to be added to the left partition L, while those have

already been dequeued from Q belong to L. It is also to be noted that each dequeued

block once added to L remains in it. This acts as the loop invariant of this iterative

bipartitioning method. There is another set of blocks which are not yet explored and

thus remain in the right partition R. At any instance, the (L, R) bipartition gives

a valid monotone staircase that obeys the monotone staircase property (Lemma 1).

This process continues until the sink vertex (corresponding to block J) is explored.

In this example, we start with the primitive staircase {A} once A is dequeued

from Q and added to the left partition L, completing Level = 0 in BFS traversal. In

order to process its adjacent vertices {D,B,E} in R, A is dequeued from Q and they

are explored one by one. At this point, except E, B and D are eligible to be added
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Figure 3.6: Illustrating the working of the BFS based bipartitioning
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(in any order) to the left partition. Addition of B and D in Q do not account for any

back edge from the right to the left partition (Lemma 1). In the current work, we

explore the adjacent vertices based on an increasing order of lower left x coordinate

values. Thus for the dequeued vertex A, D is given the priority for adding it to Q

over B as illustrated in Figure 3.6 (b) and (c), leading to a sequence S of distinct

monotone staircases { {A}, {A,D}, {A,B,D}. Although the reverse order (selecting

B first over D) would also have been considered leading to a different sequence S ′ =

{ {A}, {A,B}, {A,B,D}}, we prefer the proposed order of exploring the adjacent

vertices. In this case, if E were added to the left partition prior to B and D, there

would be two back edges (B,E) and (D,E) which violate Lemma 1. This completes

another level (Level = 1) of BFS traversal, pushing E to next level.

In the subsequent pass, the adjacent vertices of each vertex (based on the order

they were enqueued) residing in Q are explored. For example, G is considered as

the next adjacent vertex of D prior to E being another of it; due to the fact that G

has smaller lower left x coordinate than E. Hence E is added to the left partition

after D as both conform to Lemma 1. Therefore we obtain two more valid monotone

staircase {A,B,D,G} and {A,B,D,G,E} respectively (see Figure 3.6 (d) and (e))

in the sequence S. In general, we obtain a distinct monotone staircase when a block

is added to the left partition. Finally, an optimal monotone staircase is identified as

the one having maximum Gain (refer to Equation 3.1).

3.4.3 The Algorithm for the BFS based Bipartitioning

Using a specific type of BAG (MIS or MDS), at each level of the bipartition hier-

archy, we obtain a sequence of monotone staircase cuts starting from the trivial one

(see Lemma 3 in [102]), where the left partition L contains the source vertex of Gb.

Subsequent iterations for adding the adjacent blocks take place until a point of con-

vergence is reached, ideally at W/2. This is not feasible in case of area balanced

bipartitioning, neither in case of number balance mode when the number of blocks is

odd. Therefore, an user defined parameter ǫ (≪ 1) is used to compute a set of weight

bounds [(1− ǫ)W/2, (1+ ǫ)W/2] [111] such that an optimal bipartition solution (ms-

cut) of MIS/MDs type with maximal area balance falling within these bounds. In

case of area balanced bipartition, the total weight W is computed by summing the

area of all the block in F , whereas in number balanced mode, the same refers to the

total number of blocks n in the given floorplan F .
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The proposed bipartition method converges when the weight of the left (and hence

the right) partition is within the said weight bounds. Notably, it takes longer con-

vergence time with balr approaching closer to 1 when ǫ is very small (≪ 1) [107].

Conversely, a larger ǫ value leads to a faster convergence but yields an inferior balr

value leading to a poor sub-optimal solution. In our example presented in Figure

3.6 (e), this procedure is said to converge to give an optimal solution when the left

partition L is {A,B,D,E,G}. However, there may be cases when the convergence

within the specified bounds can not be attained and the area of either partition does

not fall within the said weight bounds. In that case, we either impose a criteria of

maximum number of iterations not to exceed n or wait until the queue is empty,

whichever happens earlier.

The nets at a given level of bipartition hierarchy, are either cut nets whose ter-

minals are present on either side of the partition, or belong entirely to either of the

two partitions L and R. The nets with all terminals entirely within the left (right)

partition are termed as the left (right) uncut nets. Furthermore, the cut nets are as-

signed to the left (right) partition if they have at least two terminals in that partition.

Thus, in the left (right) partition, the uncut nets along with the (modified) cut nets

having terminals belonging to the left (right) partition constitute the total nets for

that partition and are to be considered for MIS (MDS) cut generation at the next

level of the hierarchy.

The pseudo-code of the proposed bipartitioning method GenMSCut is presented

in Algorithm 1. We use a parameter named baltype in order to represent area (num-

ber) balanced bipartitioning, with the respective values of 1 (0) for them and very

small values of ǫ. The procedure findPartition() in Algorithm 1 implements this net

partitioning method and takes O(k) time.

Lemma 2 The worst case time complexity for checking the monotone staircase prop-

erty is o(n), where n is the number of blocks in a floorplan.

Proof Since the block adjacency graph (BAG) of a given floorplan for n blocks is a

planar directed acyclic graph, each vertex in it has a maximum in-degree of p which

is much smaller than n, i.e., o(n). Therefore, the time required to check whether the

addition of a given vertex to the left partition results in any back edge is maximum

p, i.e., o(n). �
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Algorithm 1 GenMSCut

Inputs: Gb, N , γ, ǫ, baltype
Outputs: An optimal ms-cut with maximal area balance and minimal net cut in the
resulting staircase cut with maximum Gain value (see Equation 3.1)

Define a Queue Q of size 2n; S = source(Gb)
Initialize left partition, L = ∅, Wt(L) = 0, λ = ∅

W =
∑

i

Wt(vi) ∀vi ∈ Vb when baltype = 1

= |Vb|, otherwise
lb wt = (1− ǫ)W/2 and ub wt = (1 + ǫ)W/2
level no = 0
Enqueue(S), S.level = level no
Enqueue(∅)
while (NOT EMPTY(Q) ||max iteration < n) do
vi = Dequeue(Q)
if (vi 6= ∅) then
L = L ∪ {vi}; Level(vi) = level no
Wt(L)←Wt(L) +Wt(vi)
for (vj ∈ adj(vi)) do
if (IsV alid Monotone Staircase = TRUE and (Wt(L)+Wt(vj)) ≯ ub wt)
then
/* IsV alid Monotone Staircase implies Lemma 1 */
Enqueue(vj)

end if
end for
/* here Bl (Br) corresponds to L (R = Vb − L)*/
findPartition(Bl, Br, N)
/* returns Nl (Nr), and Nc being the set of left (right) and cut nets respectively
*/
Calculate Gain (see Equation 3.1) using Bl, Br, kc = |Nc|, k = |N |
Cp = 〈Gain,Bl, Br, Nl, Nr, Nc〉
λ ← λ

⋃

{Cp}
else
Increment level no
Enqueue(∅)

end if
Increment(max iteration)

end while
Return optimal ms-cut Cmax ∈ λ with maximum Gain
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Lemma 3 The worst case time complexity for generating a monotone staircase cut

at any given level of the bipartition hierarchy is O(n), where n is the number of blocks

in a floorplan.

Proof We start from the source vertex of BAG and traverse all the adjacent vertices

in a BFS manner and simultaneously check for the validity of the monotone staircase

property to enqueue them in the queue. Thus it has O(n) enqueue operations in the

worst case for all the blocks except the sink vertex, and o(n) operation to check the

staircase property for each vertex. Since the BAG is a planar graph, the cardinality

of the edge set Eb is m = O(n). The amortized analysis for each vertex yields a total

of O(m) time for all enqueued vertices. Thus the total time complexity turns out to

be O(n+m), which is again O(n). �

Lemma 4 The number of monotone staircase cuts obtained by Algorithm 1 in a

floorplan having n blocks is n− 1.

Proof Once a block is added to the left partition, it remains in the same partition and

results in a distinct monotone staircase. This also holds true when the left partition

contains only the source vertex of the BAG. Subsequently, addition of one or more

blocks takes at most n − 1 iterations until the sink vertex is explored. Thus, the

number of distinct monotone staircases obtained by this algorithm corresponds to

the number blocks added in each step to the left partition. �

3.4.3.1 The Recursive Framework

The top-down hierarchical procedure presented in Algorithm 2, namely GenMSC-

Tree, generates a bipartition hierarchy or alternatively called as MSC tree for a given

floorplan F having a set B of n blocks and a netlist N of k nets. At each node of the

hierarchy, GenMSCut generates an optimal ms-cut, while ConstructBAG constructs

the BAG discussed in earlier in this chapter. During BAG construction at each level

of hierarchy, the adjacency list of each vertex is sorted with the non-decreasing value

of the lower left x coordinates of the corresponding blocks in the floorplan.

Here, stype and baltype denote the staircase type (MIS/MDS) and the balance

type (Area/Number) respectively. The first call to GenMSCTree is for the entire

floorplan F with stype = 1, Root node = TRUE for an MIS cut, and specific values

of γ and ǫ. The resulting ms-cut (MIS) is the root cut of the corresponding bipar-

tition (MSC) tree. The successive recursion of GenMSCTree gives rise to the entire
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bipartition hierarchy with MIS and MDS cuts at the alternate levels by toggling the

value of stype between 1 (MIS) and 0 (MDS) respectively.

Algorithm 2 GenMSCTree

Inputs: B,N, F ,stype,γ, ǫ,baltype
Outputs: The MSC tree, with increasing (decreasing) ms-cuts at alternate levels

if (Root node ‖ TreeLevel%2 = 0) then
stype = 1

else
stype = 0

end if
Gb = ConstructBAG(B, F , stype)
Node.cut = GenMSCut(Gb, N , γ, ǫ, baltype)
Node.Level = TreeLevel; increment TreeLevel
if (|Bl| ≥ 2) then
Node.left = GenMSCTree(Bl,Nl,Fl,stype,γ,ǫ,baltype)

end if
if (|Br| ≥ 2) then
Node.right = GenMSCTree(Br ,Nr,Fr,stype,γ,ǫ,baltype)

end if
return Node

An example of MSC tree obtained by the proposed recursive bipartitioning method

is illustrated in Figure 3.7 along with the corresponding monotone staircases for the

entire floorplanned layout for n = 17. This MSC tree has total 16 ms-cuts (MIS/MDS)

(C0 · · ·C15) as per Lemma 5.

Lemma 5 Given a floorplan with n blocks, the MSC tree Tm = (Vm, Em) correspond-

ing to a set C of monotone staircases has n− 1 ms-cuts (internal nodes).

Proof In a full binary tree, an internal node has two children (out degree = 2);

whereas an external (leaf) node has no children (out degree = 0). In our case, the

internal nodes correspond to the ms-cuts in the MSC tree Tm = G(Vm, Em), and the

external nodes are the blocks in the given floorplan.

Hence
∑

iOutDeg(vi) = |Em| = |Vm| - 1 = (|C| + n) - 1

Therefore,

⇒ 2× |C| + 0 ∗ n = (|C| + n) - 1; here |C| denote the total number of ms-cuts in the

MSC tree.

⇒ |C| = n− 1. �
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Figure 3.7: The recursive bipartitioning framework: (a) a floorplan with overlaid
monotone staircases, and (b) the corresponding bipartition (MSC) tree

Theorem 1 Algorithm GenMSCTree for hierarchical monotone staircase cut gener-

ation takes O(nk log n) time, where n and k are the respective number of blocks and

nets in a floorplan.

Proof There are at most n−1 distinct monotone staircases in the worst case and for

each of them, net bipartition takes O(k). Therefore, each hierarchy of the proposed

bipartitioning framework requires O(nk) time for identifying an optimal monotone

staircase. The procedure ConstructBAG takes O(n) since BAG is a planar graph.

The depth of the hierarchy, i.e., height of the MSC tree is O(logn), as the tree is

(nearly) a balanced binary tree. Hence, the time required to obtain a hierarchy of

optimal monotone staircases is O((n+ nk) log n), i.e O(nk logn). �

3.4.4 A DFS based Greedy Method

Here we present the pseudo-code, namely GenMSCut DFS in Algorithm 3, where we

employ depth first traversal (DFS) on the block adjacency graph (BAG) of a given

floorplan for identifying a monotone staircase in it, as compared to the BFS traversal

based bipartitioner presented in Algorithm 2. The objectives of this bipartitioner

Chapters/Chapter3/Image/msc-tree.eps
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remain the same as the previous bipartition method using BFS traversal for both area

and number balanced mode as: (i) the area (number) of the blocks in each partition

to be maximally balanced, and (ii) the number of cut nets due to this bipartition

be minimal. In this method, like the BFS based one, we give an weighted emphasis

on both the objectives with a trade off parameter γ ∈ [01]. In order to measure

the quality of a bipartition (hence a monotone staircase), we use the same Gain

function defined in Equation 3.1. We also use the same recursive framework as in

Algorithm 2 for obtaining a hierarchy of monotone staircases for the entire floorplan.

Due to the limitations of ǫ on the number of possibly good solutions (monotone

staircases) from which the best is chosen as an optimal solution, we omit it in this

DFS based algorithmic framework for exploring more solutions (ms-cuts) of floorplan

bipartitioning.

Algorithm 3 GenMSCut DFS

Inputs: Gb, N , γ, baltype
Outputs: An optimal ms-cut for a given γ with maximal area balance, and minimal
net cut

Initialize a Stack S and the left partition L = ∅

Push the source vertex of Gb in S, and include it in L (right partition R = Vb \ L)
while S is not empty do
Let vi be the top of Stack S
if (vi has at least one adjacent vertex vj and vj /∈ L) then
if (vi, vj) results in a valid ms-cut (see Lemma 1) then
Push the vertex vj into S and include it in L
Compute the bipartitioning objective values for the (L,R) partition (see Eqn.
3.1) and store them in a list λ

end if
else
remove vi from the top of Stack S

end if
end while
Return an optimal ms-cut Cmax ∈ λ with the maximum Gain value

The proposed DFS based bipartitioning method in Algorithm 3 takes the BAG

Gb for a given floorplan F and the corresponding net connectivity information N in

F as inputs. We also specify a γ value while invoking Algorithm 3 and the type of

bipartition, i.e., area or number by assigning a value of 1 or 0 respectively to baltype.

During the initialization, a stack S is defined and the set of blocks in the left partition
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L is set to NULL. We start with the source vertex of Gb and push to stack S as well

as in L. At this instance, the top of S contains only the source vertex say vi. We

examine the adjacency list of vi from left to right based on their lower x coordinates

and pick one adjacent vertex vj with the lowest x coordinate. If adding vj to L does

not violate the monotone staircase property (see Lemma 1), vj is pushed to the top

of S as well as added to L. Otherwise, we search for the next adjacent vertex vk of

vi in the same order of increasing x coordinate and repeat this process until we find

an adjacent vertex that does not violate Lemma 1 in order to obtain a new top of

S. At any point of time, the top of S represents the lowest leaf in that branch of the

resulting DFS tree. We repeat the above procedure of growing the branch till we reach

the lowest possible leaf in that DFS tree. Then we start popping the top of S when all

of its adjacency vertices has been explored and the DFS tree has grown accordingly

following Lemma 1 during a valid top of S is identified. This bipartitioning procedure

ends when the source vertex of Gb is popped out of S. At any point of time, when a

new top of S is identified, the corresponding parameters are computed (see Equation

3.1).

In Figure 3.8, we illustrate some of the working steps of the proposed DFS based

bipartitioning method GenMSCut DFS presented in Algorithm 3. In this example,

the BAG is constructed for an MIS cut, however can equally hold true for an MDS

cut as we stated earlier. At the initialization, the stack S is empty. Then the source

vertex A of BAG is pushed to S, also added to L. In the ordered adjacency list

{D, E, A}, D is the first vertex that is eligible to be pushed to the top of S, since

adding D to left partition L does not violate Lemma 1. Since D is at the top of S,

its adjacency list {G, H , E} is explore. Now G qualifies as the first valid vertex to

be pushed in S and be added to L. The same procedure continues for the next top of

S, i.e., G. In this example, G has only one neighbor vertex H , but does not qualify

to be added to L due to the violation of Lemma 1. As a result, G is popped out of

S. Subsequent top of S, i.e., D explores its neighbors in the specified order. Like G,

none of its unexplored neighbors { H , E} qualifies to be added to the left partition

L and hence not pushed into S. Thus, D is also popped out of S.

At this point, the top of S becomes A again, which explores its unexplored adja-

cency list {E, A} resulting in disqualification of E. The last neighbor B is successfully

added to L and becomes the current top of S. Then B explores E as its first valid

neighbor to be added to L as illustrated in Figure 3.8 (e). This method continues

until the sink vertex J of the given BAG is encountered, i.e., all vertices except J
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Figure 3.8: Illustrating the working of the DFS based bipartitioning
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belong to L. Alike the BFS method, also stated in Algorithm 3, the objective values

are computed to obtain the Gain value of the corresponding bipartition (ms-cut). It

is to be noted that, one vertex added to the left partition L always remain in L and

is called the loop invariant.

In order to obtain a balanced bipartition hierarchy of a set of optimal MIS/MDS

staircases for the entire floorplan, the proposed DFS based bipartitioning method uses

the same recursive framework GenMSCTree presented in Algorithm 2, but without

the parameter ǫ, for a specified γ value. The height of the corresponding bipartition

tree is therefore O(logn).

3.5 Experimental Results

In order to verify the correctness and efficiency, we tested our algorithms on MCNC

and GSRC floorplanning benchmark circuits summarized in Table 3.1. The floor-

plan instances for each circuit were generated using Parquet tool [14] with random

seeds. The algorithms presented in this chapter were implemented in C programming

language and the experiments were run on a Linux platform (2.8GHz, 4GB RAM).

Table 3.1: MCNC and GSRC Floorplanning Benchmark Circuits [14]

Suite Circuit #Blocks #Nets Avg. NetDeg
MCNC apte 9 44 3.500

hp 11 44 3.545
xerox 10 183 2.508
ami33 33 84 4.154
ami49 49 377 2.337

GSRC n10 10 54 2.129
n30 30 147 2.102
n50 50 320 2.112
n100 100 576 2.135
n200 200 1274 2.138
n300 300 1632 2.161

In the existing maxflow based monotone staircase bipartitioner [8], the authors

presented their results for MCNC benchmark circuits only. However, they did not

show any results on larger floorplanning benchmarks such as those in GSRC bench-

mark suite because of much higher time complexity of their method. Their exper-

iments presented several bipartitioning results for different γ values between 0 and
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Table 3.2: Comparing the floorplan bipartitioning results obtained by our Faster
Method (Algorithm 2) and Maxflow based method [8] for γ = 0.4 and ǫ = 0.05

Benchmark Area-balanced mode Number-balanced mode
Suite Circuit Gain runtime(s) Gain runtime(s)

([8]) (Ours) ([8]) (Ours) ([8]) (Ours) ([8]) (Ours)

MCNC apte 0.469 0.995 0.013 0.005 0.641 0.920 0.007 0.003
hp 0.486 0.936 0.016 0.003 0.775 0.933 0.009 0.002

xerox 0.767 0.989 0.022 0.009 0.723 0.867 0.015 0.007
ami33 0.752 0.980 0.029 0.014 0.732 0.950 0.021 0.011
ami49 0.802 0.997 0.095 0.023 0.960 0.954 0.069 0.016

GSRC n10 - 0.998 - 0.008 - 0.867 - 0.004
n30 - 0.998 - 0.006 - 0.950 - 0.006
n50 - 0.987 - 0.050 - 0.950 - 0.011
n100 - 0.990 - 0.062 - 0.960 - 0.061
n200 - 0.989 - 0.432 - 0.962 - 0.437
n300 - 0.979 - 0.656 - 0.962 - 0.617

Note: ’-’ means no result is available

1. Based on these experiments, they suggested that γ equal to 0.4 is the best choice

for an optimal trade-off between the said objectives of the bipartitioning problem. In

the area/number balanced optimization problem, a γ value equal to 0 puts the maxi-

mum emphasis on minimum net cut, while 1 indicates that our proposed bipartitioner

maximum area (number) balance on either side of the bipartition. Any value of γ

between 0 and 1 implies their respective weight on those objectives as per Equation

3.1.

In order to measure the effectiveness of our bipartitioner presented in Algorithm

1, the experiments were conducted based on the above suggestion of γ value of 0.4 for

both area and number balanced mode. The corresponding results along with those of

[8] are presented in Table 3.2 for comparison purpose. In this table, we compare the

maximum Gain (refer to Equation 3.1) values and runtime for each circuit obtained

by our method and [8], for both area and number balanced mode. For most of the

circuits in MCNC benchmark suite, our Gain values show significant improvement

over those in [8]. The runtime obtained for our method also establishes that it is

much faster than the maxflow based approach in [8]. Due to the nonavailability of

their results on GSRC benchmarks, we could not make a comparison for both the

area and number balanced modes.

For further experimentation on the proposed bipartitioning method in Algorithm
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1, we constructed a tight example from [8] for the proof of hardness of this (area or

number balanced floorplan bipartitioning) optimization problem. This example was

created from a floorplan topology containing 11 blocks and 44 nets. This floorplan was

derived from the hp benchmark circuits in MCNC suite with suitable modifications

depicted in Figure 3.9 (a). The dimensions of the individual blocks were computed

accordingly. We obtained the maximum Gain value as 0.976 for the cut highlighted

in Figure 3.9 (b) for γ value equal to 0.4 and ǫ = 0.05. It took only three iterations

to converge for the said cut with a runtime of 4 milliseconds. The resulting monotone

staircase is highlighted with bold rectilinear segments in Figure 3.9 (a).
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Figure 3.9: Example of a (a) floorplan [8] with an MIS, and (b) the corresponding
ms-cut

Next, we compare the maximum Gain value (refer to Equation 3.1), the average

height of the bipartition (MSC) tree, and the runtime obtained for both the pro-

posed BFS and DFS based floorplan bipartitioning methods, namely GenMSCut and

GenMSCut DFS, presented in Algorithm 1 and 3 respectively. The corresponding

comparisons are presented in Figure 3.10. In this experimental setup, we considered

γ as 0.4 for both the BFS and DFS methods and ǫ as 0.05 for BFS mode only due to

the input requirement in Algorithm 1. From these plots, we see that the BFS method

gives better Gain values as compared to DFS method for most of the circuits, while

runtime is better in case of the DFS method. The height of MSC tree for each circuit

is comparable and stays within the bounds of log n and 2 logn, where n is the number

of blocks in the floorplan. This implies that the bipartition hierarchy (MSC tree) is

a balanced with O(logn) height as stated in Theorem 1.
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Table 3.3: Comparing Gain values against γ variation for BFS and DFS methods

γ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Mode BFS DFS BFS DFS BFS DFS BFS DFS BFS DFS BFS DFS BFS DFS
/Circuit
apte 0.992 0.993 0.985 0.985 0.977 0.980 0.970 0.970 0.916 0.963 0.954 0.955 0.947 0.948
hp 0.991 0.987 0.982 0.974 0.972 0.972 0.963 0.948 0.855 0.935 0.945 0.922 0.935 0.909

xerox 0.990 0.986 0.981 0.972 0.971 0.963 0.961 0.943 0.954 0.929 0.942 0.915 0.932 0.901
ami33 0.996 0.999 0.992 0.997 0.988 0.995 0.984 0.995 0.853 0.993 0.976 0.992 0.972 0.991
ami49 0.999 0.998 0.998 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.996 0.994 0.843 0.992 0.994 0.991 0.993 0.989
n10 0.991 0.989 0.982 0.977 0.972 0.965 0.963 0.955 0.890 0.943 0.945 0.932 0.936 0.921
n30 0.998 0.998 0.996 0.997 0.994 0.998 0.992 0.994 0.883 0.992 0.988 0.991 0.986 0.989
n50 0.998 0.998 0.996 0.995 0.993 0.993 0.991 0.991 0.871 0.988 0.987 0.986 0.985 0.983
n100 0.999 1.000 0.998 0.999 0.996 0.998 0.995 0.998 0.861 0.998 0.993 0.997 0.992 0.997
n200 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.997 0.998 0.996 0.867 0.995 0.997 0.994 0.997 0.993
n300 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.997 0.881 0.997 0.998 0.996 0.998 0.996

Geometric
Mean 0.996 0.995 0.991 0.990 0.987 0.987 0.983 0.980 0.879 0.975 0.974 0.970 0.970 0.964
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Figure 3.10: Comparing the bipartitioning results of BFS and DFS methods for γ =
0.4

If we consider Gain (see Equation 3.1) as the sole parameter for identifying an

optimal monotone staircase, with maximal area balance and minimal net cut, then

BFS mode gives better bipartitioning results. Additionally, we present the variation

of Gain values for each circuit for a set of γ values in Table 3.3. The study of

these results shows that BFS yields better Gain values for most of the γ values,

including 0.4 as prescribed in the maxflow based method [8]. In Chapter 5, we study

the variations of the said objective values as well as Gain value for each benchmark

circuit for different trade-off parameter values.
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3.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a new faster method for recursive floorplan bipartitioning

using breadth first search (BFS) method in order to obtain monotone staircase cuts on

the floorplan topology graph BAG, over the previously known maxflow based methods

such as [8]. Unlike these maxflow based methods, this framework can handle the nets

with t(≥ 2) terminals in an unified manner during net partition. Subsequently, we

present another bipartitioning method employing depth first search (DFS) on BAG,

and subsequently conduct a comparative study with the BFS method. A part of this

chapter has been presented in [111].

In this bipartitioning method, our primary aim was to use a simple graph based on

the floorplan topological information of the blocks, unlike the maxflow based meth-

ods in which the floorplan graph is further extended to another graph using the net

connectivity information. Notably, the order of this augmented floorplan graph grows

with the increasing number of nets across the circuits (designs). Therefore, this graph

model significantly contributes to the time complexity of these maxflow based meth-

ods. Moreover, these maxflow based algorithms such as push-relabel algorithm takes

O(n3) time, where n contains both the number blocks and nets in it. In summary,

the earlier bipartitioning methods are very time consuming than ours and also not

effective in terms of Gain values as per the experimental results.

Alike the previous maxflow based works, we considered only two objectives for

this multi-objective optimization problem of area (number) balanced floorplan bipar-

titioning as: (i) the balance in area of each partition, and (ii) the number of cut

nets for that partition. Since the area (number) balanced floorplan bipartitioning is a

NP-hard problem [8], we greedily pick one solution as an optimal monotone staircase

cut from a set of solutions based on a scalar parameter called Gain (see Equation

3.1 and [8, 102]). By computing and evaluating this parameter for each of the result-

ing bipartitions, we identify the best solution as an optimal solution satisfying both

the objectives for a given γ value. The experimental results show that BFS based

method gives better Gain values than the DFS based method, in addition to showing

improved Gain and runtime over the results reported by the recent maxflow based

bipartitioning method [8].





Chapter 4

STAIRoute: The Early Global

Routing Framework

4.1 Introduction

In VLSI physical design flow, global routing (GR) is an indispensable step towards

a successful design closure, with heavy dependence on the floorplanning/placement

solution. It acts as an aide to the subsequent detailed routing (DR) of the wires

through different metal layers. Due to shrinking feature dimensions with technolog-

ical advances in IC fabrication process, the challenges in the physical design phase

are increasing continuously. There has been a tremendous increase in the routing

constraints arising from not only stringent layout design rules, but also due to ran-

dom process variations and the limitations due to sub-wavelength optical effects in

the lithography process. These lithography effects are commonly known as design

for manufacturability (DFM) issues which need utmost attention to be paid for de-

sign closure for fault free fabrication of the devices. A successful, global or detailed,

routing completion usually needs many iterations in order to meet those ever growing

constraints and also meet the stringent criteria of the performance factors in the de-

signs. Due to large number of iterations, these constraints are sometimes relaxed by

the designers. In the worst case, the entire design process has to be started over from

an earlier stage of PD flow (see Figure 1.9 (a) in Chapter 1) such as floorplanning or

placement in case the errors due to the constraints were not taken care properly or

could not be satisfied.
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4.2 Study on Post-Placement Global Routing

As depicted in Figure 1.9 (a), the global routing stage uses the placement information

to identify the routing regions and their capacity. This process divides the entire

layout into equal size regions called global routing bins or tiles (see Figure 4.2). Each

routing bin acts as a vertex in the corresponding grid graph model [17]. The size of

these bins plays a significant role in the runtime of the routing engine as well as the

quality or effectiveness of the global routing solution obtained at any given time. A

smaller sized routing bin gives better accuracy in the routing solutions obtained, but

takes longer runtime. On the other hand, a larger bin sizes implies a faster solution,

but an inferior one. This model facilitates the routing of a net (segment) from the

center of one bin that contains one pin of the net to the other, but not between the

two pins. The remaining unrouted net segments (from center of the bin to the pin in

it) are handled during detailed routing. This problem is most commonly known as pin

access problem. There is a special case of this problem, known as intra-bin routing,

when a net (segment) to be routed falls entirely within a routing bin. These type of

nets are not routed during the global routing stage and pushed to detailed routing

stage instead. A comparative study in Figure 4.1 captures the instances of both pin

accessibility and intra-bin routing in the existing post-placement global routing as

well as proposed floorplan level pin accessibility driven early global routing presented

later in this chapter.

In a layout with fixed outline area, the placement of standard cells, macros and

the pad cells determines the effective routing area in the layout. Since, all the nets

can not be routed through the residual routing area using two routing layers, many

routing layers are allowed. Depending on the maximum number of routing (metal)

layers used by each of these cells, macros and pads for their respective internal routing,

the minimum effective routing layer above each of those blocks/cells is determined.

Moreover, each of these blocks acts as a routing blockage in the layers below those

minimum specified routing layers. The regions beyond these blockages are free to

accommodate a net (segment) in any routing layer, up to a maximum permissible

routing layer. In the grid graph model, the edge capacity is determined based on

these blockages in any routing layer. However, this model allows only a specific routing

direction (horizontal or vertical) in each layer; for example a vertical (horizontal) edge

allows only an effective number of horizontal (vertical) routing tracks.

The multi-terminal nets are decomposed into two terminal segments using either
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(b) Global routing of a net

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

(a) Grid Graph

Partitioned Layout

Figure 4.2: Grid graph model and global routing

rectilinear minimum spanning tree (RMST) [22], or rectilinear steiner minimal tree

(RSMT) [21] topology as the initial routing topology with minimum length, without

considering any routing blockage. Subsequently, a congestion driven routing for each

two terminal net (segment) is adopted through the routing regions in any of the

permissible layers. The congestion models in those methods have been formulated

based on the capacity of the grid edges and the routing demands through them, along

with a penalty function. Recently, pattern routing [19, 20] has become much popular

and effective way of identifying the routing paths. In most of the cases, a planar two

layer routing solution is obtained, followed by a congestion driven layer assignment of

the nets. Alternatively, a routing method with congestion driven simultaneous layer

Chapters/Chapter4/Image/gridgraph.eps
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assignments has also been proposed in [22]. But this method is more time consuming

than the other one. During the layer assignment of the nets, a large number of vias

are used to make the inter layer interconnections, without disturbing the two layer

routing topology. This is called constrained via minimization (CVM), which is a

known to be a hard problem. CVMs are known to be faster than unconstrained via

minimization (UVM) methods, but does not ensure any better solution.

Due to unsuccessful routing or over congestion (≥ 100%) in the routing edges,

several ripup and reroute (RRR) techniques using both pattern and maze routing

[17, 33] have been adopted towards the routing completion, occasionally compromising

in net length due to detours beyond the bounding box of the respective nets. The

major challenge in the event of unattainable routing completion is to get back to

placement stage in order to generate a new placement solution, but with no guarantee

for successful routing completion. On the contrary, if the failed nets during global

routing are pushed to detailed routing stage, the congestion scenario during detailed

routing will further degrade due to the routing of the local (intra-bin) nets as well

as those subnet routing required for pin accessibility. Nowadays, iterative global and

detailed is being done simultaneously when the first global routing solution does not

yield 100% routing completion. But, this may lead to several iterations until the goal

is achieved. Thus, it may prove to be very costly if is not completed within a stipulated

time frame, impacting on time-to-market of the product. However, the possibility of

recurring iterations due to uncontrollable failures during the traditional global routing

stage may however be reduced if we can devise an early method that predicts a feasible

global routing solution for a given floorplan of a design, as highlighted in Figure 1.9

(b). The main idea is to validate the generated floorplan such that the subsequent

placement driven by this floorplan topology yields a complete global routing solution

of all the nets present in the design. Moreover, this early routing solution may be

helpful in guiding the final global routing solution with fewer iterations.

4.3 STAIRoute: The Early Global Router

In this chapter, we present the first of its kind early global routing framework after

floorplanning. In this work, we use the monotone staircases as the routing regions

through which a set of nets are routed through a set of routing layers. These routing

regions are identified by the recursive floorplan bipartitioning methods presented in
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Chapter 3. Recently, pattern routing such as single bend (L shaped) [20], two bend

(Z shaped) [20, 21], or even more bends such as monotone staircase patterns [19]

have gained significant importance in grid graph based global routing methods. With

increasing number of bends, these routing patterns yield more flexibility in finding a

possible routing path, but at the cost of more vias. Notably, the pattern based global

routing is much faster than the maze routing methods as stated in [19, 20]. A trade

off between routability and the number of vias has to be made keeping in mind that

the routing regions are not heavily congested.

Our congestion model restricts the number of nets through a region up to a maxi-

mum of 100% usage of the capacity. The advantage of using the monotone staircases

is that these are known to have advantages of acyclic routing order for successful

routing completion [104, 105] and handle switch box routing problem effectively [17].

In case of no fixed outline floorplanning, they allow easy channel resizability [104]

to mitigate heavy congestion (≥ 100%) in them, specially during detailed routing.

Since the routing order of the nets is another critical factor for routing completion,

the bipartition hierarchy helps in identifying an well defined routing order.

Outline of the proposed early global router STAIRoute [112] (see Figure 4.3) are

as follows:

1. Identification of the routing regions as monotone staircases in a given floorplan

topology by floorplan bipartitioning methods; a graph theoretic formulation

with these staircases is used to determine a feasible routing path for all the

nets;

2. Net ordering based on half perimeter wire length (HPWL) and the number of

terminals (Netdegree);

3. Decomposing multi-terminal nets into an equivalent set of two-terminal net seg-

ments using minimum spanning tree algorithm and defining a new Steiner tree

topology;

4. Routing solution for a given number of metal layers using a shortest path al-

gorithm to find the best possible routing path while respecting the prevailing

congestion scenario (of < 100% utilization) across the layers;

5. Ensuring no congestion in the routing regions across a given number of metal

layers.
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#terminals = 2?

Net Ordering

Shortest Path based routing

for each net

Y N

Decompose into 2−terminal net

segment using MST algorithm

Input Circuit Floorplan

Routing Region Definition

by Floorplan Bipartitioning

Identify Routing Segments
Construct Junction Graph

Construct Global Staircase Routing Graph

Figure 4.3: Outline of the proposed Early Global Router

4.3.1 The Routing Model

Using a floorplan bipartitioning framework as discussed in the previous chapter, we

obtain a set of MIS (MDS) cuts C = {Ci} on a give floorplan F at alternate levels

of the bipartition hierarchy (MSC tree). The corresponding monotone staircases

Chapters/Chapter4/Image/Overview_new.eps
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are used as the routing regions for the proposed global routing framework. Each

monotone staircase consists of one or more rectilinear (horizontal/vertical) segments

bounded by the boundaries of a distinct pair of blocks (see Figure 3.3). For each

routing region and its segment(s), the maximum number of nets to be routed through

it denotes the reference capacity rCap and is obtained from the net cut information

in the respective ms-cut nodes in the MSC tree. During routing, the used capacity

(also known as routing demand) uCap of a region gives the information about the

number of nets (segments) have already been routed through it. This parameter is

initialized to zero before the routing process starts.

4.3.1.1 The Junction Graph

In this section, we present our global routing model based on the monotone staircase

routing regions obtained by applying the proposed floorplan bipartitioning methods

on a given floorplan. The intersection points between two staircases are called namely

T-junctions (see Figure 4.4 (c)). It is evident that there exists a rectilinear segment

between each pair of adjacent T-junctions, henceforth referred as junctions.

Using the notion of these junctions in a given floorplan, we define an weighted

undirected graph (see Figure 4.4(d)), called junction graph Gj = (Vj,Ej), where

Vj = {Jp, corresponds to a set of junctions}, and
Ej = {{Jp,Jq} | a pair of adjacent junctions {Jp, Jq} with a segment sk of a staircase

Cm ∈ C between them}.

The resulting junctions of a given floorplan is presented in Figure 4.4 (d). As

depicted in Figure 4.4 (c), all the junctions except those near the corners of the

floorplan with degree two, have degree of three in Gj, i.e., have three incident edges

from its adjacent junction vertices.

Lemma 6 Given a floorplan F with n blocks, the number of T junctions in it is

2n− 2.

Proof Each internal face in the BAG Gb of a floorplan F corresponds to a T-junction,

and is bounded by three edges. Thus we have 3× (f−1) = 2m excluding the exterior

face, where f and m being the number of faces and edges in Gb respectively. Using

Euler formula [109] for planar graphs, n−m+ f = 2, and replacing f by 2m/3 + 1,

we get m = 3(n− 1).
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Figure 4.4: A floorplan with: (a) its bipartition hierarchy MSC tree, (b) the cor-
responding monotone staircases, (c) T-junctions at which these monotone staircases
intersect, and (d) the corresponding junction graph.

Hence, the number of T-junctions in F ,

f − 1 = 2m/3 = 2n− 2 �

Lemma 7 The construction of the junction graph takes O(n) time, where n is the

number of blocks in the floorplan.

Chapters/Chapter4/Image/junction_graph.eps
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Proof By Lemma 6, we know that there are O(n) edges in the BAG, where each edge

corresponds to a rectilinear routing segment in a monotone staircase routing region.

Therefore, for each segment sk having a pair of junctions {Jp,Jq} as its endpoints, an
edge is inserted in the Gj. Hence, the construction of the junction graph Gj takes

O(n) time. �

Observation 1 Based on Lemma 6 and our study on several floorplan topology, it

can be shown that |Ej | = 3n− 7 holds true for most of the floorplan topologies, such

that each boundary of the corresponding floorplanned layout contains at least one

junction.

We illustrate this observation in Figure 4.5. In this example, both the floorplans

contain 6 blocks and hence 10 junctions (following Lemma 6). The instance (a)

shows that it has at least one junction on all the boundaries of the floorplan, while

the instance in (b) shows no junction at the bottom boundary adjoining the block

D. The corresponding junction graph for the instance (a) has 11 edges obeying |Ej |
= 3n − 7, but (b) has 12 edges. Similarly, for the junction graph Gj presented in

Figure 4.4 (d), for n = 9, we notice that it has 16 vertices and 20 edges as per the

observation made above.

4.3.1.2 The Congestion Model

The weight of each edge epq ∈ Ej is computed as:

wt(epq) = length(sk)/(1− psk) (4.1)

where psk is defined as the Congestion in sk in a metal layer Mi, also known as

normalized usage:

psk = uCapsk/rCapsk (4.2)

The denominator (1 − psk) in Equation 4.1 is defined as the usage penalty or

congestion penalty on the edge weight for routing a net through sk in a particular

metal layer Mi. In Figure 4.6, we illustrate the variation of edge weight with respect

to the normalized usage psk .

In this routing framework, over congestion is avoided in all the segments in any

routing layer by restricting psk to 1.0. This implies that no routing region allows

the routing demand of sk to exceed its routing capacity in any routing layer. This
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Figure 4.5: A floorplan with T-junctions: (a) at least one junction on each boundary,
and (b) no junction at the bottom boundary

is achieved by setting the edge weight to Infinity whenever psk becomes 1.0, i.e.,

routing demand is equal to the routing capacity. The corresponding edge in that

particular routing layer becomes virtually nonexistent in Ej . This ensures that the

over congestion case of psk > 1.0 does not occur at all. In Figure 4.6, we illustrate the

regions marked by psk ≤ 1.0 and psk > 1.0 as Under-Congestion and Over-Congestion

regions respectively. The proposed congestion model restricts the routing to Under-

Congestion region only. However, it may be noted that routing may fail for some

of the nets due to insufficient capacity in some of the routing regions for a specified

number of metal layers.
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Figure 4.6: Junction Graph Edge weight (wt(epq)) vs. normalized usage (psk)

4.3.1.3 The Global Staircase Routing Graph

In order to realize the proposed early global routing framework, we extend the junction

graph Gj for each net ni ∈ N , where N is the set of nets to be routed. For each t-

terminal (t ≥ 2) net ni ∈ N , we use Gj = (Vj ,Ej) as the backbone graph to derive

an augmented version of it. The corresponding augmented graph for net ni is called

Global Staircase Routing Graph (GSRG) Gi
r = (V i

r ,E
i
r). The definition of this graph

is follows:

V i
r = Vj

⋃

{tl|tl ∈ ni}, and
Ei

r = Ej

⋃

Elp

Here, each pin-junction edge elp ∈ Elp is defined as:

elp = {tl,Jp} | ∀tl ∈ ni and ∃Jp ∈ J , the pin tl resides on a segment sk associated

with the junction Jp}.
Alike the edges in junction graph, we calculate the weight of a pin-junction edge

elp as below:

wt(elp) = distance(tl, Jp)/(1− psk). (4.3)

and define (1−psk) as the usage penalty on the edge weight for routing a net through
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the corresponding segment sk. An example in Figure 4.7 (a) and (b) illustrates the

construction of GSRG Gi
r for (a) 2-terminal, and (b) 3-terminal nets respectively.

Lemma 8 For any t-terminal net ni ∈ N , the construction of the corresponding

GSRG Gi
r takes O(t) time.

Proof For a given net ni with t terminals in it, the corresponding GSRG Gi
r =

(V i
r ,E

i
r) is obtained by augmenting the junction graph Gj = (Vj, Ej). In other words,

Vj is augmented by the vertices pertaining to all t terminals in ni in order to obtain

the vertex set V i
r . It is also to be noted that each terminal resides on a segment

sk, having a pair of junctions (Jp, Jq) on either ends. Therefore, each terminal (pin)

contributes two pin-junction edges and thus contributes a total 2t edges to Gi
r for all

t terminals. Hence, the construction of Gi
r takes O(t) time for each net ni. �

After successful routing of each net ni through a set of rectilinear segments {sk},
the used capacity (routing demand) uCapsk of each segment is augmented by one.

Subsequently, the weights of the edges in Gj and then in Gi+1
r are updated before the

identification of a routing path starts for the subsequent net ni+1. As cited before,

when the congestion in any given segment sk increases further pushing its normalized

usage psk to approach the value of 1.0 in a particular routing layerMi, the weight of the

corresponding edge in Gi
r tends to become Infinity (see the congestion profile in Figure

4.6). At this instance, this edge is least favorable for routing due to very high routing

cost. No further routing is possible through such a segment with 100% normalized

usage in Mi and the relevant edge in Gj (and hence in Gi
r) for that layer virtually

disappear (by making edge weight Infinity). If there is another higher permissible

routing layer Mj available for routing through that region, then the corresponding

edge becomes available for Mj in Gj and hence in Gi
r. Otherwise, that edge will

finally disappear making Gi
r with fewer edges before the next iteration of routing

starts. Here, it is important to note that the next permissible layer Mj of Mi is the

immediate layer above it for unreserved layer layer (ULM) and is not specific to the

routing direction (orientation) such as vertical or horizontal. However, for reserved

layer model (RLM), Mj will be two layers above of Mi i.e. Mj equals M2 + 2 if it

is within the permissible limit as per the prevailing fabrication process used for the

design.

As the routing progresses, there are cases when many of the routing regions ex-

haust their permissible routing layers, making both Gj and Gi
r gradually sparse. This
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Figure 4.8: Sparsity of a horizontal (in bold) edge in a junction graph (assuming M1,
M3 and M5 as the permissible layers for routing)

situation is illustrated with the example presented in Figure 4.8 for a horizontal edge

{a, b} highlighted with a bold line between a pair of junctions a and b. In this ex-

ample, we assume that edge {a, b} allows M1, M3 and M5 as the permissible routing

layers. Once this edge consumes the entire routing capacity in each of these layers, it

ceases to exist in the graph (with a cost equal to Infinity) as illustrated in Figure 4.8

(d). At this point, it is important to note that the routing capacity across the layers

may remain uniform or may gradually decrease towards higher routing layers due to

increasing wire width (see subsequent section for more details). In summary, the con-
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gestion psk in this work is constrained to a maximum value of 100% in each routing

layer, thus restricting the number of routed nets (routing demand uCap) through a

given segment to its capacity (rCap).

4.3.2 Multi-terminal Net Decomposition

In a global routing framework, routing a t(> 2)-terminal net is crucial and obtaining

an efficient solution for minimal length is a hard problem. Several works such as

Rectilinear Steiner Minimal Tree (RSMT) topology [10] have been proposed in order

to obtain the best possible t − 1 net segments for a t-terminal net based on a well

defined grid structure known as Hanan grid [9, 17]. Since the proposed global routing

framework is based on a gridless graph model and the routing regions are aligned

with the MIS/MDS, we can not adopt any such grid-based RSMT framework such as

FLUTE [10].

Therefore, we propose a new method for multi-terminal net decomposition suitable

for the proposed framework. We construct a complete undirected graph for a given

t-terminal (t > 2) net ni ∈ N , Gi
c = (V i

c ,E
i
c) such that V i

c = {tk}, ∀tk ∈ ni and

Ei
c = {{tj ,tk} | ∀tj , tk ∈ ni and tj 6= tk}. The weight of each edge ejk = {tj ,tk}
∈ Ei

c is computed as half the perimeter length (HPWL) of the bounding box for each

terminal pair (ti, tj) (see Figure 4.9 (a)). It is evident that |V i
c | = O(t) and |Ei

c| =
O(t2). By employing O(n2) Prim’s Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) algorithm [109],

we obtain a minimum spanning tree (MST) T i
c for Gi

c having t − 1 edges, i.e., t − 1

valid 2-terminal pairs. For each edge ejk = {tj, tk} ∈ T i
c , we perform 2-terminal net

routing by applying Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [109]. Once we obtain the

routing paths for all such terminal pairs, we obtain the Steiner points by identifying

the common routing segments as illustrated by an example in Figure 4.9.

In Figure 4.9, we consider an example of a 3-terminal net n1 having terminals

{ta, tb, tc} to illustrate the proposed net decomposition method. In this case, G1
c is a 3-

clique with three vertices {ta, tb, tc}, and three edges {ta, tb}, {tb, tc} and {ta, tc}, along
with their corresponding weights (see Figure 4.9 (a)). Only one of the instances of

MSTs T 1
c is greedily obtained by the proposed method as the final solution. Depending

on the MST T 1
c obtained, the proposed 2-terminal net segment routing, presented in

the next section, on each valid terminal pair is applied. Once the routing for all the

designated terminal pairs are obtained, we identify the Steiner points similar to the

state-of-the-art grid-based multi-terminal net decomposition methods (FLUTE [10]),
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as illustrated in Figure 4.9 (b). This routing topology may be termed as Staircase

Minimal Steiner Topology (SMST).
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Figure 4.10: A comparative study betweem (a) Hanan Grid [9] based RSMT topology
[10], and (b) our proposed Steiner topology (SMST)

In Figure 4.10, we present a comparative study between the traditional RSMT

construction based on hanan grid [9] and the steiner tree topology we plan to pro-

pose. For the sake of simplicity, we assume the hanan grid to be uniformly spaced.

Figure 4.10 (a) shows a net bounding box containing four pins {A,B,C,D} and the

corresponding 4 × 4 uniformly spaced hanan grid, assuming each horizontal/vertical

grid separated by one unit length. A steiner tree solution for the corresponding pin

topology is also shown in this diagram. In Figure 4.10 (b), we take the same pin

topology and construct the 4-Clique. For each edge of the clique, we overlay the cor-
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responding bounding box for each terminal pair one by one. When all these bounding

boxes are overlaid, we obtain a similar hanan grid structure as in Figure 4.10 (a). We

also obtain a identical steiner tree topology for all three valid terminal pairs {A,D},
{B,C}, and {C,D}. Their common segments yield the steiner points S1 and S2

(marked as �). This example also validates that for a t pin net, a maximum t − 2

steiner points are possible to have on the steiner topology.

We also study the similarities between the blockage aware steiner tree topology

obtained from a simple blockage free topology and our method in Figure 4.11. In

this example, it is to be note that the hanan grid is not uniform. While (a) shows

that one segment is running over a routing blockage (say a macro block), (b) depicts

a modified blockage aware topology but with an additional wirelength penalty. The

latter corresponds to the topology we proposed in this work (depicted by both the

instances in Figure 4.9).

(b)

2 1

1

1

1

1

B

D

C

A

1 2

1

1

1

1+x

B

D

C

A

x

(a)

Figure 4.11: A layout with a net containing pins {A,B,C,D} depicts: (a) a simple
RSMT topology [10], and (b) our proposed steiner toploogy (similar to blockage aware
topology)

4.3.3 Net Ordering

In sequential global routing frameworks, the order in which the nets are routed plays

a crucial role towards successful routing completion, wirelength, via count and the

congestion. Usually, shorter nets are routed first before the longer nets. Therefore,
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a suitable net ordering has to be done before the routing starts. In the proposed

routed, we obtain an routing order of the nets by utilizing the information available

in the corresponding floorplan bipartition hierarchy, MSC tree. At any given level of

the MSC tree, we order the nets based on the non-decreasing order of HPWL followed

by NetDegree. However, for the entire hierarchy, we route the nets in a level wise

fashion. We consider the nets in the lower most hierarchy the first, then subsequently

going up. As evident from the MSC tree, the nets cut at the same level nodes are

more likely to be disjoint if they are not already cut at the higher nodes. This has

the potential to reduce the number of ripup and reroute during several iterations of

optimization in global/detailed routing.

4.3.4 The Algorithm

We present the proposed early global routing algorithm, namely STAIRoute, in Algo-

rithm 4. This algorithm takes two inputs, namely an ordered set of nets N and the

junction graph Gj for a given floorplan F . For each net ni ∈ N , the corresponding

routing graph Gi
r is constructed and a routing path for ni is identified by applying

a shortest path algorithm on Gi
r. In this method, an O(n2) implementation of Dijk-

stra’s single source shortest path algorithm [109], namely DijkstraSSP() is used for

identifying a routing path between a pair of net pins (terminals). For 2-terminal nets,

we directly apply DijkstraSSP() for identifying the corresponding routing path. In

order to identify a shortest route for a multi-terminal net (t > 2), we first apply the

multi-terminal net decomposition method presented in Section 4.3.2 on each net for

identifying t− 1 valid pairs of terminals. We then apply DijkstraSSP() for each valid

terminal pair and subsequently identify the steiner topology of the net.

Theorem 2 Given a floorplan having n blocks and k nets having at most t-terminals

(t ≥ 2), the algorithm STAIRoute takes O(n2kt) time.

Proof As per Lemma 8, GSRG construction for a t pin net takes O(t) time. We

consider two instances of net routing:

(a) for each 2-terminal net routing, our implementation of Dijkstra’s single source

shortest path algorithm (DijkstraSSP) takes O(n2); and
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Algorithm 4 STAIRoute

Inputs: Gj(Vj,Ej), Ordered nets N
Outputs: Global routing for each t-terminal (t ≥ 2) net (ni ∈ N) with 100%
routability and usage ≤ 100%

for all sorted nets ni ∈ N do
Gi

r = ConstructGSRG(Gj ,ni)
if Netdegree(ni) == 2 then
/*Netdegree(ni) = Number of terminals in ni*/
Source = IdentifySource(ni.terminals) /*for Forward or Backward search (see
Figure 4.15)*/
Path(Source,Sink) = DijkstraSSP(Gi

r,Source)
if There exists a routing path from Source to Sink then
ni is routed.
Update uCap for the respective routing segments.
NetLength(ni)
ViaCount(ni)

else
Routing ni is a failure and continue for ni+1

end if
else
Gi

c = ConstructNodeClique(ni.terminals)
T i
c = ObtainMST(Gi

c)
for all edges (tj , tk) ∈ T i

c do
Source = IdentifySource(tj , tk) /*for Forward or Backward search (see Figure
4.15)*/
Path(Source,Sink) = DijkstraSSP(Gi

r,Source)
if There exists a routing path from Source to Sink then
2-terminal net segment is routed; calculate the segment length.
update the uCap for the respective routing segments.

else
Routing ni is a failure and continue for ni+1

end if
end for
Identify the Steiner Point(s) /*see Figure 4.9*/
NetLength(ni)
ViaCount(ni)

end if
end for
Return the values of routing completion, and total wirelength, congestion and via
count for all the nets.
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(b) for each t-terminal (t > 2) nets, we first compute a complete graph Gi
c for all

the terminals in the net, and running minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm on

Gi
c takes O(t2) for identifying the steiner topology. In our version of Prim’s minimum

spanning tree (MST) algorithm also takes O(t2). Subsequently for each terminal pair

(ti, tj) representing an edge in the MST T i
c of G

i
c, we obtain the single source shortest

routing path between these two terminals using DijkstraSSP in O(n2) time.

Thus, for each t(≥ 2) terminal net, STAIRoute has the worst case time complexity

as O(t + t2 + n2t), i.e., O(n2t), since a given net may be connected to all n blocks

resulting in t = n in the worst case. Typically, the number of terminals t in a net is

very small as compared to n, i.e., t = o(n). Therefore, the worst case time complexity

of STAIRoute for routing all k nets is O(n2kt). �

With a better implementation of Dijkstra’s single source shortest path algorithm

in O(n logn) time [109], the worst case time required by STAIRoute for routing k nets

is O(nkt logn). Further improvement can be achieved in the runtime of STAIRoute

by implementing the Prim’s algorithm in O(t log t), although the worst case time

complexity for STAIRoute remains O(nkt logn).

In practical circuits, the number of pins (terminals) is 2 for majority of the nets,

thereby keeping the average net degree of all the nets usually within a very small

constant number say 4. Therefore, the effort on multi-terminal net decomposition by

the proposed approach (see Figure 4.9) is minimal, considering t = O(1), leading to

the worst case time needed for STAIRoute to O(nk log n). However, for any general

purpose circuit with no such consideration, O(nkt logn) is the worst case time required

for all the k nets to be routed in a floorplan containing n blocks. We illustrate the

working of the proposed early global routing of a 2-terminal net and a 3-terminal net

in Figure 4.12 (a) and (b) respectively.

4.4 Further Improvements in STAIRoute

In the previous section, we discussed the global routes of a set of nets through a set of

monotone routing regions across multiple metal layers, employing both reserved and

unreserved routing model. In unreserved layer model, the net segments pass through

a horizontal/vertical routing region in any routing layer without having any preferred

routing direction; this means an wire segment can be routed in a particular metal
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layer using either horizontal or vertical routing. On the other hand, reserved layer

model strictly ensures the routing of a vertical (horizontal) segment of a net through

the designated layers; for example a horizontal routing segment is routed through

odd metal layers such as M1,M3, · · · , while the vertical segments are allowed in even

layers only i.e. M2,M4, · · · .
So far in the proposed router, we assumed the capacity of the routing regions to

be uniform across the routing layers. This model do not support any wire width vari-

ation across the routing layers. But the technological advancement in IC fabrication

technology has enabled the designers to route the nets using different metal widths at

different metal layers, as depicted in Figure 4.13. Therefore, the number of routing

tracks through the same routing area is reduced;obviously, a particular routing region

can route more number of narrower wires than wider ones.

Figure 4.13: Metal width variation in different fabrication process nodes [11]

In Figure 4.13, we illustrate different scenarios of metal width variation across the

metal layers in different IC fabrication technology nodes such as 180nm, 45nm, and

those below 45nm. From these instances, we can clearly identify specific variation

patterns. For example, in 180nm node, it depicts a uniform wire width across the

routing layers implying the routing capacity to remain the same in higher layers as

in the lower layers. However, 45nm node and the nodes below it for instance, show

different width variation patterns similar to a piece-wise linear (PWL) pattern and a

more aggressive linear pattern respectively. Hence, the capacity of the routing regions

in designs using 45nm node shall have uniform capacity from the lowest possible layer

up to a certain layer, followed by scaling down the capacity similar to the steps of a
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ladder due to a step wise variation in metal width. Finally, the design using nodes

below 45nm are entitled to have hyperbolic capacity variation across the layers due

to almost linear increase in width with the metal layers. This gives us the motivation

to study the scaling effect of the routing capacity of the regions across the layers on

the proposed global routing method. This study shows how this routing model can

adapt to practical routing challenges like one of the aggressive metal width variation,

as this is being mostly used in the existing state of the art academic and industrial

global routers.

4.4.1 Layer wise Routing Capacity Scaling

In this routing model, we realized layer assignment of the nets for multiple metal

layers using a parameter called currLayer(sk) associated with each segment sk. This

initialized to M1 in case of unreserved layer model and M1/M2 for horizontal/vertical

orientation in reserved layer model. For both the models, the maximum permissible

metal layer is a technology aligned parameter Mmax. When congestion is about to

occur in sk (psk = 1), we increment currLayer(sk) to the subsequent metal layer. Here

the subsequent metal layer has different implication in (un)reserved layer model; the

subsequent layer can either be one layer above the currLayer(sk) or the next permitted

layer based on the particular (horizontal/vertical) orientation of sk in the respective

unreserved/reserved layer models. This means that the region sk has exhausted all

of its routing capacity (i.e. uCapsk = rCapsk) for the current metal layer and is now

ready for routing the nets through it for the next metal layer restricted by Mmax.

In this regard, the variation of rCapsk across the metal layers (up to M) plays a

significant role and thus directly impacts the routing completion of all the nets.

In Figure 4.14 (a), we present different scenarios of routing capacity variation for

a given routing region sk across multiple metal layers. In case of uniform profile, the

routing capacity rCapsk of region remains the same across the metal layers. The other

two capacity profiles are: a hyperbolic (or 1/M) pattern and a ladder pattern. In case

of the hyperbolic pattern, rCapsk is more aggressively scaled across the metal layers,

the latter has a relatively relaxed trend of metal pitch/width (hence routing capacity)

variation across the metal layers (see Figure 4.13 [11]). Both the capacity variation

profiles have great impact not only on the routing completion, but also on the via

count as more routing layers are used to route the nets. Notably, this effect has less

significant impact on netlength, as our router always try to confine the routing within
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Figure 4.14: Routing capacity (normalized with respect to M1 routing layer) profiles
of a routing region vs metal layers

the bounding box of the net terminals (pins) using monotone staircase patterns.

In our routing model, the congestion in a routing region is measured as the ratio of

the routing demand and the routing capacity and has no direct impact on it. However,

it has an indirect effect on it due to the overall routing completion, as the proposed

router tries hard to complete the routing of as many nets as possible in lower layers

than in higher layers. In summary, varying degree of impact due to capacity scaling

in the upper layers can be seen on the overall global routing metrics depending the

number of routing layers used. This has the potential to dominate the quality of

the early global routing solution across different designs, different floorplan instances

of a design and different bipartitioning results of the same floorplan instance due to

different values of the trade-off parameters (refer to Section 5).

4.4.2 Directional Routing Path

For each 2-terminal net (segment), we consider two cases of identifying the source

vertex between a pair of terminals before we apply the shortest path algorithm as:

1. the minimum x coordinate (or the minimum y coordinate in case both the

terminals have the same x coordinate)

2. the maximum x coordinate (or the maximum y coordinate in case both have
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the same x coordinate)

and the procedure IdentifySource() in Algorithm 4 is used for that purpose. In the

first version of the proposed router, we used only the first option (a source with lower

x coordinate). Subsequently, we consider both the options to identify the route of a

net that are potentially different in similar congestion scenario and the adjacency list

of the vertices in GSRG. When the congestion scenario in the entire layout is highly

skewed, leading to a route that is highly possible to be different. Our study has shown

that, this directional search (see the results in Section 4.5) can be advantageous in

many cases such as different designs, different floorplan instances of a same design

and so on.

We call these modes as Forward (FWD) and Backward (BACK) search respec-

tively. In Figure 4.15, we illustrate these cases for a 2-terminal net {tg, tc} and show

that both search procedures can potentially give different routing paths depending

on the local congestion scenario. One search mode may have a potentially better

solution than the other in terms of routability, congestion scenario along with net

length, and also the via count. The variation in net length due to FWD (BACK)

search arises when certain region(s) along the respective paths are fully utilized in a

given metal layer; with the possibility of switching to the next available metal layer if

permitted, leads to increase in the via count. Otherwise, the routing path is detoured

beyond the bound box of the terminals, leading to an increase in wirelength. As long

as the alternatives paths remain confined within the bounding box of the terminals,

no variation in netlength can be expected among these cases.

In the unreserved layer model, routing of a net incurs a number of vias due to dif-

ference in the metal layers used to route through the corresponding routing resources.

It does not depend on their vertical/horizontal orientation. In case of reserved layer

model, the number of vias along a routing path depends on the number of bends

in it, i.e., the alternating (horizontal/vertical) orientation of the contiguous routing

resources, for a minimum change of one metal layer among the resources along that

path [22]. Congestion in channels may also contribute to the number of vias along a

routing path, in both the cases. From the example shown in Figure 4.16 (a) and (b),

we notice that the routing path for a given net (tg,tc) needs 3 and 5 vias for FWD and

BACK searches respectively. Therefore, depending on the netlist and the floorplan

topology of a given circuit, one method may dominate over the other. This method

can be extended to t (> 2)-terminal nets, since we decompose those nets using the
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Figure 4.15: A routing path for 2-terminal net (tg,tc) obtained by: (a) forward Search,
and (b) backward Search

method stated earlier into 2-terminal net segments and a better routing path for each

of the resulting net segments can be obtained while employing either of the search
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procedures at a time.
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Figure 4.16: Impact on via count for: (a) forward Search with 3 vias, and (b) backward
Search with 5 vias

4.5 Experimental Results

In this section, we validate the proposed early global routing method STAIRoute on

MCNC and GSRC floorplanning benchmark circuits summarized in Table 4.1, also

presented in Chapter 3.5 [14, 113]. The algorithm and its improvements presented

in this chapter were implemented in C programming language and the experiments

were run on a Linux platform (2.8GHz, 4GB RAM). In this experimental setup, the

floorplan instances for each of the benchmark circuits were generated with a random

seed using Parquet Floorplanning tool [14, 113].

4.5.1 Unreserved Layer Routing for BFS method

Since STAIRoute is the first early global routing method after floorplanning, and

does not fall in the purview of the existing post-placement global routing methods,

we can not compare the routing results with them directly. Moreover, the recent

global routing benchmarks used by those post-placement global routers do not have

any corresponding floorplanning benchmarks. Instead, we compare the routed length
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Table 4.1: MCNC and GSRC Floorplanning Benchmark Circuits [14]

Suite Circuit #Blocks #Nets Avg. NetDeg
MCNC apte 9 44 3.500

hp 11 44 3.545
xerox 10 183 2.508
ami33 33 84 4.154
ami49 49 377 2.337

GSRC n10 10 54 2.129
n30 30 147 2.102
n50 50 320 2.112
n100 100 576 2.135
n200 200 1274 2.138
n300 300 1632 2.161

of each t-terminal (t > 2) net obtained STAIRoute with the corresponding Steiner

length computed by the state-of-the-art academic Steiner topology generation tool

FLUTE [10]. In this experiment, we obtain the Steiner topology of a net using

FLUTE without considering any routing blockage or any kind of initial congestion

map. The results obtained in our first experimental setup by STAIRoute used the

floorplan bipartitioning results obtained by GenMSCut (see Chapter 3) for γ = 0.4

and ǫ = 0.05 (see the corresponding bipartitioning results in Table 3.2 obtained for

area balanced mode) presented in Table 4.2. In this experiment, STAIRoute used

unreserved layer model for up to 2 metal layers to route the nets. The congestion

model (see Equation 4.1 and 4.2) has ensured that no congestion takes place in any

of the monotone staircase routing regions yielding 100% routing completion for each

circuit.

In this table, we summarize the results obtained for Runtime, Routability (%)

and net length for each benchmark circuit in Table 4.1. These results show that

routed netlength obtained by STAIRoute is comparable to Steiner length computed

by FLUTE [10] as the average NetDeg for each GSRC benchmark circuit is slightly

higher than 2. On the other hand, due to higher average NetDeg (maximum 4.15

for ami33) in MCNC benchmark circuits, the routed netlength are slightly higher

than the corresponding Steiner length. It a shows that Netlength to Steiner length

ratio (L/F) has a maximum value around 1.15 for some of the circuits, while the

lowest value can go as low as 1.05 for apte and 1.06 for n300. Our study on the

existing post-placement global router showed that Netlength to Steiner length ratio
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Table 4.2: Summary of the routing results using Unreserved Layer Model (ULM) for
up to 2 metal layers

Netlength (µm) Length
Circuit Runtime Routability Routed Steiner [10] Ratio #Via

(sec) (%) (L) (F) (L/F)
apte 0.192 100 397447 376652 1.055 0
hp 0.200 100 284601 245801 1.158 2

xerox 0.316 100 688107 633533 1.086 0
ami33 0.744 100 161636 142748 1.132 4
ami49 2.012 100 1794979 1629255 1.101 0

n10 0.164 100 18505 16626 1.113 0
n30 0.444 100 56475 49370 1.143 0
n50 1.372 100 144451 125018 1.155 4
n100 6.748 100 237653 214578 1.107 6
n200 43.991 100 410849 381021 1.078 12
n300 104.382 100 744416 699006 1.064 2

Average Length Ratio 1.108 -

has also been found to be as low as 1.04 (results in the subsequent chapters) and

hence comparable to some of the results obtained here. The last column contains the

estimated number of vias used for each of the circuits using ULM. It is important

to note that we obtained all the above results by restricting ourselves up to 2 metal

layers. We see that while some of the circuits return zero via count. This implies

that the routing of all the nets are confined in the first metal layer M1 only, while

the other instances with non zero via count indicates routing takes place through two

metal layers (M1, M2) due to 100% usage of the routing capacity in M1 in certain

routing regions. The runtime values for routing show that it is increasing with the

number of blocks n and nets k as per Theorem 2 and does not include the runtime

for the corresponding bipartitioning methods.

4.5.2 Reserved Layer Routing for BFS/DFS methods

Now, we compare the routing results obtained by STAIRoute using the correspond-

ing bipartitioning results obtained by GenMSCut and GenMSCut DFS presented in

Chapter 3 respectively. These experiments were conducted on MCNC and GSRC

benchmark circuits for γ = 0.4 only. We tag the corresponding routing results as

BFS-NB and DFS-NB respectively, as they do not consider bend minimization in

their bipartitioning objective function. For the corresponding bipartitioning results

for BFS-NB and DFS-NB, please refer to Figure 3.10) in Chapter 3.
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In Table 4.3, we summarize the early global routing results obtained by STAIRoute

for (a) Netnegth (µm), (b) via count and (c) the worst average congestion [15]. It

is to be noted that all these results correspond to 100% routing completion while

using maximum up to 8 metal layers using reserved layer model (RLM). From these

results, it is noticeable from the normalized geometric mean values that BFS-NB mode

gives slightly better routed netlength and via count. The average of worst congestion

obtained for BFS-NB is also marginally better than that in case of BFS-NB method,

even for the most of the circuits. The first observation is that netlength for both the

modes remain within 20% additional Steiner length. Another important observation

here is that the worst congestion in any of the routing regions for any circuit does not

go beyond 100%, with a maximum value of the worst congestion going around 96%

and 97% for BFS-NB and DFS-NB respectively. All these results correspond to 100%

routing completion for all γ values and the floorplan instances of all the benchmark

circuits.

Table 4.3: Comparing the routing results for reserved layer model (RLM) using γ =
0.4 and 8 metal layers: between BFS-NB and DFS-NB

Mode NetLength Steiner #Via Worst Congestion
Circuit BFS-NB DFS-NB Length [10] BFS-NB DFS-NB BFS-NB DFS-NB
apte 429957 427688 374756 429 429 0.873 0.881
hp 229891 234680 162799 453 455 0.958 0.973

xerox 1122511 1141519 1008712 1235 1273 0.641 0.675
ami33 130042 130252 110983 1181 1209 0.950 0.932
ami49 1904592 1887049 1678283 3535 3547 0.819 0.801
n10 23494 23393 18732 235 227 0.766 0.689
n30 64718 64353 53236 992 1006 0.733 0.770
n50 173593 173924 144719 3110 3295 0.875 0.932
n100 262572 263828 223822 7218 7055 0.909 0.928
n200 665756 661387 588080 19290 19405 0.800 0.812
n300 882914 882790 773875 31543 31596 0.889 0.866

(Norm.)
Geo. Mean 1.188 1.189 1.000 0.992 1.000 0.832 0.836

We extend this study on the early global routing metrics such as routed netlength,

via count, congestion and routability for the given benchmark circuits. We obtain

these results by running STAIRoute for 8 metal layers using reserved layer model

using the bipartitioning results for both BFS-NB and DFS-NB modes with different

values of γ ∈ [0.1, 0.7]. The corresponding routing results for both BFS-NB and

DFS-NB methods of bipartitioning are presented in Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 for routed

netlength, via count and worst congestion respectively. We noticed that 100% routing
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completion is achieved for across all the modes, specified γ values and all the circuits.

In case of netlength vs γ results presented in Table 4.4, we obtain the routed

netlength and Steiner length for all the nets for a given flooplan instance of a circuit

versus γ. The Steiner length is computed by FLUTE [10] without considering any

routing blockages or initial congestion and is used to normalized the corresponding

netlength for both the modes. The normalized geometric mean values for all the

circuits for each γ show that the netlength variation is negligible. Careful study

on the netlength variation for individual circuits for different γ value show that the

variation is noticeable towards higher γ values such as 0.6 and 0.7. This is due to

the fact that for higher γ values emphasizes more on maximizing the area balance

objective (with the corresponding weight of γ) than minimizing the net cut (due to

the weights 0.4 and 0.3), in obtaining a bipartitioning solution (monotone staircase

in this case) for both BFS and DFS based methods. We also notice that BFS-NB

method is consistently more efficient in obtaining smaller netlength than DFS-NB for

all γ values, specially for most of the circuits. Despite that, the normalized geometric

mean shows that the routes of the nets are approximately 20% longer than the Steiner

length (presented in the last column) in both the modes.

A similar study on the variation of via count for the specified γ values is presented

in Table 4.5. For each circuit, we compute the average of all the vias obtained for

different γ values and modes. This average via count (see the last column) is used

to normalize the via count values for different γ values and modes in the respective

column. The normalized geometric mean for each mode and γ show that BFS-NB

mode has slightly better values over DFS-NB mode. Further study on the via count

for each γ reveals that it follows a non-decreasing pattern with the increasing γ values,

irrespective of the modes, for most of the circuits except n100 and n200. The similar

observations can be made for netlength as well in Table 4.4.

The worst congestion values for each circuit in Table 4.6 also show that the bi-

partitioning results in BFS-NB mode yield better values of the worst congestion than

those for DFS-NB mode. This is also evident from the geometric mean values in the

last row.

4.5.3 Directional Routing and Capacity Scaling

We further extend the experiments on STAIRoute using reserved layer model using

up to 8 metals layers, using the bipartitioning results obtained by BFS-NB method
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Table 4.4: Comparing Netlength (µm) w.r.t γ: between BFS-NB and DFS-NB (in
the bracket below)

γ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 Steiner
Mode/ BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB Length [10]
Circuit (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB)
apte 429957 429957 429957 429957 429957 429957 429834 374756

(427688) (427688) (427688) (427688) (427688) (426542) (419855)
hp 229891 229891 229891 229891 229891 229891 229891 162799

(234680) (234680) (234680) (234680) (234680) (234680) (234680)
xerox 1122511 1122511 1122511 1122511 1122511 1125723 1125723 1008712

(1141519) (1141519) (1141519) (1141519) (1141519) (1141519) (1161381)
ami33 130042 130042 130042 130042 130042 130268 128664 110983

(130252) (130252) (130252) (130252) (130252) (129223) (129471)
ami49 1904592 1904592 1904592 1904592 1904592 1896780 1893587 1678283

(1887049) (1887049) (1887049) (1887049) (1887049) (1886331) (1886331)
n10 23494 23494 23494 23494 23494 23494 23494 18732

(23393) (23393) (23393) (23393) (23393) (23393) (23393)
n30 64718 64718 64718 64718 64718 64815 64740 53236

(64353) (64353) (64353) (64353) (64353) (64353) (64303)
n50 173593 173593 173593 173593 173593 173371 173307 144719

(173924) (173924) (173924) (173924) (173924) (173909) (173683)
n100 262572 262572 262572 262572 262572 263676 263625 223822

(263828) (263828) (263828) (263828) (263828) (263644) (263644)
n200 665756 665756 665756 665756 665756 665310 664465 588080

(661387) (661387) (661387) (661387) (661387) (661563) (662550)
n300 882914 882914 882914 882914 882914 883750 883560 773875

(882790) (882790) (882790) (882790) (882790) (882044) (881287)

Norm. 1.188 1.188 1.188 1.188 1.188 1.188 1.187
Geo. 1.189 1.189 1.189 1.189 1.189 1.188 1.188 1.000
Mean

on different floorplan instances of the same circuit. For a given benchmark circuit

(see Table 4.1 for details), the best case (BC) and the worst case (WC) floorplan

instances are designated in the terms of the total half perimeter wire length (HPWL)

of all the nets as the ones with the smallest and the largest HPWL respectively

among the floorplan instances generated for that circuit. In these experiments, we

refer to Figure 4.14 for 3 different capacity scaling profiles due to varying metal

pitch across the routing layers (see Figure 4.13). We also refer to Figure 4.15 for two

possible directions of routing in order to explore different routing paths with potential

congestion minimization and fewer via counts. In forward search, the source and the

sink definition between a pair of terminals (net pins) for identifying Dijkstra’s shortest

path on GSRG implies those vertices (corresponding to the pins) in a given net ni with

smallest and largest x coordinate values. On the other hand, backward search method

for a pair of pins starts with the pin with largest x coordinate value (designated as

the source vertex) and ends on the pin with smallest x coordinate (treated as the sink

vertex).

Now we define the following configurations for conducting the experiments on the
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Table 4.5: Comparing Via Count w.r.t γ: between BFS-NB and DFS-NB (in the
bracket below)

γ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 Avg. Via
Mode/ BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB Count
Circuit (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB)
apte 429 429 429 429 429 429 429 429

(429) (429) (429) (429) (429) (429) (429)
hp 453 453 453 453 453 453 453 454

(455) (455) (455) (455) (455) (455) (455)
xerox 1259 1235 1235 1235 1235 1250 1235 1259

(1273) (1273) (1273) (1273) (1273) (1293) (1278)
ami33 1165 1181 1181 1181 1181 1199 1211 1195

(1209) (1209) (1209) (1209) (1209) (1199) 1194
ami49 3535 3535 3535 3535 3535 3629 3536 3557

(3547) (3547) (3547) (3547) (3547) (3681) (3546)
n10 235 235 235 235 235 234 234 231

(227) (227) (227) (227) (227) (227) (227)
n30 992 992 992 992 992 996 1001 1001

(1006) (1006) (1006) (1006) (1006) (1009) (1013)
n50 3110 3110 3110 3110 3110 3120 3122 3203

(3295) (3295) (3295) (3295) (3295) (3299) (3280)
n100 7218 7218 7218 7218 7218 7093 7084 7121

(7055) (7055) (7055) (7055) (7055) (7075) (7078)
n200 19290 17816 19290 19290 19290 19267 19222 19242

(19405) (19405) (19405) (19405) (19405) (19437) (19460)
n300 31543 31543 31543 31543 31543 31665 31765 31632

(31596) (31596) (31596) (31596) (31596) (31842) (31889)

Norm. 0.996 0.989 0.996 0.996 0.996 1.000 0.997 1.000
Geo. (1.003) (1.003) (1.003) (1.003) (1.003) (1.009) (1.004)
Mean

specified floorplan instances of each of the benchmark circuits given in Table 4.1:

1. forward search with No Capacity Scaling (FCN)

2. forward search with Hyperbolic Capacity Scaling (FCH)

3. forward search with Ladder type Capacity Scaling (FCL)

4. backward search with No Capacity Scaling (BCN)

5. backward search with Hyperbolic Capacity Scaling (BCH)

6. backward search with Ladder type Capacity Scaling (BCL)

In Figure 4.17, we present a snapshot of the global routing results obtained for

n300 for all the six run configurations that includes BC and WC different floorplan

instances and three different capacity profiles. In these plots, the results for BC (WC)

floorplan instance are plotted with respect to the left (right) axis. While studying

these plots, we notice that the forward (backward) search with hyperbolic scaling

FCH (BCH) gives the worst results as compared to the other two configurations

{FCN, FCL} ({BCN,BCL}) both in terms of routed net length and via count, both
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Table 4.6: Comparing Worst Congestion w.r.t γ: between BFS-NB and DFS-NB (in
the bracket below)

γ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Mode/ BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB BFS-NB
Circuit (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB) (DFS-NB)
apte 0.873 0.873 0.873 0.873 0.873 0.873 0.873

(0.881) (0.881) (0.881) (0.881) (0.881) (0.881) (0.881)
hp 0.958 0.958 0.958 0.958 0.958 0.958 0.958

(0.973) (0.973) (0.973) (0.973) (0.973) (0.973) (0.973)
xerox 0.330 0.641 0.641 0.641 0.641 0.659 0.651

(0.675) (0.675) (0.675) (0.675) (0.675) (0.659) (0.772)
ami33 0.948 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.954 0.954

(0.932) (0.932) (0.932) (0.932) (0.932) (0.923) (0.927)
ami49 0.819 0.819 0.819 0.819 0.819 0.713 0.805

(0.801) (0.801) (0.801) (0.801) (0.801) (0.711) (0.801)
n10 0.766 0.766 0.766 0.766 0.766 0.766 0.766

(0.689) (0.689) (0.689) (0.689) (0.689) (0.689) (0.689)
n30 0.733 0.733 0.733 0.733 0.733 0.735 0.735

(0.770) (0.770) (0.770) (0.770) (0.770) (0.770) (0.770)
n50 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.877 0.872

(0.932) (0.932) (0.932) (0.932) (0.932) (0.940) (0.946)
n100 0.909 0.909 0.909 0.909 0.909 0.887 0.883

(0.928) (0.928) (0.928) (0.928) (0.928) (0.928) (0.928)
n200 0.800 0.736 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.799 0.794

(0.812) (0.812) (0.812) (0.812) (0.812) (0.807) (0.782)
n300 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.882 0.878

(0.866) (0.866) (0.866) (0.866) (0.866) (0.913) (0.940)

Geo. 0.783 0.826 0.832 0.832 0.832 0.822 0.829
Mean (0.836) (0.836) (0.836) (0.836) (0.836) (0.829) (0.850)

in BC and WC. This is due to the fact that the hyperbolic profile is the most stringent

profile among the other profiles depicted in Figure 4.14. Subsequently, we focus on

the corresponding results obtained for the remaining configurations {FCN, FCL}
({BCN,BCL}) for both BC and WC instances. Figure 4.17 (a) shows that FCN

(BCN) gives better net length against FCL (BCL) both in BC and WC. Although it

reflects a similar trend in the respective via count for the WC topology, FCL (BCL)

has better via count as compared to FCN (BCN) in BC (Figure 4.17 (b)). We

conduct another set of comparison for net length and via count between FCN and

BCN (FCL and BCL) for both BC and WC. Although backward search produces

better net length as compared to that in forward search method, it incurs more vias

to route a set of nets than its counterpart. This clearly shows that a global routing

solution not only depends on the search direction and the capacity profiles, but also

on different floorplan instances of the same circuit. We iterate that all the results

presented here correspond to 100% routability and restricted to Under-Congestion

region of Figure 4.6 that ensures no congestion in any routing region in any metal

layer. We also notice significant impact on the runtime for each configuration and

floorplan instances. We present detailed results for each of the circuits with both BC
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and WC floorplan instances and all the configurations in the subsequent tables.

(a) Net length (µm) (b) Worst Congestion

(c) Via Count (d) CPU time (sec)

Figure 4.17: Routing results for BC (left axis) and WC (right axis) floorplan instances
of n300 vs. different run configurations

In Table 4.7 (4.8), we summarize the netlength obtained for all the configurations

for the respective BC (WC) floorplan instances of each of the circuits. We compare

them with the respective Steiner length computed by FLUTE [10] presented in the

last column in the tables. For a given run configuration, the corresponding netlength

is accompanied by the ratio of the routed netlength and Steiner length, e.g., FCN/F

in the bracket below it in the respective columns. The corresponding normalized

geometric mean values (given the last row of the table) in each column are computed

based on these ratios. It is evident from these results on the BC floorplan instances of

the circuits that, except for some of the smaller circuits, the length ratio pairs FCN/F

and FCL/F in forward search mode (BCN/F and BCL/F in backward search mode)

Chapters/Chapter4/Image/N300_CapScale_Plot/nl_n300.eps
Chapters/Chapter4/Image/N300_CapScale_Plot/cong_n300.eps
Chapters/Chapter4/Image/N300_CapScale_Plot/via_n300.eps
Chapters/Chapter4/Image/N300_CapScale_Plot/runtime_n300.eps
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Table 4.7: Netlength (normalized with Steiner length [10] in bracket) for BC floorplan
instances in different run configurations

Circuit FCN(µm) FCH(µm) FCL(µm) BCN(µm) BCH(µm) BCL(µm) Steiner (µm)
(FCN/F ) (FCH/F ) (FCL/F ) (BCN/F ) (BCH/F ) (BCL/F ) Length(F )

apte 398137 398411 398137 396034 396309 396034 338628
(1.176) (1.177) (1.176) (1.170) (1.170) (1.170) (1.000)

hp 201997 203060 201997 211537 210086 211537 123716
(1.633) (1.641) (1.633) (1.710) (1.698) (1.710) (1.000)

xerox 716917 717292 716917 710575 710575 710575 633533
(1.132) (1.132) (1.132) (1.122) (1.122) (1.122) (1.000)

ami33 111126 111563 111126 111481 111897 111481 92330
(1.204) (1.208) (1.204) (1.207) (1.212) (1.207) (1.000)

ami49 1925761 2009224 1925761 1926177 2010630 1926177 1608746
(1.197) (1.249) (1.197) (1.197) (1.250) (1.197) (1.000)

n10 19837 19837 19837 18498 18498 18498 16626
(1.193) (1.193) (1.193) (1.113) (1.113) (1.113) (1.000)

n30 59585 59585 59585 58762 58762 58762 49370
(1.207) (1.207) (1.207) (1.190) (1.190) (1.190) (1.000)

n50 151604 152119 151851 150741 151256 150988 125018
(1.213) (1.217) (1.215) (1.206) (1.210) (1.208) (1.000)

n100 251456 252648 251477 250771 251917 250792 212112
(1.186) (1.191) (1.186) (1.182) (1.188) (1.182) (1.000)

n200 429855 430044 429924 428987 429128 429056 381021
(1.128) (1.129) (1.128) (1.126) (1.126) (1.126) (1.000)

n300 792135 792323 792229 791708 791896 791802 699006
(1.133) (1.134) (1.133) (1.133) (1.133) (1.133) (1.000)

Norm.
Geo. 1.212 1.219 1.212 1.205 1.211 1.206 1.000
Mean

have little variation and also shows that BCN yields the best net length of a given

circuit with respect to the corresponding Steiner length for most of the circuits. This

is evident from the geometric mean value of 1.205 as the lowest in BCN mode than

any other mode. This implies that the backward search mode without any capacity

scaling is more efficient in getting a minimal netlength. However, if we consider

capacity scaling across the layers, BCL mode yields the next best value as dictated

by the geometric mean value of 1.206. Similar results can also be seen in case of WC

floorplan instances where BCN gives the best mean netlength of 1.182 among all,

while BCL gives better netlength ratio of 1.183 than BCH , FCL and FCH . All

these values are highlighted in the last row of the respective tables for BC and WC

instances.

In Table 4.9, we present the via count for all the configurations for each circuit

in BC (WC results in brackets). These results clearly point out the consequence of

forward and backward search on via count (refer to Figure 4.16). It is also evident

that the via count in case of FCH (BCH) is the worst as compared to other two

configurations, namely {FCN, FCL} ({BCN,BCL}), during forward (backward)

search mode. There is little variation in via count for relatively smaller circuits
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Table 4.8: Netlength (normalized with Steiner length [10] in bracket) for WC floorplan
instances in different run configurations

Circuit FCN(µm) FCH(µm) FCL(µm) BCN(µm) BCH(µm) BCL(µm) Steiner (µm)
(FCN/F ) (FCH/F ) (FCL/F ) (BCN/F ) (BCH/F ) (BCL/F ) Length(F )

apte 450376 450376 450376 438913 439199 438913 389806
(1.155) (1.155) (1.155) (1.126) (1.127) (1.126) (1.000)

hp 232782 232782 232782 230256 230256 230256 144993
(1.606) (1.606) (1.606) (1.588) (1.588) (1.588) (1.000)

xerox 1542730 1590995 1542730 1511243 1558185 1511243 1391401
(1.109) (1.143) (1.109) (1.086) (1.120) (1.086) (1.000)

ami33 120904 120904 120904 118746 118969 118746 105025
(1.151) (1.151) (1.151) (1.131) (1.133) (1.131) (1.000)

ami49 1914369 1914369 1914369 1898528 1898528 1898528 1684114
(1.137) (1.137) (1.137) (1.127) (1.127) (1.127) (1.000)

n10 24526 25116 24526 23708 24298 23708 20012
(1.226) (1.255) (1.226) (1.185) (1.214) (1.185) (1.000)

n30 74743 75105 74838 74152 74514 74247 59879
(1.248) (1.254) (1.250) (1.238) (1.244) (1.240) (1.000)

n50 187971 189752 188476 187197 188994 187702 158173
(1.188) (1.200) (1.192) (1.184) (1.195) (1.187) (1.000)

n100 277305 277951 277584 276545 277251 276824 238841
(1.161) (1.164) (1.162) (1.158) (1.161) (1.159) (1.000)

n200 836136 865590 837493 835535 864329 836928 749479
(1.116) (1.155) (1.117) (1.115) (1.153) (1.117) (1.000)

n300 946039 949547 947076 945689 949166 946676 830035
(1.140) (1.144) (1.141) (1.139) (1.144) (1.141) (1.000)

Norm.
Geo. 1.197 1.209 1.198 1.182 1.195 1.183 1.000
Mean

between {FCN, FCL} ({BCN,BCL}) modes as they effectively cater similar routing

scenario by using fewer metal layers. However, this variation becomes significant for

the larger circuits that use more metal layers where the effect of capacity scaling

such as ladder or hyperbolic profile (see Figure 4.14) becomes dominant. The best

via counts for each circuit in both BC and WC (in brackets) are mostly obtained in

{FCN, FCL} modes with similar values, with a normalized geometric mean value of

1.000 for both. The normalized (done with respect to the via count obtained in FCN

mode) geometric mean values for each mode for all the circuits are given in the last

row of the table for BC instances (WC instances in brackets). These normalized values

shows that the hyperbolic profiles in both modes (FCH and BCH) show significant

jump (of around 30% with respect to FCN and BCN respectively) in via count due

to higher metal pitch as a result of its stringent capacity profiling. The same can also

be noticed for individual circuits that use more metal layers to route the nets.

In our congestion analysis, we use a similar method prescribed in GLARE [15] to

analyze the congestion hotspots in a given floorplan instance of a circuit to estimate

its routability, despite that fact that our congestion model (see Equation 4.2) does not

allow the routing demand in a routing region in any routing layer to go beyond the
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Table 4.9: Via count for BC (WC in bracket) floorplan instances in different run
configurations

Circuit FCN FCH FCL BCN BCH BCL

apte 404 508 404 412 504 412
(452) (660) (452) (460) (656) (460)

hp 502 720 502 536 730 536
(430) (630) (430) (430) (626) (430)

xerox 1190 1238 1190 1220 1272 1220
(1401) (2261) (1401) (1527) (2369) (1547)

ami33 1156 1500 1156 1162 1530 1162
(1240) (1528) (1240) (1234) (1586) (1234)

ami49 3290 4466 3290 3406 4676 3406
(3629) (3789) (3629) (3877) (4137) (3877)

n10 176 176 176 176 176 176
(220) (278) (220) (222) (260) (222)

n30 937 941 937 956 960 956
(1047) (1100) (1014) (1059) (1108) (1026)

n50 3194 3609 3184 3191 3598 3181
(3252) (5089) (3296) (3402) (5078) (3442)

n100 6748 7553 6748 6795 7623 6799
(7742) (10050) (7746) (7846) (10146) (7850)

n200 18016 18040 18008 17977 17993 17969
(16905) (26828) (17610) (17253) (27041) (17571)

n300 29639 29785 29627 29687 29841 29675
(32814) (35955) (33093) (33235) (36624) (33461)

Norm. 1.000 1.140 1.000 1.016 1.153 1.016
Geo. Mean (1.077) (1.419) (1.080) (1.105) (1.437) (1.106)

specified routing capacity. As discussed in the previous section, some of the edges in

the proposed routing graph GSRG become sparse when the congestion (or normalized

routing utilization pe) becomes 1.0 after each net is routed. It thus sets the routing

penalty to infinity in the corresponding metal layer. The authors in [15] proposed a

new parameter called Average Congestion per Edge (ACE) for certain percentage of

all the (worst) congested global routing edges. This is denoted as ACE(x%) where x is

the percentage value of all the worst congested edges. By computing these parameters,

we compute another parameter wACE4 which is an weighted average of ACE(x%)

for the specified values of x = 0.5, 1, 2, 5. In our case, we set these weights as 1.0 for

all the specified values of ACE(x%) in order to express it merely an average of them.

In Table 4.10, we present wACE4 values for each circuit for all the configurations

in BC and WC (in brackets) to showcase the corresponding congestion scenario with

100% routability of the nets and validate that our global routing framework conforms

to the proposed congestion model depicted in Figure 4.6. In these experiments, we
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compute wACE4 values for each of 8 metal layers and chose the maximum of the

respective wACE4 values to compare our results. Our study has shown that the

maximum values of wACE4 are obtained in lower metal layers such as M1 and M2.

Table 4.10: Worst congestion (wACE4) for BC (WC in bracket) floorplan instances
in different run configurations

Circuit FCN FCH FCL BCN BCH BCL

apte 0.901 0.838 0.901 0.945 0.906 0.945
(0.874) (0.986) (0.874) (0.797) (0.875) (0.797)

hp 0.991 0.987 0.991 0.987 0.985 0.987
(0.991) (0.814) (0.991) (0.991) (0.802) (0.991)

xerox 0.623 0.614 0.623 0.623 0.609 0.623
(0.994) (0.937) (0.994) (0.958) (0.937) (0.958)

ami33 0.967 0.687 0.967 0.971 0.692 0.971
(0.939) (0.994) (0.939) (0.912) (0.810) (0.912)

ami49 0.975 0.993 0.975 0.975 0.998 0.975
(0.713) (0.721) (0.713) (0.711) (0.707) (0.711)

n10 0.643 0.643 0.643 0.643 0.767 0.643
(0.962) (0.950) (0.962) (0.962) (0.950) (0.962)

n30 0.658 0.983 0.658 0.657 0.979 0.657
(0.955) (0.967) (0.955) (0.955) (0.950) (0.955)

n50 0.818 0.663 0.821 0.816 0.634 0.818
(0.840) (0.825) (0.849) (0.865) (0.835) (0.873)

n100 0.990 0.977 0.990 0.987 0.988 0.987
(0.919) (0.997) (0.919) (0.928) (0.998) (0.928)

n200 0.489 0.827 0.489 0.483 0.815 0.483
(0.875) (0.679) (0.855) (0.892) (0.646) (0.833)

n300 0.656 0.986 0.656 0.668 0.984 0.668
(0.981) (0.996) (0.981) (0.977) (0.990) (0.977)

Norm. 1.000 1.065 1.000 1.004 1.085 1.004
Geo. Mean (1.178) (1.153) (1.177) (1.167) (1.110) (1.161)

In Table 4.11, we report runtime in seconds for all the circuits for the said run

configurations. These results correspond to both BC and WC (given in brackets)

floorplan instances. As we can see that the best (as highlighted) runtime in the

context of BC and WC (in brackets) floorplan instances for a given circuit is given

by either FCL or BCL for most of the cases.

4.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we present the first early global routing method STAIRoute us-

ing monotone staircases as the routing regions defined in a floorplan, by recursive

floorplan bipartitioning methods presented in Chapter 3. Unlike the existing post-
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Table 4.11: CPU time (sec) for BC (WC in bracket) floorplan instances in different
run configurations

Circuit FCN FCH FCL BCN BCH BCL

apte 0.114 0.109 0.103 0.108 0.109 0.113
(0.112) (0.106) (0.102) (0.103) (0.104) (0.103)

hp 0.115 0.107 0.105 0.107 0.102 0.103
(0.114) (0.107) (0.100) (0.107) (0.102) (0.101)

xerox 0.126 0.124 0.122 0.122 0.121 0.121
(0.140) (0.125) (0.116) (0.130) (0.125) (0.120)

ami33 0.172 0.167 0.151 0.161 0.159 0.156
(0.186) (0.178) (0.158) (0.158) (0.166) (0.170)

ami49 0.464 0.453 0.438 0.441 0.458 0.442
(0.483) (0.465) (0.446) (0.463) (0.465) (0.460)

n10 0.122 0.099 0.101 0.101 0.101 0.102
(0.109) (0.101) (0.105) (0.103) (0.105) (0.102)

n30 0.181 0.164 0.166 0.164 0.160 0.164
(0.162) (0.161) (0.153) (0.163) (0.164) (0.157)

n50 0.423 0.410 0.398 0.414 0.399 0.396
(0.449) (0.437) (0.440) (0.444) (0.441) (0.432)

n100 2.48 2.408 2.412 2.399 2.445 2.386
(2.076) (2.096) (2.064) (2.073) (2.070) (2.054)

n200 18.342 18.741 17.718 18.201 18.175 17.533
(21.472) (20.885) (20.909) (21.452) (21.315) (20.625)

n300 53.151 54.596 50.929 52.739 53.656 51.73
(57.993) (58.719) (55.090) (55.856) (58.742) (57.069)

Norm. 1.000 0.955 0.925 0.944 0.940 0.933
Geo Mean (1.009) (0.971) (0.934) (0.962) (0.965) (0.947)

placement global routers, the proposed method immediately follows floorplanning

in the physical design flow and works only on the floorplan level information, thus

requiring no detailed placement of standard cells. Hence, the routing of the nets con-

necting the standard cells are not in the scope of this work. The proposed routing

model supports both unreserved or reserved layer model for routing the nets through

multiple metal layers.

In this work, we proposed a new MST based multi-terminal net decomposition

technique, monotone staircase pattern routing between any two terminal net segment.

Using illustrations, we show that this method is similar to the existing approaches for

routing blockage aware Steiner topology generation used in the post-placement global

routers. Unlike the overflow based congestion hotspot analysis used in most of the

existing global routers, the proposed early global routing method adopts the definition

of congestion as the ratio of routing demand and capacity in any routing region

(edge). The proposed congestion model ensures the normalized routing utilization
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(congestion) in any edge does not exceed beyond 100% in any routing layer. We

adopted a new congestion analysis approach, presented in [15], for computing the

worst congestion values in certain edges of the proposed early global routing graph.

Using the results of BFS and DFS based bipartitioning approaches, the early global

routing results obtained by STAIRoute show slightly improved routing metrics for

BFS over DFS, for different γ values. The experiments also show that 100% routing

completion is feasible without any over congestion (congestion ≯ 100%) even for

different capacity profiles. These profiles include the recent trend of metal pitch/width

variation across the routing layers prescribed by VDSM fabrication process nodes.

Additionally, two terminal net (segment) routing employing different search directions

depicts potential improvement in routed wirelength and via count.





Chapter 5

Unconstrained Via Minimization in

Early Global Routing

5.1 Introduction

In the existing physical design (PD) flow depicted in Figure 1.9 (a), the global routing

stage comprises of two key phases: (i) first a 2D (also known as planar) routing

solution of the nets is obtained for two routing layers only, and (ii) next a congestion

aware layer assignment of the segments (subnets) of the nets is done for more than

two layers. The latter is commonly known as 3D routing solution. During this layer

assignment process, a minimal via routing solution is said to be obtained without

changing the topology of the nets on the basis of the 2D routing solution. If this

process does not yield a congestion free routing solution or a minimized congestion

scenario to some predefined acceptable values, the violating nets are ripped up and

rerouted iteratively. On the other hand, there is no guarantee that the number of vias

used to complete the layer assignment process of the nets is minimal even if a routing

solution does not result in any violation due to over congestion in certain edges in

the grid graph. This process is called constrained via minimization (CVM).

Another well known via minimization method that is hardly in practice is called

unconstrained via minimization (UVM). In this method, an emphasis is given on a

minimal via routing path of a net while ensuring 100% routability, lower congestion

in a routing layer and a minimal routed wirelength. In this method, a planar routing

solution like in CVM becomes redundant. Both CVM and UVM are NP-hard prob-

lems [17] and UVM is known to be much harder than CVM [17]. In this chapter, we
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address the UVM problem in the proposed early global routing framework STAIRoute

presented in Chapter 4. This is done by suitably identifying a set of monotone stair-

cases in a given floorplan with minimal number of bends in it, by a recursive floorplan

bipartitioning framework similar to that presented in Algorithm 2.

5.2 Via Minimization in Global Routing

In order to reduce the number of vias in a design during the recent global routing

methods, a set of routing patterns with fixed number of bends, such as L with one

bend and Z with two bends, have become increasingly popular. For a minimum of

one layer change (say M1 and M2), these patterns use one and two vias respectively at

the corresponding bends adjoining consecutive routed (vertical/horizontal) segments

[19, 20]. These pattern routing methods are much faster than the maze routing

methods for obtaining a feasible routing path of a net through a set of routing regions.

Another pattern, known as 3-bend routing [27], has been proposed in order or reduce

the number of vias and mitigate congestion hotspots. In some congestion scenario,

this kind of patterns yield detour out of the net bounding box leading to increased

wirelength for reducing congestion and via count.

An extension of this pattern routing using more than two bends was subsequently

proposed in [19], with a similar runtime overhead as that for Z but much faster

than maze routing. This pattern routing method is known as monotone staircase

pattern routing and is more flexible in finding a routing path through a region with

considerable number of routing blockages over one/two bend (L/Z) routes. It is to

be noted that this multi-bend monotonic pattern routing is a generalization of L

and Z pattern routing. Notably, like L and Z patterns, a monotonic routing path

is also confined within the bounding box of the net pins. This implies that a net

when routed using pattern routing such as L, Z or even monotonic patterns yields

the routed (planar) wirelength equal to the half perimeter wirelength (HPWL) of the

bounding box of the net. However, the number of vias required along a monotonic

routing path increases proportionally with the number of bends in it, with at least

one more than Z pattern. This also depends on how many layer changes take place at

each bend in this pattern. Therefore, a careful trade off has to be made between the

flexibility in routing completion and the number of bends while using the monotone

staircase patterns for routing the nets.
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5.3 A BFS based Greedy Method

The proposed early global routing method STARoute in the Chapter 4 identifies the

routing paths through a set of contiguous rectilinear regions bounded by the block

boundaries and their intersection points (also known as T-Junctions). The number

of these T-junctions in any floorplan containing n blocks is 2n− 2 [105] (also Lemma

6), leading to a total of 2n − 2 bends in the entire floorplan. Figure 5.1 illustrates

four different orientation of a T-junction. Each orientation of a T-junction can either

have a upward or a downward bend depending on the corresponding ms-cut on BAG

as an MIS or MDS cut (see Chapter 3). Therefore, a total 82n−2 combinations of

bends are possible for the entire floorplan of the design. However, the recursive

bipartitioning framework presented in Chapter 3 identifies only one combination of

2n− 2 bends out of that exponentially large number of possible combinations. These

bends collectively belong to all the monotone staircase regions obtained recursively

for the entire floorplan. Depending on the bipartitioning results, we obtain different

number of bends for each of the monotone staircases obtained by those floorplan

bipartitioning methods, although we did not give any emphasis on the bends for

individual monotone staircase region. This chapter presents a new bipartitioning

framework that emphasizes on these bends in addition to the objectives defined in

Chapter 3.

5.3.1 Problem Definition

Since the primary focus in this work is to realize an early global routing framework

that employs UVM for early via minimization, we intend to identify a set of monotone

staircases in a given floorplan that will facilitate multi-bend pattern routing includ-

ing L and Z patterns through a set of metal layers; as the special cases of monotone

staircase pattern routing having one and two bend along the routing path. In this

section, we present a floorplan bipartitioning method using breadth first traversal on

the block adjacency graph of a given floorplan topology [114]. This method identifies

a set of minimal bend monotone staircase routing regions in a given floorplan that will

identify a minimal via routing path for the given net through multiple metal layers.

We have already discussed in Chapter 3 that an area balanced floorplaning biparti-

tioning is a multi-objective optimization problem. We summarize the objectives of

this floorplan optimization problem, by augmenting the problem defined in Section
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Figure 5.1: Enumerating different orientations of a T-junction (�) and the possible
bends (in bold line) pertaining to an MIS/MDS staircases

3.4, as below:

1. balance ratio balr = min(Al,Ar)/max(Al,Ar) be maximized

2. the number of cut nets (kc) be minimized, and

3. the number of bends (z) in the monotone staircase be minimized

In addition to the trade-off parameter γ ∈ [0, 1] defined in Section 3.4, we introduce

another trade-off parameter β ∈ [0, 1]. Using these two parameters, we present a

Chapters/Chapter3/Image/bend_T_junction.eps
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modified Gain function presented in Equation 3.1 in order to incorporate this new

objective for identifying a minimal bend monotone staircase as below:

Gain = γ.balr + (1− γ − β)(1− kc/k) + β(1− z/zmax) (5.1)

Here zmax is the maximum number of possible bends if the constituent rectilinear

segments in the corresponding monotone staircase had alternating orientation (verti-

cal or horizontal) and computed as one fewer than the number of such segments in

the staircase region. Notably, this equation reduces to Equation 3.1 when the value

of β is 0.0. Careful selection of a (γ, β) pair among a range of values yields an optimal

balance among the said objectives. For a given (γ, β) value, the maximum Gain is

obtained by computing its values for the all the bipartitions obtained iteratively at

each level of the bipartition hierarchy (refer to Figure 5.3) and taking the maximum

of them. An optimal monotone staircase cut on the BAG is the one that pertains to

the cut that yields maximum Gain for the given (γ, β) pair.

5.3.2 Illustration on Minimal Bend Monotone Staircases

In this section, we study how the bends in a monotone staircase pattern impact the

number of vias due to the layer assignment of the nets on multiple metal layers.

These vias make the electrical interconnections between the net segments routed in

different metal layers. In the reserved layer model, each layer supports a preferred

routing direction such as vertical or horizontal routing. For example, metal layer M1

allows routes of the horizontal net segments, while M2 allows only vertical routing.

During layout implementation, if the routing tools incur too many vias to complete

the routing of the nets, it reduces the reliability of a design due to significant fail-

ure probability of the vias and also increases the power consumption due to higher

contribution of resistance due to these vias. Moreover, a design using too many rout-

ing (metal) layers for better routing completion and improved timing performance

increases the layout manufacturing cost. During design implementation process, the

effort is given to route the nets through fewer routing layers as possible and also

incurring fewer via count leading to less impact on the timing performance of the

design.

Before discussing the proposed method for minimal bend monotone staircase bi-

partitioning method, we study how the number of bends in a monotone staircase
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Figure 5.2: Impact of bends along a monotone staircase routing path on the number
of vias (marked as �) obtained during global routing

routing region impacts the number of vias when a net is routed through it in a small

example presented in Figure 5.2. In this example, we assume reserved layer model

that facilitates the assignment of the net segments of a net on various metal layers

based on their vertical/horizontal orientation and restrict to two metal layers only.

Although, it can further be extended to any number of metal layer pairs supported

by the IC fabrication processes. We consider two different routing instances between

point x and y of a net segment n, denoted as nxy and n′

xy respectively, through two

different monotone staircase routing paths with different bend counts as depicted. It

shows that the routing path nxy takes five vias for the interconnection of the alternat-

ing net segments, while n′

x requires only three vias. From this example, we infer that

a monotone staircase with minimal bends may potentially reduce the number of vias

at the global routing stage during layer assignment and thus motivates this work.

Chapters/Chapter3/Image/bend_via.eps
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Now, we study how to identify a monotone staircase with minimal number of

bends in it using a recursive floorplan bipartitioning method for a given floorplan,

while no other earlier maxflow based works [8, 102, 103] and the BFS/DFS based

bipartitioning methods proposed in Chapter 3 considered this objective in this multi-

objective problem.

Our study on Figure 5.3 shows that a floorplan bipartitioning method can address

the problem of maximizing the area of each partition while identifying a monotone

staircase with minimal number of bends. We can also extend this study in the context

of minimal net cut, but for the sake of simplicity we restrict it to area balance and

bend minimization only. As we can see that each bipartition of the floorplan in

illustrated in Figure 5.3 (a) gives a minimum number of bends (z = 3), but comes

with a poor area balance. The area balance between the partitions keeps on improving

through Figure 5.3 (b)-(e) with varying number of bends in the resulting monotone

staircase, while it declines for the instances shown in Figures 5.3 (f)-(h). For this

floorplan topology, the best possible area balance may be achieved in the case of

Figure 5.3 (e), but at the cost of higher bend count (z = 6). Therefore, we need

to make a suitable trade-off between area balance and bend count. Among all the

explored solutions illustrated in this example, the bipartition instance with z = 4 in

Figure 5.3 (d) can be a good choice among all the other instances. We must also

consider the corresponding net cut for each of the bipartition instances depending on

the trade-off parameter values (γ, β).

Lemma 9 Given a floorplan with n blocks, the number of bends in a monotone stair-

case is O(n).

Proof The number of bends in the resulting monotone staircase can be at most one

fewer than the number of cut edges, due to alternate orientation of the contiguous cut

edges in BAG. Thus the number of cut edges, being a subset of Eb, that constitutes

a monotone staircase, is O(n). �

5.3.3 The Algorithm

Here, we present the pseudo-code for the proposed monotone staircase bipartitioning

with minimal bends, namely GenMSCut-Bend, in Algorithm 5. The key differences

between GenMSCut-Bend and Algorithm 1 are:

1. bend minimization incorporated as an additional objective, and
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Figure 5.3: The number of bends (�) (z) for a sequence of monotone staircases in a
floorplan: (a) 3, (b) 5, (c) 5, (d) 4, (e) 6, (f) 5, (g) 5 and (g) 3
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2. no restriction on convergence due to predefined area bounds; instead all n − 1

bipartitions are explored in order to find the best solution.

In this algorithm, similar to Algorithm 1, the inputs are the block adjacency graph

(BAG) Gb for a given (sub)floorplan F (B,N) for a set of blocks B and nets N , at any

level of the bipartition hierarchy. In addition to these, we also provide (γ, β) values

and the type of the bipartition i.e. area or number balanced.

5.3.3.1 The Recursive Framework

The recursive procedure for obtaining a set of minimal bend monotone staircase for a

given floorplan F (B,N) with a set of blocks B and nets N is presented in Algorithm

6. This procedure is an improvement over the recursive framework (Algorithm 2)

presented in Section 3.4, i.e., the omission of the convergence parameter ǫ. The rest

of the parameters carry the same meaning as in Section 3.4. In this work, we focus

mainly on area balanced bipartitioning by setting baltype to 1 at each level of the

bipartition hierarchy, since the number balanced bipartitioning method is a special

case of it and its results on the given benchmarks (presented in Chapter 3) are not

superior due to nonuniform area distribution of the blocks.

Theorem 3 Given a floorplan with n blocks and k nets, GenMSCTree-Bend takes

O((n2+nk) logn) time to generate a hierarchy of minimal bend monotone staircases.

Proof Since the BAG Gb for a given floorplan is a planar graph, its construction takes

O(n) time. By Lemma 9, each while loop in Algorithm 5 takes O(n) for identifying the

bends and O(k) for net bipartition (see Chapter 3). Hence, each call to GenMSCut-

Bend takes O((n + n2 + nk) log n), i.e., O(n2 + nk). Therefore, for the bipartition

hierarchy with O(logn) levels, GenMSCTree-Bend takes O((n2 + nk) logn) time to

identify all the monotone staircases with minimal bends in the entire floorplan. �

5.4 A Randomized Wave Propagation Method

We have seen in Section 3.4 that the number of monotone staircases obtained at any

level of bipartition hierarchy is n − 1, for a floorplan containing n blocks, as per

Lemma 4. But the number of all possible monotone staircases in a given floorplan

topology is exponentially large, and the problem of finding the optimal area (number)
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Algorithm 5 GenMSCut-Bend

Inputs: Gb, N , γ, β, baltype
Outputs: An ms-cut with maximal area balance, minimal net cut and number of
bends, yielding maximum Gain value (see Equation 5.1) for a given (γ, β) pair

Define a Queue, Q, of size 2n, S = source(Gb)
Initialize left partition, L = ∅, Wt(L) = 0, λ = ∅

level no = 0, Enqueue(S), S.level = level no
Enqueue(∅)
while (NOT EMPTY(Q)) do
vi = Dequeue(Q)
if (vi 6= ∅) then
L = L ∪ {vi}; Level(vi) = level no
Wt(L)← Wt(L) +Wt(vi)
for (vj ∈ adj(vi)) do
if (IsV alid Monotone Staircase = TRUE) then
/* IsV alid Monotone Staircase implies Lemma 1 */
Enqueue(vj)

end if
end for
/* here Bl (Br) corresponds to L (Vb − L)*/
findPartition(Bl, Br, N).
/* returns Nl(Nr), Nc, Z (Zmax) being the set of left (right), cut nets and bends
(maximum possible bends) respectively */
Calculate Gain (see Equation 5.1) using Bl, Br, kc = |Nc|, k = |N |, z = |Z|
and zmax = |Zmax| for a given (γ, β)
Cp = 〈Gain,Bl, Br, Nl, Nr, Nc, Z, Zmax〉
λ ← λ

⋃

{Cp}
else
Increment level no
Enqueue(∅)

end if
end while
Return an optimal ms-cut Cmax ∈ λ with maximum Gain

balanced monotone staircase cut on the corresponding BAG is known to be an NP-

Hard problem [8, 103]. Given a floorplan topology F (B,N) for a set blocks B and

nets N , it is intuitive that a monotone staircase cut, represented as the left partition

L and the right partition R, on the BAG can be represented as a subset of B (L∪R
= B and L ⊂ B). Therefore, the set of all possible monotone staircases S is a subset

of the power set of B, i.e., S ⊆ power(B). In other words, the elements in power(B)
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Algorithm 6 GenMSCTree-Bend

Inputs: B,N ,F ,stype,γ, β,baltype
Outputs: The MSC tree, with increasing (decreasing) ms-cuts MIS (MDS) at alter-
nate level

if (Root node ‖ TreeLevel%2 = 0) then
stype = 1

else
stype = 0

end if
Gb = ConstructBAG(B,F, stype)
Node.cut = GenMSCut-Bend(Gb, N , γ, β, baltype)
Node.Level = TreeLevel; increment TreeLevel
if (|Bl| ≥ 2) then
Node.left = GenMSCTree-Bend(Bl, Nl, Fl, stype, γ, β,baltype)

end if
if (|Br| ≥ 2) then
Node.right = GenMSCTree-Bend(Br , Nr, Fr, stype, γ, β,baltype)

end if
return Node.

that represent all possible monotone staircases S must obey the monotone staircase

property (see Lemma 1 in Chapter 3). So far, several heuristic approaches using

BFS/DFS method in floorplan bipartitioning have been proposed including those in

Sections 3.4 and 5.3 in order to identify a sequence of n− 1 monotone staircases in a

given floorplan at each of level of the bipartition hierarchy.

It is to be noted that the set of all possible monotone staircases S for a given

floorplan is a partially ordered set. The corresponding Hasse Diagram with all the

elements in this set depicted in Figure 5.4 can be constructed accordingly. The hasse

diagram has two special nodes, one at the top named as START and another at

the bottom called STOP. The number of nodes in this diagram, corresponding to

all the possible staircases for a given floorplan topology, grows exponentially with

the number of blocks in the floorplan. Each node represents a distinct monotone

staircase while each edge represents a possible transition from one distinct monotone

staircase to another. It is also to be noted that a node can belong to at least one

sequence of staircases. For example {1, 2} in Figure 5.4 (b) belongs to two different

partially disjoint sequence from START node to STOP node. It is also evident from

this diagram that a path from the top most node to the bottom most node (START
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 STOP) consists of several such edges and adheres to a particular sequence. The

length of any such sequence is always n−1 as per Lemma 4. However, the number of

such paths (sequences) grows exponentially with the number of blocks n in a floorplan

instance F , but there is no necessity that these paths are fully disjoint. Notably, the

sequences also differ from one floorplan instance to another for the same set of blocks

B, and hence lead to a completely different hasse diagram. Unlike in Chapter 3,

the proposed bipartitioning method in this section finds an optimal solution from a

collection of minimal bend monotone staircases belonging to more than one sequence.

The corresponding bipartition implies an optimal trade-off among the constituent

objectives given in the previous section as: (a) maximizing area of each partition, (b)

minimizing the number of bends in the corresponding monotone staircase, and (c)

the number of nets cut by the bipartition.

(b) random indexing

i

vj

p −1
i

p
i

j
21

vi

vj

p
i

p −1
i

j
1

2

(a) greedy indexing (left to right)

v

Figure 5.5: Neighbor Indexing: (a) greedy (left to right), and (b) random

In this section, we study how the proposed randomized technique picks the neigh-

bors of a vertex vi in BAG already included in L partition, during each step of breadth

first traversal. This leads to different sequences of monotone staircases during dif-

ferent trials. Here, the neighbors of vi are those adjacent vertices which are not yet

explored during BFS traversal. As compared to the BFS based greedy method in

Section 3.4 (also in Section 5.3) where the neighbors are ordered from left to right

with the increasing indices (smaller to larger values of lower left x coordinates of the

blocks) depicted in Figure 5.5 (a), the neighbors of a vertex with out-degree p are

indexed randomly with an index j ∈ [1, p] (see Figure 5.5 (b)). Therefore, searching

for a neighbor with any index j does not have any bias. This implies all the neighbors

are equally probable to be picked as the next vertex. As a results, this selection may

potentially yield a completely new sequence that may not have been possible to be

Chapters/Chapter3/Image/rand_neigh.eps
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discovered during the earlier greedy methods.

Lemma 10 For a given vertex vi with out-degree p in Gb, the expected time E[tadj ] to

search its adjacency (neighbor) list in order to identify one or more potential monotone

staircases is (p+ 1)/2.

Proof Since all the vertices in the adjacency list are equally probable to be picked,

with a probability of 1/p, the expected runtime to search a particular adjacent vertex

vj with random indexing j ∈ [1, p] is:

E[tadj ] =
p
∑

j=1

(1/p).j = (p+ 1)/2 �

Alike the BFS method in Sections 3.4, the best case scenario occurs when all the p

edges emanating from vi obey the monotone staircase property (Lemma 1), resulting

in p distinct monotone staircases. The worst case scenario occurs when the number

of edges that obey Lemma 1 is 1, resulting in only one monotone staircase. The

following lemma gives a measure on the average number of monotone staircases that

can be obtained for each vertex.

Lemma 11 For a given vertex vi in Gb with out-degree p, O(p) distinct monotone

staircases can be identified while obeying Lemma 1.

Proof Since, each edge in the BAG has a probability of 1/2 in obeying Lemma 1,

the average number of distinct monotone staircases

= 1/p(1 + 2 + ....... + (p− 1) + p)

= (p+ 1)/2 �

5.4.1 Illustration

We take an example floorplan with n = 12 and |S| = 56 overlaid with two different

monotone staircases in Figure 5.4 (a). The corresponding Hasse Diagram [115, 116]

in Figure 5.4 (b) illustrates the respective sequences of monotone staircases marked

by blue and black lines. During a trial, if the blue path does not contain an optimal

monotone staircase, it demands another path to be explored in a hope to identify

an optimal one. In this case, we can not apply a brute force method to search the

exponentially large number solution space in order to identify an optimal solution.

However, a randomized selection of the adjacent vertices of a vertex in the BAG Gb

during the breadth first traversal (unlike Algorithm 1 or 5) can be useful. Careful
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study of Figure 5.4 (b) shows that randomization at the suitable node, say in this

case {1, 2}, by selecting the neighbor block 3 randomly instead of 5 may guide to a

different sequence that contain an optimal solution Sopt = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10}.
In summary, if several such randomized selections are applied at each subsequent

node during each trial, this method may yield an optimal solution; or at least provides

a better scope of selecting the best solution along a specific path (START  STOP).

A number of such trials may be exercised in order to explore different sequences

and thus potentially improve the quality of the solution in terms of the optimality

of the said objectives. In order to contain the run time within the same bound as

in Algorithm 5, we can not afford to have very large number of trials; instead we

restrict the number of trials to a reasonably small value and use random seeds during

each trial. The best monotone staircase is identified as the one, with the maximum

Gain value, among all the staircases explored along different paths; we consider it as

an optimal solution. And example in Figure 5.6 showcases how we obtain different

sequences during three different trials of random neighbor selection.

5.4.2 The Algorithm

The pseudo-code for the proposed floorplan bipartitioning method GenMSCut-Rand

random neighbor search technique is presented in Algorithm 7 [117].

Lemma 12 At any given node of the bipartition hierarchy, the proposed randomized

method GenMSCut-Rand takes O(n2 + nk) time for identifying an optimal minimal

bend monotone staircase in a floorplan containing n blocks and k nets.

Proof Since the BAG Gb of a floorplan is planar, the number of edges |Eb| in it is

O(n) and Eb =
n
∑

i=1

pi, pi being the out-degree of a vertex vi. Therefore, O(n) time

is needed for searching distinct monotone staircases in the floorplan while exploring

all the vertices in Gb except the sink vertex. Moreover, we use a fixed number of

trials intended to identify different sequences of monotone staircases. Also the net

partitioning procedure takes O(k), while finding the number of bends accounts for

O(n) time (see Lemma 9). Thus, the overall time taken by GenMSCut-Rand is

O(n(n+ k)), i.e., O(n2 + nk). �

Note that Algorithm 7 has the same O(n2 + nk) time complexity as the greedy

method presented in Algorithm 5, but only a constant times higher due to multiple
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Figure 5.6: Sequences of monotone staircases during different trials of randomized
bipartition
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Algorithm 7 GenMSCut-Rand

Inputs: Gb, N , γ, β, baltype
Outputs: A ms-cut with maximal area balance, and minimal net cut and number of
bends with maximum Gain value (see Equation 3.1)

Define a Queue Q of size 2n; S = source(Gb)
λ = ∅; r = 0
while (r < 3) do
Initialize left partition, L = ∅, Wt(L) = 0
level no = 0, Enqueue(S), S.level = level no
Enqueue(∅)
while (NOT EMPTY(Q)) do
vi = Dequeue(Q)
Vlist = ∅

if (vi 6= ∅) then
Vlist ← {vi}

else
while There exists at least one cut edge in Eb for the vertex front Vlist do
Generate a random seed based on trial number r
Randomly choose a cut edge (vi, vj), such that vi ∈ Vlist and vj /∈ Vlist

if (IsV alid Monotone Staircase = TRUE) then
/* IsV alid Monotone Staircase implies Lemma 1 */
L = L ∪ {vi}; Level(vi) = level no
Wt(L)← Wt(L) +Wt(vi)
Enqueue(vj)
findPartition(Bl, Br, N)
{returns Nl(Nr), Nc, Z(Zmax): set of left(right) nets, cut nets and bends
(maximum possible bends) respectively}
Calculate Gain (see Equation 5.1) using Bl, Br, kc = |Nc|, k = |N |, z =
|Z| and zmax = |Zmax| for a given (γ, β)
Cp = 〈Gain,Bl, Br, Nl, Nr, Nc, Z, Zmax〉
λ ← λ

⋃ {Cp}
end if

end while
Increment level no
Enqueue(∅)

end if
end while
Increment r

end while
Return optimal ms-cut Cmax ∈ λ with maximum Gain
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trials. This bipartitioning method uses the same recursive framework presented in

Algorithm 6 in order to identify a set of optimal monotone staircases recursively for

the entire floorplan in O((n2 + nk) logn) time.

5.5 Experimental Results

In order to verify the correctness and efficiency, we tested our algorithms presented

in this chapter on MCNC and GSRC floorplanning benchmark circuits summarized

in Table 5.1. The floorplan instances for each circuit were generated using Parquet

tool [14] with random seeds. These algorithms were implemented in C programming

language and the experiments were run on a Linux platform (2.8GHz, 4GB RAM).

Table 5.1: MCNC and GSRC Floorplanning Benchmark Circuits [14]

Suite Circuit #Blocks #Nets Avg. NetDeg
MCNC apte 9 44 3.500

hp 11 44 3.545
xerox 10 183 2.508
ami33 33 84 4.154
ami49 49 377 2.337

GSRC n10 10 54 2.129
n30 30 147 2.102
n50 50 320 2.112
n100 100 576 2.135
n200 200 1274 2.138
n300 300 1632 2.161

In this experimental setup, we used a range of values for the trade-off parameters

γ ∈ [0.1 0.7] and β ∈ [0.0 0.3], varying both (γ, β) in steps of 0.1 such that γ+β <= 1

is satisfied. In order to observe the performance of the proposed bipartitioners, we

considered four different floorplan instances for each benchmark circuit. As stated

earlier, these floorplan instances were generated by Parquet Floorplanning tool [14,

113] with random seed. We further state that, the experiments were conducted for

area balanced optimization only. This is due to the fact that the areas of the blocks in

each circuit are not uniform and hence not suitable for number balanced optimization.

This fact has already been noticed in the results in terms of the respective Gain values

for area and balanced bipartitioning methods in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3.
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5.5.1 Bipartitioning Results

First, we ran the proposed BFS based floorplan bipartitioning method for bend mini-

mization GenMSCut-Bend (refer to Algorithm 5) for specified (γ, β) pairs on all four

floorplan instances of a circuit. In the plots, we tagged the results of this method

as BFS mode. The same experiments were run on a modified version of the DFS

based bipartitioner GenMSCut DFS (see Algorithm 3) presented in Chapter 3, re-

sults of this method being highlighted as DFS mode, by suitably modifying it for

bend minimization. This modification incorporates Equation 5.1 for evaluating Gain

values for a given bipartition as well as all three objectives defined in Section 5.3,

as compared to Equation 3.1 used in Chapter 3. In addition to these two greedy

methods (BFS and DFS modes), the same set of experiments were also conducted

for the proposed randomized floorplan bipartitioner GenMSCut-Rand presented in

Algorithm 7 and tagged as RAND mode. The results from these three variants of

the floorplan bipartitioners yielding minimal bend monotone staircases are compared

with the BFS based greedy bipartitioner in Section 3.4, namely GenMSCut (see Al-

gorithm 1), which do not consider bend minimization as an objective. We call this

method as BFS-NB mode.

5.5.1.1 Comparing Greedy Methods: with and without Bend Minimiza-

tion

We first study the results from BFS based greedy bipartitioning methods for both

with and without bend minimization, namely BFS and BFS-NB, in Table 5.2. In

this study, we compare the values of the area balance ratio, netcut ratio and the

maximum Gain for each of the benchmark circuits along with the CPU time required

by each of these two methods for the bipartitioning of each floorplan instance of

a circuit recursively. In this experiment, we use γ = 0.4 for BFS-NB mode and

aforementioned (γ, β) pairs for each of the circuits in BFS mode. For BFS mode, we

take an average of the individual parameter values over all (γ, β) pairs and present

them in the respective columns. However, we do not present the bend count values

for BFS-NB mode in this study and restrict to only area balance ratio, netcut ratio

and the maximum Gain values for both the modes. In the subsequent section, we

present a detailed study of bend count for the other two modes along with these

modes. The results in this table show that, BFS mode has marginally better net

cut ratio than BFS-NB mode. However, it yields poor area balance and maximum
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Gain than the other. The runtime values for the respective BFS-NB and BFS modes

obey their relevant theorems on their recursive frameworks (refer to Theorems 1 and

3 for BFS-NB and BFS modes respectively). The corresponding values show that

BFS takes 3.6X time than BFS-NB due to the process of identifying the bends in

the monotone staircases which lacks in BFS-NB. For each parameter values presented

in this table, in terms of normalized geometric mean in the last row, we highlight

the superior values, e.g., maximum area balance ratio in case of BFS-NB mode and

netcut ratio for BFS mode.

Table 5.2: Comparing Bipartitioning results between BFS vs BFS-NB

Circuit Balance Ratio Netcut Ratio Max Gain Runtime (sec)
BFS BFS-NB BFS BFS-NB BFS BFS-NB BFS BFS-NB

apte 0.835 0.924 0.728 0.670 0.929 0.970 0.005 0.005
hp 0.741 0.908 0.607 0.784 0.886 0.963 0.006 0.003

xerox 0.826 0.903 0.588 0.568 0.924 0.961 0.011 0.009
ami33 0.959 0.961 0.593 0.580 0.984 0.984 0.033 0.014
ami49 0.931 0.990 0.497 0.527 0.972 0.996 0.107 0.023
n10 0.840 0.908 0.647 0.528 0.936 0.963 0.005 0.008
n30 0.948 0.979 0.515 0.558 0.979 0.992 0.031 0.006
n50 0.971 0.978 0.529 0.548 0.988 0.991 0.124 0.050
n100 0.988 0.988 0.541 0.530 0.995 0.995 0.803 0.062
n200 0.996 0.995 0.523 0.537 0.998 0.998 7.841 0.432
n300 0.996 0.997 0.528 0.553 0.998 0.999 21.945 0.656

Norm. Geo
Mean 0.949 1.000 0.988 1.000 0.979 1.000 3.601 1.000

5.5.1.2 A Detailed Study on the Objectives

Now we present a detailed study for all the objectives and Gain function for: (i) BFS,

(ii) DFS, (iii) RAND, and (iv) BFS-NB modes. The corresponding bipartitioning

results are presented (a) in Figure 5.7 for measuring the quality of balance in area of

each partition (L,R partitions), (b) in Figure 5.8 for normalized bend count, (c) in

Figure 5.9 for normalized net cut, and (d) in Figure 5.10 for evaluating the maximum

Gain value (see Equation 5.1) respectively for all four floorplan instances (namely

Instance#1, #2, #3, and #4) of a given benchmark circuit.

Area Balance Ratio: The results on area balance between either partitions are

presented in Figure 5.7 (a) - (d) for the respective floorplan instances. From these

plots, we notice that depending on the floorplan instance and the number of blocks

and the area distribution among the blocks, different modes dominates over the other
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Figure 5.7: Average of Area Balance Ratio (balr) taken over all (γ,β) pairs for different
floorplan instances

in different cases. For the circuits with larger block count, BFS, RAND and BFS-

NB show better area balance ratio against DFS mode. Among these three modes,

RAND mode is seen to dominate in case of most of the floorplan instances. This is

due to the fact that RAND method can explore more solutions during the specified

number of trials guided by the proposed neighbor search technique. With larger block

count, this method ensures its higher randomization in the neighborhood indexing for

picking an adjacent vertex. This potentially helps in exploring a optimal monotone

staircase wave-front with higher area balance ratio, as per the objective declaration.

With even higher number of blocks in a floorplan, RAND mode has the potential

to cater an even better solution with higher area balance, ideally up to 1 for perfect

balance.
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Figure 5.8: Average of Bend Ratio (z/zmax) taken over all (γ,β) pairs for different
floorplan instances

Bend Ratio: The objective declaration in Section 5.3 demands that the number

of bends in a monotone staircase is to be minimal. Our results on different floorplan

instances of a given circuit show that a particular instance dominates the others. We

also notice that for some floorplan instances, the bend ratio is 0. This implies that the

partition fails to obtain a minimal bend staircase while satisfying other objectives.

On the other hand, a value of 1 for the bend ratio implies maximum number of bends

in a monotone staircase, i.e., when z becomes equal to zmax. But, these instances

of 0 or 1 values for normalized bend count are obtained in a specific mode only for

a few circuits with very small block count and a particular floorplan instance of it.

For example, Instance#1 of ami33 in RAND mode only, Instance#3 of xerox in all

modes including BFS-NB and Instance#4 of n10 in DFS modes show these kind of
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behaviors.

Looking at the results, we make another important observation that RAND mode

is able to identify minimal bend count in certain floorplan instances of the circuits.

This implies that the randomized bipartitioning method has the potential to identify

a monotone staircase with minimal number of bends, given that we carry out the

required number of trials for each circuit while considering bend minimization only.

On the other hand, both BFS and DFS methods selectively yield lower bend count

in some of the smaller circuits. Despite the fact that BFS-NB does not consider any

bend minimization, but its bipartitions show results similar to that of BFS.
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Figure 5.9: Average of NetCut Ratio (kc/k) taken over all (γ,β pairs for different
floorplan instances

Net Cut Ratio: As per our claim stated earlier in this chapter that our focus

on net cut for a given bipartition is different than earlier maxflow based methods
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[8, 102]. Unlike them, our graph model do not incorporate the net topology and the

bipartitioning methods like BFS and BFS-NB run much faster. This is the reason

that our model handles the partitioning of a net of any number of terminals (2 or

more) equally well as compared to their model. The results on all the floorplan

instances show that, the net cut information entirely depends on a given circuit and

its corresponding floorplan topology (instance). As per the results obtained, BFS

and BFS-NB methods are the most consistent in obtaining a minimal net cut value

among the others; DFS and RAND dominate them in some of the cases.
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Figure 5.10: Average of Max Gain taken over all (γ,β) pairs for different floorplan
instances

Maximum Gain: In Chapter 3, we presented the maximum Gain values obtained

by BFS-NB and DFS-NB methods without considering bend minimization. In those

results, we have seen that BFS mode was consistently better than DFS mode by a
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small margin. In this experiment, we also notice a similar pattern in the variation

of max Gain value for the different instances of the benchmark circuits. DFS mode

gives better Gain values for a very few instances with smaller block counts whereas

the values of Gain obtained by BFS and BFS-NB methods are consistently higher.

Notably, the RAND mode gives better Gain values for most of the floorplan instances

of the circuits with higher block count. This implies, that RAND mode has the

potential to obtain an optimal monotone staircase for a given (γ,β), with a better

scope of randomized neighbor search. This leads to a better optimal solution than

BFS or DFS modes in terms of Gain values.

Runtime: The runtime results for BFS, DFS and RAND modes of the proposed

floorplan bipartitioners are presented in Figure 5.11 (a), along with that for BFS-NB

mode. As stated in Section 5.4, RAND mode is merely a constant times higher than

the other two modes (BFS and DFS) and is prominent with larger circuits such as

n100, n200 and n300.
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Figure 5.11: Plots for: (a) Average Runtime (sec), and (b) Average height of the
MSC tree

Height of the bipartition tree: Earlier in this section, we have shown that the

height of the MSC tree obtained by both BFS and DFS based algorithms without

considering bend minimization is O(logn), where n is the number of blocks. This

implies that our bipartition algorithms yield (nearly) balanced binary tree, which is

also supported by the results presented in Figure 5.11 (b) for each circuit in case of

bend minimization. The results show that the average height of the MSC tree for each

circuit, taken over all four instances and for all (γ,β) pairs used in this experiment,
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is contained within the tight bounds of log n and 2 logn.

5.5.2 Results on Early Global Routing

As stated in the earlier chapter, despite all the bipartitioning results presented so

far, optimality of a set of monotone staircases for the entire floorplan is not truly re-

flected by the corresponding maximum Gain values (see Equations 3.1 and 5.1) and

the parameters for individual objectives, specially bend minimization stated in this

chapter. It requires an assessment of the optimization of those objectives for a given

(γ, β) on via count in a given floorplan. We also study the impact of these biparti-

tioning results on other routing metrics such as routability, netlength and congestion,

which is measured by a parameter called wACE4 using the edge based congestion

(demand/capacity) parameters ACE(x) prescribed in [15]. This evaluation is done

by the proposed early global routing method STAIRoute presented in Chapter 4.

We use the corresponding monotone staircases as the routing regions in the routing

model of STAIRoute and route the nets through these regions in a number of specified

metal layers. In this experimental setup, STAIRoute uses up to 8 metal layers using

reserved layer model for layer assignment of the net segments. It is to be noted that

we can not verify these bipartitioning results with any other early global routers as

no such router exists as per our knowledge. We can not even use these results in the

existing post-placement global routers as they fall in a different scope of operation in

the existing PD flow and use a completely different routing paradigm. In Tables 5.3,

5.4 and 5.5, we present the routing results for netlength, via count and congestion

respectively for the corresponding bipartitioning results on a given floorplan instance

of the benchmark circuits. We observe that all these results correspond to 100%

routability for all the benchmark circuits in all the three modes.

Results on Netlength: The results on netlength in Table 5.3 show that BFS and

DFS methods with bend minimization show similar results as presented in Section 4.5.

The netlength obtained for RAND mode is slightly higher than these two. However,

without bend minimization, as in BFS-NB mode, the results are slightly higher than

all the other three modes. These observations are also evident from the geometric

mean values of the normalized netlength at the last row of the table. It shows that

DFS method has the lowest value of 1.201, while BFS, RAND and BFS-NB have 1.207,

1.208 and 1.287 respectively. Alike the previous chapter, this normalization is done

by the corresponding Steiner length of the nets for each circuit computed by FLUTE
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[10]. Notably, Steiner length computation was done considering the coordinates of the

pins in the net only and no routing blockage in the floorplan layout was considered.

Table 5.3: Average Netlength (in 103 µm) for different bipartitioning modes

Circuits BFS DFS RAND BFS-NB Steiner
Length [10]

apte 402.20 400.40 400.56 398.14 338.63
hp 201.98 202.81 207.79 202.00 123.72

xerox 346.91 337.83 348.54 716.92 304.38
ami33 110.92 110.78 110.31 111.13 92.33
ami49 1861.60 1817.69 1804.56 1809.09 1629.26
n10 19.84 19.84 19.84 19.84 16.63
n30 59.26 58.72 60.41 59.59 49.37
n50 151.59 155.38 151.63 151.60 125.02
n100 250.60 249.30 251.24 251.46 212.11
n200 429.29 425.87 429.37 429.85 381.02
n300 791.59 787.47 783.51 792.14 699.01

Norm. Geo.
Mean 1.207 1.201 1.208 1.287 1.000

Results on Via Count: In Table 5.4, we present the via count values for all

the modes along with the normalized geometric mean values for each mode. In this

case, the normalization is done with respect to BFS-NB mode. These results also

show that BFS and DFS yield similar via count, with 0.910 and 0.911 normalized

geometric mean among all the circuits, while RAND mode has slightly higher values

(0.923). These results also show that these three bend minimization methods yield

7-9% fewer vias than BFS-NB.

Later in this section, we present a detailed study on via count for some of the

biggest circuits such as n100, n200 and n300 for different (γ,β) pairs in all three

methods of bend minimization, i.e., BFS, DFS and RAND. In this study, we omit

BFS-NB mode as they are shown to yield inferior via counts as per the results obtained

in Table 5.4.

Results on Worst Average Congestion: Another important early global rout-

ing metric we consider in our experiment is the worst congestion in the edges of our

routing graph in any routing layer (total 8 in this experiment). This metric is mea-

sured by a new parameter wACE4 computed using the parameters presented in [15]

in order to showcase the effectiveness of the bipartitioning results obtained in each

of the modes. From the normalized geometric mean values given in the last row of
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Table 5.4: Via Count for different bipartitioning modes

Circuits BFS DFS RAND BFS-NB
apte 404 404 404 404
hp 502 507 539 502

xerox 404 404 416 1190
ami33 1156 1155 1157 1156
ami49 3598 3442 3507 3423
n10 176 176 185 176
n30 929 944 961 937
n50 3196 3346 3216 3194
n100 6776 6576 6738 6748
n200 17950 18276 17919 18016
n300 29607 29439 29602 29639

Norm. Geo.
Mean 0.910 0.911 0.923 1.000

this table, we see that RAND mode yields 9% less congestion as compared to the

congestion values obtained in BFS, DFS and BFS-NB modes. These values were

normalized with respect to BFS-NB. It also shows that BFS and DFS modes has

negligible improvement over BFS-NB as dictated the mean values. Despite that, all

the modes conform to the fact that the congestion model in the proposed early global

router STAIRoute presented in CHapter 4 does not allow congestion in any routing

region to go beyond 100% mark in any of the routing layers.

Table 5.5: Worst Average Congestion (wACE4 [15]) for different bipartitioning modes

Circuits BFS DFS RAND BFS-NB
apte 0.894 0.894 0.894 0.901
hp 0.991 0.708 0.248 0.991

xerox 0.834 0.852 0.621 0.776
ami33 0.967 0.966 0.966 0.967
ami49 0.635 0.749 0.743 0.679
n10 0.644 0.644 0.935 0.644
n30 0.653 0.673 0.548 0.659
n50 0.838 0.909 0.907 0.818
n100 0.988 0.980 0.983 0.990
n200 0.481 0.489 0.469 0.489
n300 0.639 0.653 0.815 0.656

Norm. Geo.
Mean 0.997 0.996 0.908 1.000
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5.5.2.1 A Detailed Study on Via Count

In this section, we present a detailed study on the variation of via count for a given

floorplan instance of some of the benchmark circuits versus a set of (γ, β) values used

in this experimental setup. Figure 5.12 shows four different scenario of via count

variation among BFS, DFS and RAND modes with respect to different γ values and

a specific β value in each. From the first plot in this figure for β = 0.0, we see that

DFS yields higher via count than BFS and RAND, and remains almost constant for

all γ values. On the other hand, BFS dominates over RAND with fewer via count

for γ values up to 0.5, while RAND succeeds over it for higher γ. With the increase

in β, this pattern recurs with RAND dominating with higher γ values for nonzero β

values. In all the instances of β, DFS remained to have the worst via count.

Similarly, the via count plots for n200 in Fig. 5.13 show that BFS mode continues

to yield the best via count as compared to DFS and RAND modes for all pairs of

(γ, β) except for a few when β is greater than 0.1 and a higher γ value such as 0.7.

In case of those few instances, DFS mode dominates in the lowest via count. The

via count variation in BFS mode shows a non-decreasing pattern with the increase

in γ for any β value, more prominent for β > 0.1, while DFS mode shows negligible

variation in via count for all pairs of (γ, β). In these results, we do not see the best

results from RAND mode except for nonzero β values where it is better than DFS

mode. For β = 0.0, RAND mode shows the worst via count than the other two modes.

In the last set of plots for via count in Fig. 5.14, we present the results for the

largest circuit n300 for four β values in the respective plots. When β = 0.0, DFS

mode shows the best results for all γ values, while RAND shows the worst. With the

increasing β values, RAND mode start to dominate over the other two modes for up

to some specific γ values; 0.3, 0.5 and 0.4 when the respective β values are 0.1, 0.2

and 0.3. Beyond these γ values, in each case of nonzero β, DFS shows the best via

counts.

5.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we present an improved recursive floorplan bipartitioning framework

for defining a set of minimal bend monotone staircase routing regions in a given

floorplan, intended to address an early version of unconstrained via minimization

(UVM) problem using the early global routing framework presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.12: Via count for a floorplan instance of n100 circuit vs. (γ, β)

This method incorporates a new objective of bend minimization in this multi-objective

floorplan bipartitioning problem. First, we present BFS/DFS based greedy methods

followed by a randomized neighbor search based staircase wave-front propagation

approach.

Unlike Chapter 3, the proposed BFS/DFS based bipartitioning approaches yield a

sequence of n−1 monotone staircases for a (sub)floorplan of n blocks at that level, at

any level of the bipartition hierarchy (MSC tree). An optimal monotone staircase (so-

lution) is chosen as the one with maximum Gain value from that sequence. Notably,

the number of possible monotone staircases in any floorplan is exponentially large. In

order to increase the solution space of n− 1 obtained by these greedy approaches, we
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Figure 5.13: Via count for a floorplan instance of n200 circuit vs. (γ, β)

present a new bipartitioning method that randomly explores the neighborhood of a

vertex in the BAG and generates a sequence staircase of wavefronts in the floorplan,

obeying the monotone staircase property defined in Lemma 1 [102]. In this method,

multiple trials are attempted for generating a new sequence of monotone staircases

during each trial. These sequences are not necessarily disjoint and thus can have

one or more common solutions. Union of all such sequences creates a solution space

substantially larger than those obtained by the greedy methods, although size of this

space depends on the number of trials used. An optimal solution is chosen from this

enlarged solution space as the best one with maximum Gain for a specified (γ, β)

trade-off pair.
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Figure 5.14: Via count for a floorplan instance of n300 circuit vs. (γ, β)

Experimental results show that RAND mode is potentially capable of obtaining

better bipartitioning results on any floorplan based on a specific trade-off among

the objectives, emphasizing on identifying minimal bend monotone staircase routing

regions with non-zero β values. These bipartitioning results used in the proposed

early global router STAIRoute presented in Chapter 4. The corresponding routing

results show significant reduction in wirelength, via count and even in congestion,

as compared to the bipartitioning approaches in Chapter 3 without considering the

objective of bend minimization in the corresponding optimization problem. Therefore,

this framework along with STAIRoute has the potential to obtain minimal via early

global routing solutions on any floorplan.
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Chapter 6

DFM aware Early Routability

Assessment

6.1 Introduction

In modern IC fabrication process nodes such as those below 65nm, severe yield loss

has been observed that are primarily caused by design for manufacturability (DFM)

issues. One such issue is chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) which induces sur-

face irregularities during the copper metalization process. Due to different hardness

factors of copper and dielectric materials, over-polishing and under-polishing of these

materials occur across the metal layers [90] causing structural faults like open and

shorts due to lack of sharpness around depth of focus (DOF) of the lithographic il-

lumination system. Electrical characteristics of the metal wires such as resistance

and capacitance also become unpredictable impacting both power and timing. So

far, dummy metal fills insertion [91, 92] has been a popular method to alleviate these

issues as these tend to (i) reduce the unpredictability in the electrical properties

of the metal interconnects, and (ii) improve uniformity in metal density across the

layers causing fewer CMP variations. But, these dummy fills pose serious burden

on the power/ground network due to induced cross-talk from high coupling capaci-

tance across the layers and also increased IR drops [93]. Therefore, a uniform feature

density distribution including an effective placement of cells and pins [4, 94], and

a suitable global/detailed routing solution with uniform wire distribution across the

routing layers [52, 88] appears to be more practical than mere dummy fills.

In order to reduce CMP irregularities, recent works in [52, 88] emphasized on con-
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trolling metal (wire) density during the routing phase by estimating the pin density

in a routing region. While [88] proposed wire density driven global routing, [97] pro-

posed a maze routing emphasizing wire distribution. A similar work in [52] presented

a two pass top-down routing framework implementing wire density driven global and

detailed routing in each pass. In these works L/Z shaped pattern routing was used in

order to minimize via count. The authors in [88] also demonstrated a relation between

congestion and wire density in a routing region considering variable metal width in

a given layer due to both power and signal wires. Moreover, while [88] emphasized

on wire density control within a routing tile, [52] focused on inter-tile wire density

gradient to address large scale variation. But, none of them considered both intra-bin

(local) and inter-tile (global) wire density variation together. In another work in [4],

the authors proposed a predictive CMP model based probabilistic routing method in

order to estimate the metal density and subsequently integrated it in their iterative

placement tool for a CMP-aware routability driven placement solution. A top-down

CMP aware placement method in [94] modeled wire density along the edges of the

placement bins based on a well defined balance between hyper-edge cut cost and wire

density cost.

6.2 Uniform Wire Distribution in a Floorplan

In this section, we present an early global routing framework that facilitates uniform

wire distribution across the routing layers in a given floorplan. This framework, alike

the early global routing framework STAIRoute, uses minimal bend pattern routing

through the monotone staircase routing regions obtained for the given floorplan (see

Chapter 5). In the proposed framework, after the placement is done respecting the

floorplan topology, global routing of the nets is then to be performed for those nets

connecting the hard and the soft blocks only, treating the soft blocks as hard as the

macros. During soft block formation, the given standard cell netlist connecting the

standard cells and the macros is modified, and those within a cluster (soft block) are

masked. Typically, the macros have well defined pins at their boundaries. But there

are no well defined boundary pins for these soft blocks, and are usually assumed to

be at the center of the respective blocks. In recent day’s design flow, a new concept

called virtual pin evolved that represent a set of pins that render a kind of gateway

to the nets that enter or exit these soft blocks. However, the nets contained entirely
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within a soft block do not have any contribution towards any of the virtual pins at

the boundaries of that soft block.

Unlike the early global routing method STAIRoute presented in Chapter 4, the

salient features of this method are as follows: (a) a new congestion model for assigning

a routing penalty on the edges of the routing graph (refer to Chapter 4) across the

routing layers considering both terminating and non-terminating nets in a routing

region, (b) a heuristic method to assign the pins at the boundary of the blocks in

the given floorplan when they are assumed to be at the center of the blocks during

floorplanning, and (c) a hierarchical net routing order based on the floorplan biparti-

tion tree (see Chapter 3). The proposed congestion model guides the router to route

the nets more uniformly both within the same routing layer as well as across differ-

ent routing layers. More uniformity in wire distributions implies reduced inter-layer

capacitance variation due to CMP process while reduced average congestion implies

reduction coupling noise due to intra-layer capacitance.

6.2.1 The Proposed Method: WDGRoute

Before discussing the proposed uniform wire distribution driven early global routing

method [118], we consider a small example in Figure 6.1 to showcase two different

routing instances in a routing region. In this example, we identify two different

categories of nets, namely (i) those nets terminating on at least one pin, and (ii) the

nets those have no terminating pins in this region. The first category of nets are

called terminating nets, while the others are referred to as non-terminating or fly-by

nets. In this example, there are five nets that are bound to terminate on the six pins

located in this region using some of the available tracks. Out of all the terminating

nets, only one 2-terminal net has both the pins in this region. If this net were a 3

terminal net containing all the pins in this region having a total of 6 pins per say, then

there would be three more nets that terminate in this region. This clearly indicates

that the pin count is not a direct measure on the number of terminating nets.

In this example, the routing penalty for the first non-terminating net will be the

same due to the cumulative effect of all the terminating nets, no matter whether the

terminating nets have already been routed or not. Being local to this region, these

static nets will always be routed before non-terminating nets, and hence be treated

as static. Subsequent routing will be only for non-terminating nets abiding by a least

cost routing path. We discuss the routing order of nets later in this section after
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elaborating on the rationale behind the new congestion model.

6.2.1.1 The Congestion Model

As discussed in Chapter 4, the congestion model in STAIRoute allows the routing

demand in a given routing region up to its maximum routing demand, i.e, the routing

capacity of that region in a given routing layer. The congestion results obtained for

STAIRoute and this work on HB floorplanning benchmarks [16] (see the respective

plots A and B in Figure 6.2(a)) show that the congestion distribution of STAIRoute

is more skewed towards higher congestion values with significant standard deviation

than the present work. This implies that the routing is less uniform across the layout.

With more even distribution, our model intends to distribute the wires more uniformly

across the routing layers considering the congestion scenario of terminating and non-

terminating nets in the routing penalty (see plot B in Figure 6.2(a)).
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between STAIRoute (plot A), and this work (plot B) for: (a)
congestion distribution, and (b) congestion penalty

In order to explain the proposed congestion model for uniform wire distribution,

let us consider the two different instances in Figure 6.2 (b). The plot A represents

the congestion model with only hyperbolic penalty without considering uniform wire

distribution, while plot B represents the proposed congestion model. Considering no

penalty due to uniform wire distribution, the congestion pe in edge e has a value of

y(< 1.0) and is available for routing more nets. Subsequent routing through e will

Chapters/Chapter4/Image/edge_wt_cong_dist_new.eps
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increase pe to a higher value, say x, where y < x < 1.0, with the corresponding routing

penalty given by plot A. However, plot B will impart a huge penalty as compared to

plot A for the same congestion value pe in edge e. As per both the plots, the same

routing penalty incurs much smaller congestion, i.e., y in plot B and x in plot A) in

e. Therefore, our model restricts the net nj to be routed through e, and encourages

routing it through the next permissible metal layer or region say e′. This creates a

congestion distribution similar to the plot B in Figure 6.2(b).

According to Equation 4.1, the routing cost for a net through a rectilinear segment

e of a monotone staircase routing region is higher when the routing demand is higher,

due to higher congestion penalty in the denominator (see plot A in Figure 6.2(b)).

However, it is difficult to identify whether the penalty is contributed by the routing

demand due to terminating nets or non-terminating nets or both. Therefore, we

propose a new formula which considers both as below:

wt(e) =
length(e)(1 + ut

e/r
t
e)(1 + unt

e /rnte )

(1− ue/re)
(6.1)

where, ut
e(u

nt
e ) and rte(r

nt
e ) are the routing demands pertaining to terminating (non-

terminating) nets and the capacity of a routing region e for a given metal layer Mi.

Beside considering the overall routing demand as penalty in the denominator (simi-

lar to that in STAIRoute), Equation 6.1 also takes into account individual effect of

terminating and non-terminating nets already routed in e in the factors in the nu-

merator. For example, unt
e will be zero when no non-terminating nets routes through

e in a routing layer. In higher routing layers, the routing penalty is relatively small

during the initial iterations when very few (perhaps no) nets passing through them.

Therefore, these are favorable for least cost routing, but with a possibility to have

more via penalty. The proposed routing model amis to reduce both the worst average

congestion [15] as well as the standard deviation, as depicted in Figure 6.2 (a) (plot

B), by distributing the nets more uniformly across the layout in all metal layers.

6.2.1.2 Pin Distribution around a Block

In a floorplan, the pins of a block are not located at the boundary and are usually

assumed to be located at the center. On the other hand, the pin density in the

monotone staircase routing regions adjoining the block boundaries mandates the pins

to be at the boundary of the blocks. Therefore, we propose a heuristic method
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assigning the pins at the boundary using the net topology, as illustrated in Figure

6.3.
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Figure 6.3: An example of pin assignment for a block Bi with the set of nets
{na,nb,nc,nd}: (a) relative positions of the pins on other blocks, (b) and (c) two
possible outcomes of the proposed pin distribution method

In this method, the boundary of a block Bi is divided into four regions, namely

top, bottom, left and right. By overlaying the topology of each net nk connected

to Bi on these regions, a ranking of these regions based on the number of pins is

obtained. Subsequently, these regions are sorted a non-increasing order of the ranks.

The boundary region assignment of a pin ki of Bi connected to the net nk is identified
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as the region with the highest rank. If there is any tie on the highest rank value, a

random tie-breaking mechanism is adopted. For example, for the net nd in Figure

6.3, the ranking of top, right, bottom and left regions are 2, 2, 1 and 0 respectively.

Therefore, the pin di of block Bi connected to nd can either be placed on the top or

the right boundary. Instances of pin assignment of Bi for a set of nets {na,nb,nc,nd}
to it are also depicted in Figure 6.3.

6.2.1.3 Illustration for Uniform Wire Distribution

Now, we consider two routing instances of a net (ta, th) in order to illustrate the pro-

posed global routing method employing uniform wire distribution, in Figures 6.4 and

6.5. In the first instance (see Figure 6.4), the routing path comprising of net terminals

and T-junctions is identified as {ta,J5,J4,J9,th} on the corresponding routing graph

(GSRG) and seen to contained within the net bounding box of the terminals (ta,th).

Here ta is treated as the source terminal of the shortest routing path while th pertains

to the sink vertex. It is important to note that the pin junction edges {ta,J5} and
{J9,th} in the corresponding GSRG ensures an well defined pin accessibility. The

routes for these edges use the same routing regions falling between the junction pairs

{J1,J5} and {J8,J9} respectively, but use only a part of the entire horizontal/vertical

region. In case of example (a) of this routing instance, the routing segments {ta,J5},
{J5,J4}, {J4,J9} and {J9,th} use the corresponding horizontal/vertical wire segment

routing using M1, M2, M1, and M2 metal layers respectively. Since the layer change

occurs at the junctions only, e.g., M1 → M2 at J5, it requires three vias at J5, J4,

and J9 respectively with a minimum one layer change.

This example does not contain any wire distribution penalty during routing, sim-

ilar to the early global router STAIRoute proposed in the previous section. On the

other hand, due to uniform wire distribution cost in example (b), let us consider the

routing penalty through {J5,J4} at metal layer M2 is very high (see Equation 6.1

and Figure 6.2) and hence the next permissible metal layer M4 is used instead. As

cited before, this reduces the congestion, measured as demand/capacity, in {J5,J4}
at M2 at the cost of additional number of vias for routing the net segment through

M4. Since, this route for the net (ta,th) is confined within its net bounding box and

hence the wirelength does not exceed beyond its HPWL. In summary, we see that

minimal length routing and minimal congestion scenario is obtained using the pro-

posed congestion cost (penalty) due to uniform wire distribution, but with trade-off
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Figure 6.4: Multi-layer routing instance of a net (ta, th) confined within the net
bounding box: (a) without, and (b) with uniform wire distribution

of more number of vias.

In the second routing instance for the same net (ta,th) (see Figure 6.5), we obtain

a different routing path through the routing regions {ta,J5}, {J5,J6}, {J6,J11},
{J11,J10}, {J10,J9} and {J9,th}. Notably, this routing path is not contained within

the net bounding box. Therefore, the routed netlength is more than HPWL of the

bounding box. In this instance, starting with (ta,J5) in M1, this router subsequently

chooses the segment {J5,J6} instead of {J5,J4} as the latter has exhausted all its

routing capacity in all the permissible routing layers used by it. The segment {J5,J6}
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Figure 6.5: Multi-layer routing instance of a net (ta, th) not confined within the net
bounding box: (a) without, and (b) with uniform wire distribution

still has available space for routing through the layers M1 and above, allowing more

nets through it. Continuous effort by the router is to contain the routing path within

the bounding box of the net, not allowing any detour. In this example, the router

inherently yields detour, due to the resulting staircase topologies in the floorplan,

by choosing the segment {J5,J6} for routing in M1 followed by {J6,J11} in M3 as

the best candidates contained within the bounding box. These two segments give

similar results due to adequate routing capacity and negligible different in routing

cost due to wire density cost. In example (a) of this routing instance, the subsequent

segment {J11,J10} routes the net in M2 when no wire density cost is considered.
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Otherwise, as in example (b), this segment will push this net in the subsequent metal

layer M4 due to higher routing penalty considering wire distribution cost in M2. This

results in more via counts, but at no additional wirelength due to any further detour.

Therefore, the congestion in {J11,J10} at M2 layer is reduced with wire density cost

than when it is not considered. In summary, this routing instance is a corner case

and occurs in many cases.

6.2.1.4 The Algorithm for Uniform Wire Distribution

In this section, we present the pseudo-code for the proposed early global routing

method aimed at uniform wire distribution in a given floorplan, namely WDGRoute,

in Algorithm 8. This framework is similar to STAIRoute presented in Chapter 4

by restricting the routing of the nets in the monotone staircase routing regions and

employs Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm for identifying a monotonic routing path

between a pair of terminals for a set of nets through them. These routing paths

go through a number of metal layers using horizontal/vertical routing in alternate

metal layers, using HV reserved layer model for routing. However, in STAIRoute,

the pins were assumed to be at the center of the blocks and did not adopt the hier-

archical routing order as proposed in this method. Moreover, the congestion model

(see Equation 6.1) in WDGRoute includes a differentiated impact of the terminating

and the non-terminating nets on the routing penalty as the routing progresses, while

STAIRoute did not consider any such scenario. For multi-terminal net routing, a

similar net decomposition method proposed in Section 4.3 is used to route each net

segment between a pair of terminals (pins). This is followed by the Steiner tree iden-

tification method proposed in Chapter 4 in order to remove redundant net segments

as well as reduce via count.

Notably, the global routes obtained by both STAIRoute and WDGRoute are

strictly contained within the polygons shaped as monotone staircases across the floor-

plan. Therefore, all the nets pass through the regions bounded by the block bound-

aries, be it a soft block or a macro. Although these routing methods inherently

constraint these routing paths within the net bounding box between a pair of termi-

nals, there are few instances when a net has to route beyond its bounding box by

taking the conjunctions of a set of monotone staircase routing regions. These routing

instances usually occur when these early global routers search for a least cost routing

path as per the respective congestion models and refrain to switch between multiple
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Algorithm 8 WDGRoute: Uniform Wire distribution driven Early Global Routing

Inputs: A floorplan F with a set of blocks B, and nets N
Outputs: An early global routing on F with 100% routability, netlength, via count
and uniform congestion (wire) distribution

/* Initialization/pre-processing Steps */
• Identify the monotone staircase routing regions by hierarchical floorplan biparti-
tioning e.g. GenMSCut-Bend and construct the junction graph Gj (See Chapters
4 and 5)
• Run the proposed pin distribution method for each block in the floorplan based
on the netlist N
• Compute capacity of each monotone staircase routing region for both terminating
and non-terminating nets applying Equation 6.1
• Obtain hierarchical routing order of the nets N based on the floorplan biparti-
tioning tree obtained for F

/* Routing Steps */
for all ordered nets ni ∈ N do
Construct global staircase routing graph (GSRG) Gri for ni using Gj

if ni is a 2 terminal net then
Identify the routing path for ni using Dijkstra shortest path algorithm [109]
on Gri obeying Equation 6.1

else
Construct the node graph Gci and identify its MST Tci

for all valid 2-terminal pairs (tj, tk) ∈ Tci do
Identify the shortest routing path for the terminal pair (tj , tk) on Gri obeying
Equation 6.1

end for
Identify the Staircase Steiner Point(s)

end if
Compute netlength and via-count for ni if the routing is successful
Update routing demand (hence congestion) for all the routing regions along the
routing path of ni in the corresponding metal layers

end for
Compute the routing metrics and the congestion statistics for all the routing regions

layers for fewer vias along the path. In the subsequent section, we discuss a new

routing model that attempts to mitigate these limiting cases of routing instances ob-

tained by both STAIRoute and WDGRoute by allowing routing path over the blocks

in specified routing layers.
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6.3 Over-the-Block Early Global Routing

The existing physical design flow in Figure 1.9 depicts that global routing [17, 19, 20,

21, 22, 26, 27, 32] is performed after the placement stage on a set of nets connecting

the macros and standard cells in a design. The first step in this framework is to

partition the layout into m-by-m equal sized tiles called global routing bins, also

known as GCells. These bins act as the vertices in the corresponding grid graph

model as depicted in Figure 6.6 (a). Each edge in this graph corresponds to a pair of

tiles that share a common boundary.

(b) Vertices with no boundary edge 

GCell

Vertex

Edge

No Edge

(a) Partitioned Layout with Grid Graph

Figure 6.6: Existing Global Routing Model: (a) a partitioned layout (5x5 bins) over-
laid the corresponding grid graph, and (b) boundary vertices with fewer than four
edges (dotted lines)

In this model, as shown in Figure 6.6 (b), all the GCell vertices except those on

the four sides of the exterior boundary of the chip layout have four edges with their

adjacent GCell vertices. Those GCells at the chip boundary share their boundary

with up to three adjacent GCells and the outlined layout; those GCells are either

situated at the four corners or along the left, right, bottom and the top boundary of

the chip layout. Practically, no routing is possible crossing the layout boundary into

one of these GCells by the existing global routing methods. Moreover, as mentioned

earlier, no local (bin) routing from the bin center to the pin of a net in any of the

Chapters/Chapter5/Image/local_routing_boundary.eps
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GCells, including those along the four boundary regions, is allowed in this global

routing framework and move to detailed routing stage instead.

In the grid graph model, the routing demand through an edge e, denoted as de,

is defined by the number of routing tracks used by a set of nets passing through that

edge. It consists of either horizontal tracks through vertical edge boundary or vertical

tracks at the horizontal edge boundary between two adjacent GCells. The maximum

number of vertical (horizontal) tracks crossing the corresponding horizontal (vertical)

GCell boundary is called routing capacity re of the edge e. The effective capacity of

each edge is computed based on the routing blockages along that edge. For example,

if re be the routing capacity of edge e without any blockage consideration and be be

the blockage along that edge, then the effective number of tracks that can be used to

route the nets through any metal layer is given by re - be. This is also called as the

effective routing capacity r′e. At any given routing instance, for the routing demand

de, the congestion in edge e is measured in terms of overflow as:

ovf(e) =







de − r′e if de > r′e

0, otherwise

Typically, the number of GCells (hence the value of m) in a layout is predefined

based on the layout area and determines the area of each GCell. If the value of m is

too high, implying smaller GCell size, the global router yields more accurate routing

results, but takes more computation time in order to identify the routing path of a

net through these GCells. On the other hand, smaller m values yield faster routing

completion, but with inferior (less) routing solutions due to larger GCell size. In this

global routing framework, the routing path of a net is identified between a pair of

GCells containing the pins of a net, from the center of one GCell to another GCell.

Therefore, an exact pin-to-pin routing path of a two terminal net is not feasible in this

framework, even if the size of the GCells is substantially reduced. Practically, this is

not possible to route the local segments (center of a GCell to the pin) of all these nets,

but theoretically possible with zero sized GCells, i.e., m is equal to infinity. Therefore,

this is a theoretical limitation of the grid graph model and has direct impact on a well

known global routing problem known as pin access problem. Few instances of this pin

access problem are illustrated in Figure 6.7, with dotted lines highlighting the local

routes to the pins from the bin center that are not completed by the existing global

routers [22, 26, 28, 29, 45, 119].
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Figure 6.7: Existing global routing framework and Intra-bin (local) routing
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A special case of this pin access problem arises when both the pins of a two pin

net fall within the same GCell and hence do not cross GCell boundaries. These kinds

of nets are not even considered during the existing global routing approaches. This

problem is equally applicable for a net with more than two pin nets. In fact, the

local routing of a net segment from bin center to a pin is passed on to the subsequent

detailed routing stage. This is illustrated in Figure 6.7 for two different nets and

their routing path from one bin center to another containing their respective pins.

In this figure, the dotted lines in the zoomed-in GCells denote the local routing not

performed during the traditional global routing. This has significant impact on the

effectiveness of these methods in terms of wirelength, inaccurate estimation of local

congestion within a routing bin (GCell) and the number of vias required for these

local routes. In all practical cases, routability is greatly affected due to the local

congestion scenario within the GCells, whereas the vias occupy significant amount of

routing resources (tracks). Therefore, multiple iterations are necessary during both

global and detailed routing. Several interleaved global and detailed routing methods

such as [45, 46, 48, 49, 120, 121] were proposed in order to address this problem in

multiple iterations of both routing methods, using incremental improvement of the

combined routing solution.

6.3.1 Background

In Chapter 4, we presented the first of its kind early global routing framework

STAIRoute using floorplan bipartitioning results obtained by the recursive methods

such as those presented in Chapters 3 and 5. The resulting bipartitions on a given

floorplan identify a set of monotone staircases as the routing regions through which

the routing path of a net is identified through multiple metal layers. The routing

capacity of such a region is obtained from the net cut information of the correspond-

ing node in the bipartitioning hierarchy (MSC tree). We have also shown that the

topology of these routing regions and their corresponding routing capacity vary de-

pending on the trade off parameters used in these heuristic bipartitioning methods.

This also shows the impact of these trade-off parameters pertaining to the number of

bends in a monotone staircase region on the number of vias along the routing path of

a net through a number of metal layers. In STAIRoute, we attempted to address the

pin access problem at the floorplan level, by suitably defining a set of edges in the

corresponding routing graph (GSRG). Each of these edges, called pin-junction edges,
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connects a pin of a block to a T-Junction in the floorplan. Therefore, STAIRoute

always obtains a routing path of a net that originates from a pin and terminates on

another.

Notably, STAIRoute restricts the early global routes of the nets through these

monotone staircase routing regions only. These regions are located in the adjoining

boundary regions of the blocks, both macros and soft blocks, in the floorplan using a

number of specified metal layers. In practical designs, a macro block usually occupies

some, if not all, of those metal layers for routing the nets internal to it; starting

from the bottom most metal layer say M1 up to a layer say Mj below the maximum

permissible metal layerMmax. Therefore, the routing layers {M1 · · ·Mj} in the regions

over these macros are blocked for routing the nets, while {Mj+1 · · ·Mmax} layers are
available using preferred (horizontal/vertical) routing directions. The same is also

applicable to soft blocks for routing its internal nets, apparently blocking a number

of metal layers say {M1 · · ·Mk} (Mk < Mmax) for floorplan level intra-block routing.

In STAIRoute, these routing blockages are assumed to be present in all available metal

layers, by restricting the routing through the monotone staircases only. These leaves

no metal layer available for routing the nets over these blocks, i.e. no over-the-block

routing is permitted. This routing framework is thought to be reasonable as there

are fewer number of nets at the floorplan abstraction level comprising of macros and

soft blocks than the original flat netlist seen at the top level. Hence, the routing of

the nets contained within the soft blocks connecting the standard cells is beyond the

scope of the entire thesis work.

6.3.2 The Hybrid Routing model

In this section, we consider a scenario when a macro (or soft block) allows the global

routing paths of the nets over it beyond some specified metal layer say Mj , using layer

Mj + 1 up to Mmax used for fabrication. In this routing framework, the routing up

to Mj is done through the monotone staircase regions similar to STAIRoute i.e. in

{M1 · · ·Mj} layers while the grid graph model [17] is used for obtaining over-the-block

routing in the subsequent layers {Mj+1 · · ·Mmax}. In this work, we adopt a slightly

different variant of the existing grid graph model along with the junction graph model

presented in the previous chapter. The grid graph is overlaid on the junction graph

to form a hybrid graph model. Alike the global staircase routing graph (GSRG)

obtained by augmenting the junction graph for each net in the case of STAIRoute,
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this multi-layer hybrid graph model is also augmented for each net and a shortest

routing path is obtained through multiple metal layers using reserved layer model.

We start our discussion on the adoption of the existing grid graph model, followed by

the congestion model and the construction of the hybrid routing graph for each net.

6.3.2.1 The Grid Graph Model

In the existing grid graph based routing model, the entire layout is divided into m-

by-m global routing tiles (GCells), where m is predefined. In our work, we obtain the

value of m based on the number of blocks in it, there by removing the dependency on

the layout (hence GCell) area and the routing efficiency. The value of m is computed

as the ceiling of the square root of the number of T-junctions i.e. ⌈√(2n− 2)⌉, where
n is the number of blocks and 2n − 2 is the number of T-junctions in the floorplan

[105] (also see Lemma 6).

The grid graph Gg = (Vg, Eg) is defined as follows: each GCell corresponds to a

vertex vp ∈ Vg while each edge epq ∈ Eg denotes a pair of vertices (vp,vq) such that

the GCells (gp,gq) corresponding to vp and vq share a common boundary. Notably,

the number of vertices |Vg| and edges |Eg| can be obtained as m2 and 2m(m − 1)

respectively. Hence, both these parameters depend solely on the total number of

blocks (macros or soft blocks) n in a given design, not on the floorplan topology.

Lemma 13 Given a floorplan with n blocks, the grid graph Gg can be constructed in

O(n) time.

Proof It is evident from Figure 6.6 that there are O(m2) vertices and O(m2) edges

in the grid graph Gg. Hence, its construction takes O(m2) i.e. O(n) time. �

As discussed earlier, the edge capacity in the planar grid graph model is obtained

based on the planar routing blockage in the lowest routing layer pair (M1, M2). They

are projected on the routing layers beyondM2 based on the technology defined routing

track pitch and metal width. In our version of grid graph model, the routing capacity

of each edge epq is computed based on the floorplan bipartitioning resuls and also the

fact that if the corresponding boundary between the designated pair of tiles is fully or

partially contained within the bounding box of a net ni, it accounts for a capacity of

1. This is due to the fact that the net can take have a potential routing path through

any of these GCells. In this way, the capacity of all the edges for all the nets N =

{ni} are computed before the routing process starts.
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6.3.2.2 The Congestion Model

We discuss the junction graph Gj = (Vj,Ej) defined in Chapter 4 and also in [112] as

below:

Vj = {Jp}, corresponds to a set of T-junctions, and

Ej = {{Jp,Jq} | a pair of adjacent junctions {Jp, Jq} with a vertical/horizontal segment

sk of a monotone staircase Cm ∈ C between them}.
The weight of each edge epq ∈ Ej is computed as:

wt(epq) = length(sk)/(1− psk) (6.2)

where psk , the congestion through the segment sk between {Jp, Jq}, is defined as:

psk = usk/rsk (6.3)

where (1 − psk) is defined as the congestion penalty on the edge weight for routing a

net through this edge. As stated before, the reference capacity rsk for a rectilinear

staircase segment is computed from the net cut information of the bipartitioning re-

sults. Before routing, usk is set to 0 and if a net ni is routed through the corresponding

segment sk, then usk is incremented by 1. This penalty remains the same for other

edges in the routing graph (GSRG) that are paired by terminals and junctions (refer

to Chapter 4 for details).

The same routing penalty as per Equation 6.2 is applied on the edges in this grid

graph model. The corresponding length parameter for an edge epq between a pair of

adjacent GCells (gp,gq) is denoted as length(epq) and signifies the distance between

the center of the GCell pair (gp,gq).

6.3.2.3 The Hybrid Global Staircase Routing Graph

In the proposed hybrid routing graph model [122], both the junction graph Gj and

the adopted grid graph Gg act as the backbone graphs. We call it as hybrid global

staircase routing graph (hGSRG) Gri = (Vri, Eri) for a given net ni, similar to the

routing graph (GSRG) defined in Chapter 4. For a given net ni ∈ N each having ti

pins, Gri is defined as:

Vri = Vj

⋃

Vg

⋃

ti, and

Eri = Ej

⋃

Eg

⋃

Etjg

where, Etjg denotes an additional set of edges between (a) a pin and a junction, (b)
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a pin and a G-Cell, and (c) a junction and a G-Cell and is denoted as:

Etjg = {ti, Jk}
⋃

{Jk, gm}
⋃

{ti, gm}
Here, {ti, Jk} denotes an edge between a net pin ti and a T-junction Jk in lower

layer group (M1, M2) pertaining to the junction graph Gj (see GSRG in Chapter 4);

{ti(Jk), gm} denotes a vertical edge between a pin ti (junction Jk) and a G-Cell gm such

that ti (Jk) in lower metal layer group (M1,M2) is located within the planar boundary

of the GCell gm. The edges {ti(Jk), gm} in this hybrid routing model facilitates the

local routing (pin accessibility) within the GCell. The steps for the construction of

this hybrid routing graph is illustrated in Figure 6.8.

After successful routing of a net ni, the capacity of the corresponding segments

in the monotone staircases and grid edges along the routing path of ni is updated

by 1. In this work, we assume that the pins of a block are located in metal layer

M1 or M2. The pins residing in lower metal group (M1, M2) are associated with

the junction graph, as shown in Figure 6.9, forming pin-junction edges similar to the

graph model used in STAIRoute. The pin-GCell and junction-GCell edges in Gri

are constructed by identifying the pins/junctions within the corresponding GCell, by

overlaying the grid graph on the junction graph. The routing cost of these edges,

being the vertical connecting edges between Gj and Gg, is simply the planner length

between the pin/junction location and the center of the GCell and the number of

vias incurred due to routing through multiple layer groups. Alike the existing post-

placement global routers, no capacity constraints for these edges are considered as

congestion through these vertical edges has little significance, except via overhead.

The main contribution in this work is that we use Gj for identifying the (partial)

routing path of a net in lower group of metal layers such as M1-M2 only, while Gg is

used to route the nets in the subsequent higher metal layers beyond M2. The routing

through Gg takes place when a segment of a net cannot be completed in M1-M2

layers, due to the congestion restriction in the routing regions, as illustrated in the

subsequent section.

6.3.2.4 Illustration of Hybrid Routing

We illustrate the working of this early global routing framework in the Figure 6.9

using the routing instances of a 2-terminal net (ta, tj) in the given floorplan instance.

The first example in Figure 6.9 (a) shows that the routing path of the net is entirely

confined within the monotone staircases in lower metal layers only, e.g., in (M1,M2)
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Figure 6.8: Construction of hybrid global staircase routing graph (hGSRG)
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layer pair. This is similar to the routing path obtained by STAIRoute presented in

Chapter 4. The second example in Figure 6.9 (b) illustrates another routing instance

where the routing path is not fully confined to the monotone staircases, between

J2 and tj passing through J3, due to congestion in some of them (highlighted by

the dotted lines) in (M1,M2) layer pair. Alternatively, the proposed over-the-block

routing method identifies the remaining routing path (J2  tj) through the GCells

in upper metal layers, i.e., beyond M2, by using the free space over the block H .

t j

t a t a
t j

J1

J2

t a

t j

A B C

D

F

G

H J

E

J1

J2

t a

t j

J3

A B C

D

E F

G

H J

(a) (b)

Figure 6.9: Routing instances of a 2-terminal net (ta, tj) using: (a) monotone stair-
cases only in lower layer pair (M1,M2) by STAIRoute, and (b) the proposed over-the-
block (over H block) routing

Notably, the second routing instance, as depicted in Figure 6.9 (b), comprises of

three different routing steps, (i) through the monotone staircase routing regions in

(M1,M2) from pin ta to junction J2 through J1, (ii) routing in M3 and above using

GCell-GCell routing using grid graph model, and (iii) the local routing of J2 with

Chapters/Chapter5/Image/route_hyb_inst_1_new.eps
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one GCell center and tj with the other GCell center in M3 and above. These steps

are illustrated in Figure 6.10 (b)-(d) respectively. For multi-terminal nets, we use the

multi-terminal net decomposition method similar to that proposed for STAIRoute

in Chapter 4. For each valid terminal pair i.e. the edge in the resulting spanning

tree, we apply this two terminal hybrid routing method, followed by the Steiner point

identification.
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Grid Route

Local Route
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Figure 6.10: Steps for over-the-block (over H block) routing of a 2-terminal net (ta,tj):
using (a) monotone staircase only routing by STAIRoute, (b) monotone staircases in
(M1,M2), and grid edges in M3 and above, (c) local routing between the pin tj and
the T-junction J2 and the bin centers, and (d) final over-the-block (over H block)
routing

In Figure 6.11, we illustrate different instances of local routing within a GCell

Chapters/Chapter5/Image/route_hyb_inst_2_new.eps
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(bin) performed by the proposed hybrid router using pin(Junction)-GCell edges in

the hybrid global staircase routing graph (hGSRG) presented earlier. The grid graph

edges are used for routing the net segment in upper layers, say beyond M2, from the

center of one GCell to the center of another GCell. In this example, we focus only

on the instances of partial global routes entering (or leaving) the GCell from one of

its boundary edges and terminating (originating) at its center. The corresponding

local routes from the GCell (bin) center to a designated pin (or T-junction) located

in (M1,M2) falls in a particular quadrant of the bin. In this framework, the quadrant

of the GCell containing the pin (junction) guides the local routes and accordingly

rectify the effective wirelength of the local route needed to connect the pin (junction).

Notably, these local routes use L shaped patterns and use odd layers for horizontal

and even layers for vertical segment routing.

Another important aspect that this framework handles is the routing demand

within a GCell, i.e., local congestion, computation based on the proposed local re-

source reservation (similar to track reservation). Since the routing capacity and de-

mand are the parameters related to GCell boundary edges, these local routes are not

entitled to utilize them as per the existing grid graph model. On the other hand, our

routing model allows us to use grid graph edges for routing the nets beyond some

specified routing layers such as M3 beyond the layers used for monotone staircase

routing such as (M1,M2) layer pair, as well as obtain the local routes within a GCell.

The grid graph edges are used to route the net segments that were not routed in

(M1,M2), but between the centers of the corresponding GCells. These net segments

may either be between two junctions or between a pin and a junction. Therefore, the

remaining GCell center to pin (junction) edges are used to move the net segment to

upper layers (M3 and above) with an additional via overhead. As mentioned earlier,

all the local routes use L shaped pattern for minimal via overhead. This is illustrated

in Figures 6.9 and 6.10.

In Figure 6.12, we illustrate the routing demand u for each boundary of a GCell

after local routing of a net is performed within the GCell. This example shows that

the position of the pin (junction) in one of the four quadrants of the GCell and the

global route of the net terminating on the GCell center determine the reservation

of routing demand u of the corresponding boundary edges; example (a) shows that

unit routing demands in the top and left edge are reserved for local routing while

bottom edge demand is meant for global route, (b) uses the same like in (a) but with

right edge for global route. The example of (c) and (d) are special cases that are
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Figure 6.12: Local Routing instances using routing demand reservation of relevant
boundary edges

closely related to the edge being used for global route with respect to the position of

the pin (junction). While the local routing instance in (c) shows that it utilizes the

same left edge capacity for both local route and the global route segments and top

edge capacity for vertical demand of the local route, (d) depicts a similar case for the

global route at the top edge share with vertical segment of the local route, and left

edge for horizontal segment of the local route. In these cases, no other edge capacity

is relevant and hence not reserved as dictated by zero values in the demand in these

Chapters/Chapter5/Image/local_routing_cap.eps
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edges. In this example, we also note that the wirelength is further minimized (as

dictated by the arrow and the dotted line) due to common segment length between

global and local routes, as is also depicted in Figure 6.11.

6.3.3 The Algorithm for Hybrid Global Routing

Algorithm 9 summarizes the steps for the proposed hybrid early global routing method

HGR. Similar to STAIRoute, Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [109] is used to iden-

tify the routing path of a 2-terminal net in the proposed hybrid routing graph. We use

the same multi-terminal net decomposition into 2-terminal net segments for the iden-

tification of the Steiner tree topology. The set of nets N are ordered first according

to net-degree, and then HPWL in the given floorplan.

Algorithm 9 HGR: An Early Global Router for Over-the-Block Routing in a Floor-
plan

Inputs: Gj(Vj,Ej), Gg(Vg,Eg), ordered nets N
Outputs: Early global routing of each t-terminal (t ≥ 2) net ni ∈ N with 100%
routability and Congestion ≤ 100%

for all ordered nets ni ∈ N do
Construct hybrid GSRG Gri for ni

if ni is a 2 terminal net then
Identify the routing path using Dijkstra shortest path algorithm [109] on Gri

Compute netlength, and via-Count; update u for the respective routing re-
sources for successful routing of ni

else
Construct the node graph Gci and identify its minimum spanning tree (MST)
Tci for this 2-terminal segment using Prim’s algorithm [109]
for all valid 2-terminal pairs (tj, tk) ∈ Tci do
Identify the routing path using Dijkstra shortest path algorithm for (tj , tk)
on Gri

Compute netlength, and via-Count; update u for the respective routing re-
sources for successful routing of this 2-terminal segment

end for
Identify the Steiner Point(s)
Recompute netlength and via-count for ni

end if
end for
Compute congestion for all the routing resources across the metal layers.
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Theorem 4 Given a floorplan with n blocks and k nets each having at most t-

terminals (t ≥ 2), HGR takes O(n2kt) worst case time for finding the routing path of

all the nets.

Proof From Lemma 8 cited in Chapter 4, for a given net ni with t pins (terminals),

there are O(t) pin-junctions edges. Again, for m GCells, with t pins and 2n − 2

vertices in Gj , there are O(t) pin-GCell edges and O(n) junction-GCell edges. For

each net ni, using Lemma 7 and Lemma 13, the hybrid GSRG Gri construction takes

O(t+ n), i.e., O(n) time, since t = o(n).

Similar to STAIRoute, the implementation of Dijkstra’s single source shortest path

algorithm takes O(n2) time. For t(> 2)-terminal nets, both the construction of Gci

and finding its MST require O(t2) time (see Chapter 4). Therefore, finding a routing

path for a t terminal net requires O(n+n2t+ t2), i.e., O(n2t) time. Hence HGR takes

O(n2kt) time for routing k nets. �

It is evident from Theorem 4 that HGR presented in Algorithm 9 has the same time

complexity as that of STAIRoute presented in Chapter 4, but with a constant time

overhead due to the construction of the grid graph and identifying the pin (junction)-

GCell edges. This overhead also takes into account the routing demand update in

each of the edges in the hybrid routing graph hGSRG pertaining to both the junction

graph and the grid graph.

It is also important to note that, as mentioned in Chapter 4, this time complexity

can be improved to O(nkt logn) with a better implementation of Dijkstra’s shortest

path algorithm used in HGR for a general floorplan containing n blocks and k nets

having a maximum of t terminals in each net. For a special case of constant average

number of pins in all the nets, typically not exceeding 3/4 implying t = O(1), the

effort in the proposed multi-terminal net decomposition method presented in Section

4.3.2 is drastically reduced. As a result, the proposed method HGR yields a further

improvement with O(nk logn) time to route the nets.

6.3.4 Early Abstraction of Edge Placement Error

In this section, we study how edge placement errors (EPE) [12, 88, 89] occur due

to inefficient printability issues of sub-wavelength features using the existing optical

illumination system using 193nm wavelength. These errors are further aggravated

due to the congestion scenario in the routing regions. The intensity map in Figure
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6.13 (a) depicts that the intensity is not uniform under the mask opening while the

same is not zero beyond the mask opening. Therefore, it signifies additional metal

width of the wire segment beyond its contour (see Figure 6.13 (b)). Thus, if a routing

region is more congested, there is little scope to cope up with EPE than doing ripup

and reroute for some of the nets (or a part of it), as illustrated in Figure 6.13 (b).

Moreover, EPE related routing blockage to other nets may leave little room for the

detailed routing of the adjacent nets. If this problem is neglected during the detailed

routing stage, it will cause a failure during DFM closure stage.
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Figure 6.13: Edge Placement Error (EPE): (a) Intensity map vs. mask opening [12],
and (b) actual vs. effective metal width with intensity gradient across the normalized
width (dark grey to light grey from core to boundary)

The intensity map in Figure 6.13 (a) depicts the maximum intensity Imax at the

center of the mask opening [12] and the intensity falls off gradually in a pattern similar

to sinc(x) = sin(x)/x function, where x is the distance measured from the center of

the mask opening. Notably, the intensity at the mask boundary (edge) is around 64%

of Imax. The intensity gradient across the width (dictated by an arrow in Figure 6.13

(b)) signifies the intensity deficiency causing optical proximity errors (OPE). In this

model, we consider only the EPE effect in our early routing model in HGR due to

Chapters/Chapter5/Image/EPE_Metal_Width.eps
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nonzero intensity beyond mask opening as the OPE effect due to the said intensity

gradient can not be modeled without proper simulation or rule definition at this early

stage of physical design flow. According to [12], we consider the threshold point for

EPE as the point where the intensity falls to 30% of Imax, in the region beyond the

mask edge, i.e., beyond the wire boundary contour. It amounts to approximately

25% increase in effective metal width on either side of the wire. As a result, it has

more interfering effects on the neighboring wire segments of other nets, called EPE

induced routing blockage, due to the effect of positive optical interference. This kind

of violation due to EPE is discovered during optical rule check (ORC) in the physical

verification process of the existing physical design flow. In this case, either wire

spreading or rip-up and re-route methods are applied in order to minimize number of

such violations.
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N2

R
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Ripped up net−segment

(a)
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C
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B11
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Figure 6.14: Routing blockage due to edge placement error (EPE) [12] and Rip-
Reroute to alleviate it

In order to incorporate this EPE effect in our early global routing framework HGR,

we abstract this effect in the routing demand for assessing the congestion scenario in

any metal layer at any given routing instance. This early abstraction of EPE into our

proposed routing framework HGR has the potential to reduce the lithography hot-

spots due to EPE routing blockage (see Figure 6.14 (a)) at the smaller technology

nodes after the detailed routing stage. Therefore, it will reduce the potential overhead

of multiple iterations due to wire-spreading or ripup and reroute (RR) during detailed

routing (see Figure 6.14 (b)) for EPE hotspor reduction [12, 88, 89]. In the congestion

Chapters/Chapter5/Image/EPE_RADAR_SOLN.eps
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model of HGR, the penalty due to this EPE cost abstraction is incorporated as

follows: after each net is routed through the routing region e, its routing demand ue

is incremented by 1.5 considering the effect of additional 25% metal on the either side.

After routing a net ni−1, the congestion in the corresponding routing resources along

its routing path are computed. The routing graph (hGSRG) Gri for the subsequent

net ni is constructed in order to identify the routing path for it along with the present

layer wise congestion scenario in the routing regions.

(b) (c)

ripped−up wires

a b c d fe

pitch

EPE

extended pitch

dca f

pitch

a b c d e f

(a)

Figure 6.15: Wire spacing/pitch modulation for EPE aware early global routing: (a)
all 6 tracks used, (b) 2 wires ripped up due to EPE hotspot, and (c) result of EPE
aware early global routing

Due to this process, there will potentially be fewer nets to be ripped up aimed

at EPE hotspot reduction during post-routing/layout optimization. The example

in Figure 6.15 (a) showcases this considering six tracks (a · · ·f) for routing the nets,

without accounting for EPE effect. However, some of the nets, in tracks b and e shown

in this example, may be ripped up later during EPE aware routing optimization. On

Chapters/Chapter5/Image/EPE_track_GR.eps
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the other hand, as depicted in Figure 6.15 (c), the proposed EPE aware early routing

framework with extended pitch, which accounts for taking ue as 1.5 for each net

routed in region e than using 1.0 when EPE is not considered, routes only those

nets, such as those remained in tracks a, c, d, f , after ripping up the other two nets

during the existing methods for EPE hotspot reduction. This example shows that a

routing solution considering such an early model may potentially reduce the overhead

of multiple iterations due to (i) first routing the nets, and (ii) then ripping some of

them up in an attempt towards EPE hotspot reduction.

6.4 Experimental Results

In this chapter, we consider another set of larger floorplanning benchmarks, namely

IBM HB floorplanning benchmarks [16], for verifying the proposed early global routing

methods considering the DFM issues such as uniform wire distribution for minimizing

layer wise topology variation due to CMP and edge placement errors (EPE). These

benchmarks were derived from ISPD98 placement benchmark circuits with certain

modifications. These modifications were done in order to form a set of clusters from

the standard cells present in the placement benchmark circuits to create the soft

blocks as well as extract a subset of the original netlist comprising of the macros

and standard cells. Using these benchmarks, we verify our proposed early global

routing methods WDRoute and HGR presented in this chapter in order to study the

effect of uniform wire distribution and an early abstraction of EPE in the congestion

model. In this chapter, we also present the results for these benchmarks obtained by

STAIRoute.

Similar to the benchmarks used in the earlier chapters, the floorplan instances

were generated using Parquet fixed outline floorplanning tool [14, 113] using random

seed for each of the circuits in this benchmark, i.e., ibm01 to ibm10. The algorithms

proposed in this chapter, WDGRoute and HGR, were implemented in C programming

language and the experiments were conducted on a Linux platform with Intel Xeon

processor running at 2.4 GHz speed and has 64 GB RAM in it. Since [16] does not

provide pin information, STAIRoute and HGR assumed the pins at the center of the

blocks as compared to the heuristic pin distribution method around the boundary

of a block necessarily aimed for WDGRoute. In these experiments, maximum eight

metal layers are used to route the nets. In this section, we first present a comparison
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Table 6.1: HB Floorplanning Benchmark Circuits [16]

Circuit #Blocks #Nets Avg. HPWL
NetDeg (106µm)

ibm01 2254 3990 3.94 8.98
ibm02 3723 7393 4.84 22.19
ibm03 3227 7673 4.18 23.83
ibm04 4050 9768 3.92 30.82
ibm05 1612 7035 5.58 18.12
ibm06 1902 7045 4.92 21.78
ibm07 2848 10822 4.44 42.48
ibm08 3251 11250 4.92 46.57
ibm09 2847 10723 4.08 48.35
ibm10 3663 15590 3.85 121.23

of STAIRoute and WDGRoute pertaining to uniform wire distribution in the given

floorplan instances for each of the HB benchmarks. Subsequently, we study the results

obtained by STAIRoute and HGR along with the effect of early abstraction of EPE

in our early global routing frameworks.

6.4.1 Impact of Uniform Wire Distribution

In Chapter 4, we studied the early global routing results obtained by STAIRoute on

a set of floorplanning benchmarks. However, in that study we did not emphasize on

uniform wire distribution across the floorplanned layout in multiple routing layers.

In this chapter, we aimed to address the impact of uniform wire distribution by

a new congestion model in the proposed routing framework WDGRoute for early

global routing in a floorplan. Figure 6.16 presents the results on the routing metrics

such as (a) netlength, (b) via count, and (c) worst average congestion, for both

STAIRoute and WDGRoute. In addition to these results, we also report the runtime

needed for both the methods. Since the results in Chapter 4 were reported for smaller

benchmarks, we ran STAIRoute with these new set of benchmarks for reserved layer

model for up to 8 layers for fair comparison with WDGRoute.

The results show that both the methods report similar netlength for each circuit.

However, the via count in case of WDGRoute increases marginally over STAIRoute

as discussed before. It is to be noted that smaller wirelength implies less IR drop,

and more uniformity in wire distribution correlates with less inter-layer capacitance

variation due to CMP irregularities, while reduced average congestion in any layer
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implies lower coupling noise due to intra-layer capacitance. All these routing results

correspond to 100% routing completion and without any violation of the constraint

imposed in both the congestion modes, i.e., routing demand does not cross the value

of the routing capacity in any routing layer. Runtime for each benchmark circuit

presented in Figure 6.16 (d) shows both the methods use similar CPU time.
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Figure 6.16: Routing results (with 100% routability) for WDGRoute and STAIRoute

In the existing post-placement global routers [22, 26, 28, 29, 45, 119], congestion in

the routing edges is measured by total and maximum overflow. Instead, in Figure 6.16

(c), we present an average of the worst congestion, computed as the ratio of routing

demand and routing capacity, in certain number of edges. This average congestion in

certain number of edges, denoted as ACE(x), is defined in [15] as follows: ACE(x)

in x% worst congested edges, i.e., ACE(x) with x ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 5}. The comparison

Chapters/Chapter4/Image/WD_NEW/Journal/wd_net_length.eps
Chapters/Chapter4/Image/WD_NEW/Journal/wd_via_count.eps
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in Figure 6.16 (c), shows significant improvement in case of WDGRoute for most of

the circuits with an average of 44% reduction, except for ibm05 and ibm07 circuits.

These exceptions are either due to the floorplan topology or the bipartitioning results

for a given trade-off that govern the routing quality.

Although the average of worst congestion gives an idea of the potential congestion

hot-spots, it fails to provide the overall congestion scenario in a routing layer across

the layout. Therefore, we present a study on the congestion statistics i.e. mean and

standard deviation (µ, σ) of all routing edges in our routing graph model. Figure

6.17 presents a comparative study between WDGRoute and STAIRoute for the most

critical routing layer pair (M1, M2). This study shows that WDGRoute yields im-

proved congestion scenario for most of the circuits by uniformly distributing the nets

over the routing layers, while incurring an average of 9% more vias and 2% more

wirelength than STAIRoute.

6.4.2 Impact of Over-the-Block Routing

In this study, we assess the impact of both the early global routing models, one

presented in Chapter 4 using monotone staircase routing regions only and the over-

the-block approach for early global routing presented in this chapter, i.e., STAIRoute

and HGR respectively. We first study the routing results for STAIRoute and HGR

without considering early EPE cost in the congestion model. In fact, both of these

methods use similar congestion model as discussed earlier in this chapter, differing

only in the routing graph model. Similar experiments were also conducted for both

the methods considering the EPE effect in the congestion cost while obtaining the

routing paths of the nets across the routing (metal) layers. As cited before, these

experiments were conducted for eight metal layers using preferred routing directions

(horizontal/vertical) in odd/even layers. The corresponding results are plotted in

Figures 6.18 and 6.19, without and with considering EPE cost respectively, for (a)

netlength, (b) via count, (c) average worst congestion, and (d) runtime. Notably,

these results were obtained ensuring 100% routing completion of the nets using up to

eight routing layers.

With these experiments, our aim is study the impact of hybrid routing model

in early global routing as compared to the routing model presented in Chapter 4

for STAIRoute using monotone staircases only and the same early abstraction of

EPE cost in the routing penalty. The results for netlength shows almost identical
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Figure 6.17: Congestion Statistics for WDGRoute and STAIRoute

values obtained by these early global routers for both without and with EPE cost

in the routing penalty; HGR shows an average of 3.5% and 4.5% smaller wirelength

over STAIRoute for with and without EPE cost respectively. Likewise, via count for

HGR also shows significant average reduction of 53% and 54.3% respectively over

STAIRoute. Similarly, the worst average congestion measured by wACE4 discussed

previously shows an average improvement of 73% to 80% in HGR as compared to

that in STAIRoute, in both the cases. However, as stated earlier in this chapter,

HGR needs 4x runtime over STAIRoute to route the same set of nets over same set

of routing layers for the same floorplan instance.

In addition to the worst average congestion values as depicted in Figure 6.18 (also

in Figure 6.19) (c) and alike previous result section, we also present the congestion

statistics for the most critical layer pair (M1,M2) for both HGR and STAIRoute on
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Figure 6.18: Routing results (with 100% routability) for HGR and STAIRoute: with-
out EPE Cost

the same floorplan instance of each of the benchmark circuits. The primary reason

is that these two layers are heavily burdened with routing demand and also contain

the most of the routing blockages due to placement of standard cells. In order to

reflect this scenario in HGR, we use M2 as the maximum layer being used to route

all the nets within the soft blocks containing standard cells, while the layers above it

are free from such global routing blockages. In Figures 6.20 and 6.21 we present the

congestion statistics (µ, σ) for M1 and M2 routing layers, considering without and

with EPE cost in the routing penalty respectively.

While M1 shows better average congestion, 2% to 4%, M2 is more congested in

terms of the normalized geometric mean values of 9% to 18% for both without and

with EPE cost. Despite these variations, the actual average congestion values in both
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Figure 6.19: Routing results (with 100% routability) for HGR and STAIRoute: with
EPE Cost

M1 and M2 are not so significantly different and fall within a range of [0.159, 0.189].

However, the individual congestion values for each of the circuits stay in the range of

[0.124, 0.210] for all the case.

6.4.3 Comparison with Post-placement Global Routers

Since the early global routing framework presented in this thesis is applicable after

floorplanning, no direct comparison is possible with the existing post-placement global

routers [22, 26, 28, 29, 41, 119] for routability, wirelength, congestion, via count etc. In

Table 6.2, we present a comparison of the normalized netlength for some of the popular

global routing methods and the proposed early global routing methods STAIRoute
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Figure 6.20: Congestion Statistics for HGR and STAIRoute: without EPE Cost

and HGR. Notably, the results reported by the existing global routers were obtained

on IBM ISPD98 placement benchmark, while our methods obtained the corresponding

results on IBM-HB floorplanning benchmarks. For fair comparison on the routing

results, these methods need to run on the same set of benchmarks. As discussed earlier

in this chapter, a floorplanning benchmark is obtained from a placement benchmark

circuit using suitable clustering algorithm, the IBM-HB floorplanning benchmarks

used in this work were derived from the ISPD98 placement benchmarks [16]. This

abstraction incurs significant information loss due to standard cell clustering and

the corresponding netlist modification. Therefore, it is unfair to compare the actual

netlength obtained for the respective circuits by the existing global routers and the

proposed early global routers STAIRoute and HGR. Instead, the netlength obtained

for each circuit is normalized with respect to the corresponding Steiner length for all
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Figure 6.21: Congestion Statistics for HGR and STAIRoute: with EPE Cost

the nets [10]. The results presented in Table 6.2 for both STAIRoute and HGR are

slightly higher than those for the global routers as the nets are routed through the

monotone staircase routing regions only for STAIRoute in all the routing layers, while

HGR used two metal layers using these monotone staircases and rest of the layers

were used in the proposed over-the-block routing.

These results show that our methods have slightly higher average values of normal-

ized netlength than the existing global routers. As cited before, our methods restrict

the routing paths for the nets through the monotone staircases only, through the

lowest layer pair (M1,M2) for both STAIRoute and HGR. Notably, this comparison

does not include any DFM costs such as uniform wire distribution and the abstracted

EPE cost in the congestion model of STAIRoute or HGR.
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Table 6.2: Comparing normalized (w.r.t Steiner length [10]) netlength between the
existing global routers and the proposed early global routers STAIRoute and HGR

Circuit Existing Post-placement Global Routers Our Methods
Name [29]b [26]b [41]b [22]b [28]b [119]b STAIRoutec HGRc

ibm01 1.071 1.042 1.068 1.053 1.059 1.039 1.156 1.147
ibm02 1.036 1.032 1.038 1.018 1.027 1.024 1.175 1.121
ibm03 1.007 1.007 1.007 1.005 1.010 1.005 1.175 1.059
ibm04 1.045 1.028 1.046 1.027 1.045 1.023 1.155 1.169
ibm05d - - - - - - 1.198 1.176
ibm06 1.011 1.007 1.013 1.006 1.013 1.007 1.166 1.148
ibm07 1.018 1.006 1.015 1.007 1.016 1.007 1.192 1.187
ibm08 1.005 1.008 1.009 1.006 1.010 1.006 1.197 1.109
ibm09 1.007 1.006 1.009 1.004 1.011 1.008 1.199 1.171
ibm10 1.016 1.027 1.015 1.008 1.020 1.010 1.187 1.200
Norm.
Geo Mean 0.868 0.863 0.868 0.860 0.867 0.860 1.000 0.973
b - using ISPD98 global routing benchmarks, c - using IBM-HB floorplanning benchmarks, and d - no result on

ibm05 of ISPD98 benchmark by the existing global routers

6.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter first explored the scope of uniform wire distribution during early global

routing of the nets in a floorplanned layout, intended to minimize (a) the surface

irregularities arising due to CMP process due to the difference in hardness factors of

the metal and the dielectric material, and (b) the congestion hotspots obtained during

global routing for minimal (or no) violations in detailed routing. In this work, a new

congestion model for computing the routing penality in a region is proposed based

on a number of static nets as well as the number passing nets though this region,

in any routing layer. Experimental results show that this model is able to route the

nets more uniformly across the layout in multiple layers than the early global routing

method STAIRoute proposed in Chapter 4.

Subsequently, we address over-the-block early global routing of the nets beyond

some specified routing layer, since STAIRoute routes the nets in all permissible metal

layers through the monotone staircase regions adjoining the block boundaries only. A

new hybrid model for early global routing in floorplans, namely HGR, is presented in

this chapter by adopting the existing grid graph model with suitable tuning to this

routing model in order to realize over-the-block routing of the nets, when routing of a

net can not be completed in lower layers through the monotone staircase regions only,
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as compared to STAIRoute. In this routing framework, we subsequently incorporated

an abstracted EPE cost in the routing penalty, while similar cost was also used in

STAIRoute for experimental purposes. The results show that HGR yields significant

reduction in via count and the worst average congestion due to the impact of over-

the-block routing in the floorplan, as compared the monotone staircase only routing

for all layers by STAIRoute. Congestion statistics obtained by HGR show slightly

better results in M1 than in M2, based on the normalized mean values.

In addition to that, we also made a comparison on normalized netlength with

respect to Steiner length computed with some of the existing global routers, although

this is not a fair comparison. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed

early global routing framework (STAIRoute/HGR) presented in the thesis, we con-

duct a case study with an industrial design by integrating STAIRoute/HGR in to an

industrial physical design tool, presented in Chapter 7.



Chapter 7

A Case Study with Industrial

Design Flow

7.1 Introduction

The existing academic global routing methods such as [22, 23, 26, 28, 29, 32, 45, 119]

verified their works on the recent global routing benchmarks available online, which

were derived from a relatively new placement benchmarks [123] by some of the exist-

ing placement engines [124]. However, the corresponding floorplanning benchmarks

are not available for these global routing (placement) benchmarks. So far, the ex-

perimental results on the proposed early global routing methods presented in this

thesis were based on the floorplan benchmarks derived from the earlier placement

benchmarks [16]. This leaves little room for us to make a benchmark wise direct

comparison, between the floorplan-based early global routers proposed in this work

and the existing post-placement global routers. In this chapter, we conduct a case

study on an industrial design run on an industrial physical design tool, by integrating

the proposed early global routers.

Another important motivation of this study is that the existing global routing

framework and the proposed early global routing framework below to different scope

of operation as per the existing physical design (PD) flow (depicted in Figure 1.9

(a)). While these early global routers work after the floorplanning of a design with-

out considering any information on the detailed placement of the standard cells, the

existing post-placement global routers on the other hand solely depend on the de-

tailed placement information of the cells/macros in order to compute the number
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of available routing tracks at different routing layers. Moreover, the corresponding

netlist information in both the cases differ due to the difference in terms of the netlist

information provided. Unlike the netlist in case of the existing global routers, the

floorplan level netlist does not expose the nets connected to the standard cells used

in the design. Instead, a set of clusters of standard cells, commonly known as soft

blocks, are obtained and are treated alike the macro blocks present in the design.

Therefore, the netlist abstracted at the floorplan level do not have any information

on the connectivity with the standard cells, by terminating at the boundary of the

soft blocks alike the macros.

7.1.1 Outlook for This Study

The main difference between the macros and the soft blocks are that a macro block

has well defined pin positions along its boundary while soft blocks lack it. Moreover,

the macros have fixed aspect ratio (a ratio of width to height) as compared to the

soft blocks which do not have a specific aspect ratio despite having a specific area

like those macros. The floorplan optimization tools compute the aspect ratio during

its optimization process and obtains a legal solution for all the blocks (macros and

soft). A legal position of a block implies a feasible coordinate value of the bottom

left corner that does not result in overlaps with other blocks. Subsequent placement

stage optimizes the placement of the standard cells abiding by this floorplan solution

with a set of clusters, aiming at the targeted design utilization factor. The design

utilization factor is defined as the ratio of the total area of the standard cells and

macros present in the synthesized verilog netlist and the total placeable area. This

parameter indicates a measure on the effective space available for routing the nets in

a routing layer.

Another important aspect in the existing PD flow is that the internal routing

within the macros is already done using multiple metal layers, thereby no routing is

allowed through those layers. However, the routing of the nets are possible over the

macros above those specified layers. On the other hand, soft blocks allow routing

through them in any metal layers, connecting the nets confined to the standard cells

within themselves. This kind of routing is beyond the scope of the proposed early

global routing framework as discussed in Chapter 6, as the interconnections defined

at the floorplan level are defined among the macros, the soft blocks and the IO

pads only, terminating at their respective boundary. The internal nets (from the
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boundary of a soft block to the standard cells within it) are basically masked at this

level of floorplanning comprising of the soft blocks, the macros and the pads [16].

The nets connecting the standard cells internal to a cluster (soft block) are unmasked

during detailed placement of the cells and subsequently their routing is done using the

existing post-placement global routers as cited earlier in this thesis. It is important

to note that, the nets routed during the proposed early global routing are treated as

a guidance for routing those (sub)nets.

7.2 Experimental Setup

In this chapter, we present the results of the case studies on two different floorplan

instances of an industrial design with the help of an industry standard VLSI physical

design (PD) tool called Olympus-SoC [13], as per the flow in Figure 1.9. This tool

was provided by Mentor Graphics Corporation, a prominent industry leader in the

field of VLSI design automation in very deep submicron technologies such as 65nm

and below. In this flow, another very important tool called Calibre-InRoute [84]

was integrated in this flow for the purpose of conducting physical verification (PV)

methods such as design rule check (DRC) and layout versus schematic (LVS). These

PV methods are used to evaluate the quality of the translation from a given verilog

netlist into the final layout. Using this tool suite, we aim to validate the routing

solutions based on a set of early global routing solutions obtained from our methods

presented earlier in this thesis. As presented in the earlier chapters, these results

were obtained by the proposed EGR methods, namely STAIRoute and HGR, on two

different floorplan instances of the design.

According to the existing PD flow depicted in Figure 1.9 (a), the design process

starts with the input structural verilog netlist, synthesized for a specific IC fabrica-

tion process node. In these study, we used 45nm NanGateOpenCell [125] library for

physical synthesis and mapping of the library cells used in the given verilog netlist.

Relevant process technology file was used for the physical verification steps. The

aim of this case study is to observe the effect of our early global routing solutions

on the final layout in terms of overall wirelength, congestion, via count, number of

metal layers etc., in addition to other important metrics such as timing, cell density

constrained by design utilization factor. The timing performance of a design imple-

mentation is a very important aspect to care for and are measured by two important
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parameters called TNS (total negative slack) and WNS (worst negative slack). A

timing critical design with negative TNS/WNS are not acceptable, and is considered

one of the important objectives in addition to those cited above.

In Figure 7.1, we illustrate the flow setup, developed with the help of tcl (tool

command language) framework, for the intended case study with Olympus-SoC flow

[13] for physical design. In this setup, the major task was to develop a suitable

interface, in order to provide a point of information access between Olympus flow

and the proposed EGR framework. This interface was developed using the popular

design exchange format (DEF) [126] for: (i) providing the required floorplan infor-

mation generated by Olympus-SoC tool to the proposed early global routing (EGR)

frameworks (STAIRoute/HGR) and (ii) obtaining the early global routing results ob-

tained by the EGR tools. These results aim to guide the subsequent stages in the

Olympus-SoC tool, such as detailed placement, global/detailed routing and even clock

tree synthesis. In this exercise, we referred to LEF/DEF language reference manual

(LRM) version 5.8 while developing the DEF interfaces that exchange the designated

information in DEF format between STAIRoute/HGR and Olympus-SoC, as depicted

in Figure 7.1. This includes the floorplan information for the macro and soft blocks

present in the design along with their interconnection (netlist) details abstracted at

the floorplan level (similar to [16]), from the floorplanning stage of the Olympus-SoC

flow.

As we have seen in the earlier chapters, the EGR frameworks comprise of (a)

the recursive floorplan bipartitioning methods (see Chapter 5) for identifying a set

of optimal monotone staircase routing regions in the given floorplan based on cer-

tain trade-off (γ, β), and (b) the early global routing engines STAIRoute/HGR (see

Chapters 4 and 6) that employ these routing regions to route the nets through mul-

tiple routing (metal) layers using preferred routing directions. The resulting early

global routes of these abstracted nets are fed back to the Olympus-SoC flow using

the DEF interface before the standard cell placement stage. On getting these in-

formation, Olympus-SoC tool performs subsequent optimization at each stage, i.e.,

clock tree synthesis, timing driven detailed placement, global routing of the nets that

fully/partly remained unrouted in the EGR framework due to the limitation discussed

earlier.

In this setup, we were allowed to use maximum 10 metal layers for routing all the

nets and a set of (γ,β) values for the floorplan bipartitioning method used in the early

global routing framework for both STAIRoute and HGR. The design utilization factor
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Figure 7.1: Interfacing the Early Global Routing Tools (STAIRoute/HGR) with
Olympus-SoC flow [13]

for Olympus-SoC tool was set to be 0.6 for the entire chip area of 0.146 mm2 (with

placeable row area of 77.58K µm2). There is another target set in this experiment

known as non-negative WNS (worst negative slack) and TNS (total negative slack),

Chapters/Chapter6/Image/Flow_setup.eps
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apart from the congestion minimization, by restricting both horizontal and vertical

congestion to 1.0, similar to that in the EGR framework in this thesis. The corre-

sponding results on the completion of the entire flow are presented in the subsequent

section of this chapter.

7.3 Experimental Results

In this section, we present the results from Olympus-SoC tool at the end of physical

verification sign-off, indicating DRC/LVS violations. In Table 7.1, we present the final

results for two different floorplan instances with different clustering of the standard

cells, assuring no DRC/LVS errors. These clusters act as the soft blocks and also

provides the guidance for the detailed placement of the standard cells within their

respective region boundaries. These clustering also guides us to define the nets for

the interconnections among the I/O pads, macro pins and the virtual pins of the

soft blocks. In this table, we first study the impact of incorporating STAIRoute

as an early global routing (EGR) framework on the final outcome of various key

parameters. We compare these results with the same set of results when Olympus-

SoC is used to generate the layout of the design without considering the proposed

EGR tools STAIRoute/HGR.

In the first set of experiments, we ran STAIRoute on two different floorplan in-

stances, namely #1 and #2, from Olympus in order to obtain the corresponding

EGR results. For each instance, we feed these results back to the Olympus-SoC flow

prior to the detailed placement of the cells as depicted in Figure 7.1. At this point,

we consider two different scenarios on the placement, namely with or without region

blockage constraint. This blockage constraint feature in Olympus-SoC prohibits the

standard cells to be placed within the regions designated as their respective clusters,

leaving some empty space for routing around the edges within the boundary of these

regions. This makes the placement optimization even harder, increasing timing and

iterative placement overhead. This is primarily dictated by the placement utilization

values in column 3 and 5 for the respective floorplan instances, showing the target of

60% being grossly violated. The impact of this placement solution on the wirelength,

via count and even in average congestion (both in X and Y) are seen to have sig-

nificantly increased as compared to those obtained by the standalone Olympus-SoC

tool, or even those without this constraints. Only important observation in this case
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Table 7.1: Impact of STAIRoute with floorplan instances #1 and #2 on the final
results obtained by Olympus Flow

Parameter(s) Olympus-SoC Flow [13] Olympus-SoC + STAIRoutea

Instance#1 Instance#2 Instance#1 Instance#2
Region Blockage

Not Applicable Yes No Yes No
Standard Cells 16298 16360 16558 16517 16689 16611

(Macros) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4)
Nets 16415 16474 16672 16520 16803 16725

Bufffer/Inverter 246/6315 225/6527 225/6331 243/6455 223/6652 225/6575
Placed Area (µm2) 45524 45909 46025 45937 46167 45966
(Buffer area) (µm2) (9633) (10104) (10217) (10131) (10373) (10157)

Utilization (%) 58.67 59.17 69.30 59.21 72.89 59.24
Wirelength (mm) 273.52 273.02 285.76 273.91 293.58 273.52
Via Count (x103) 50.44 52.80 55.59 52.34 55.96 53.13

WNS (ns) 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.002 0.000
TNS (ns) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Avg. Cong. (X) 0.120 0.123 0.124 0.099 0.125 0.122
(Y) 0.113 0.111 0.116 0.100 0.126 0.112

Worst Cong. (X) 0.800 0.826 0.708 0.722 0.739 0.791
(Y) 1.000 0.928 1.000 1.000 0.923 0.916

DRC/LVS Vio. No No No No No No
CPU time (sec) 2014 1979 843 767 821 688

a - bipartitioning done using γ = 0.5, and β = 0.2

is that the worst congestion has improved for both the floorplan instances.

When no such region blockage constraints are used, the placement engine in

Olympus-SoC considers the results from EGR tools as its guidance for obtaining a

suitable placement solution, aimed to meet both timing and placement density (within

60%) after a number of iterations. The results show that wirelength and via count

are similar to those obtained by standalone Olympus-SoC. From these results, we see

that this case without any region blockage constraints along the internal boundary of

a soft block (region/cluster of standard cells) yields better results than those with the

constraint. From the first row, it is noticeable that the standard cell count leading

to increased cumulative cell area and hence the number of nets is larger than that in

case of Olympus flow; as a result due to the EGR tools than that from standalone

Olympus-SoC flow. Despite this difference, the parameter values, for instances with

no region blockage constraint, remained competitive, such as utilization % and total

buffer/inverter area. If these were same, then the parameters had further scope to

improve e.g, better wirelength, via count, and congestion in X/Y directions. There-

fore, in the subsequent experiments, we use no blockage constraints for subsequent
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placement optimization.

Table 7.2: Impact of STAIRoute and HGR with floorplan instance#1 (without region
based placement constraints) on the final results

Parameter(s) Olympus-SoC [13] Olympus [13] Olympus [13]
+ STAIRoutea + HGRa

Standard Cells (Macros) 16298 (4) 16517 (4) 16554 (4)
Nets 16415 16520 16749

Buffer/Inverter 246/6315 243/6455 230/6548
Placed Area (Buf area) (µm2) 45524 (9633) 45937 (10131) 46102 (10299)

Utilization (%) 58.67 59.21 59.42
Wirelength(mm) 273.52 273.91 272.83
Via Count (x103) 50.44 52.34 53.01
WNS/TNS (ns) 0.000/0.000 0.000/0.000 0.000/0.000

Avg. Congestion (X/Y) 0.120/0.113 0.099/0.100 0.121/0.113
Worst Congestion (X/Y) 0.800/1.00 0.722/1.000 0.750/0.923
DRC/LVS violations No No No

CPU time (sec) 2014 767 655

a -

bipartitioning done using γ = 0.5, and β = 0.2

We extend these experiments with another early global routing method HGR pro-

posed in Chapter 6 and obtain a similar set of results for HGR running on floorplan in-

stances #1 and #2 respectively for some specific (γ,β) values and compare them with

the results obtained by standalone Olympus and STAIRoute+Olympus flows. The

corresponding results showing comparison between the flows using HGR+Olympus,

STAIRoute+Olympus and standalone Olympus tool are presented in Tables 7.2 and

7.3 for the respective floorplan instances. In this study, we do not impose the region

blockage constraint on the placement of standard cells within the regions accommo-

dating the corresponding clusters of standard cells. We also use the same (γ,β) values

and the utilization factor.

From these results, we notice very small deviation of wirelength values among all

the three flows cited above. However, the via count in both STAIRoute+Olympus

and HGR+Olympus are larger than in standalone Olympus for instance #1, while

instance #2 shows that via count in standalone Olympus flow is marginally smaller

than the other two. Similar results were also obtained in case of average congestion in

both X and Y directions, while worst case congestion in X/Y have improved. The final

design utilization is also contained within 60% for all the cases. Finally, the runtime

in standalone Olympus flow is 3 times more than STAIRoute/HGR based Olympus

flow. Moreover, timing was met for all the cases with no negative WNS/TNS values.
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Table 7.3: Impact of STAIRoute and HGR with floorplan instance#2 (without region
based placement constraints) on final results

Parameter(s) Olympus-SoC [13] Olympus [13] Olympus [13]
+ STAIRoutea + HGRa

Standard Cells (Macros) 16360 (4) 16611 (4) 16504 (4)
Nets 16474 16725 16618

Buffer/Inverter 225/6527 225/6575 225/6441
Placed Area (Buf area) (µm2) 45909 (10104) 45966 (10157) 45834 (10018)

Utilization (%) 59.17 59.24 59.07
Wirelength(mm) 273.02 273.52 273.43
Via Count (x103) 52.80 53.13 52.84
WNS/TNS (ns) 0.000/0.000 0.000/0.000 0.004/0.000

Avg. Congestion (X/Y) 0.123/0.111 0.122/0.112 0.122/0.112
Worst Congestion (X/Y) 0.826/0.928 0.791/0.916 0.782/0.909
DRC/LVS violations No No No

CPU time (sec) 1979 688 699

a -

bipartitioning done using γ = 0.5, and β = 0.2

7.3.1 A Detailed Study

In this section, we study on the key routing metrics for evaluating the implementation

of the given verilog design, by running regression on these floorplan instances. In Ta-

bles 7.4 and 7.5, we present the final wirelength of the nets obtained Olympus-SoC by

using: (i) using early global routing results (STAIRoute/HGR) and (ii) without these

results. As cited earlier, these early routing results act as the guide to subsequent

global and detailed routing steps in Olympus-SoC. These results correspond to the

respective floorplan instances #1 and #2 if the design and a set of (γ,β) values used

as the floorplan bipartitioning methods (see Chapter 5). We obtain the following

results after successful DRC/LVS signoff towards the end of the flow.

In these Tables, we present average, minimum and maximum wirelength computed

by Olympus during its optimization steps, both using the results from STAIRoute/HGR

and standalone Olympus. Our observation on these results suggest that the minimum

wirelength was been obtained immediately after the early global routing results were

fed to Olympus and the corresponding routing was done for all the nets connecting the

standard cells within the clusters of standard cells. Accordingly, in case of standalone

mode, we also observe the minimum wirelength during the initial optimization stages

at the initial stage of detailed placement when timing constraints were not imposed

and fewer buffers/inverters were used to meet the timing. The final wirelength denotes

the overall wirelength of the nets after DRC/LVS signoff by Calibre [83] integrated

in this Olympus flow. These results also show that, in all cases, eight metal layers
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Table 7.4: Impact of STAIRoute and HGR on wirelength (mm) in floorplan in-
stance#1

Metal STAIRoute + Olympus HGR + Olympus Olympus
Layer Final Min Max Final Min Max Final Min Max
M1 2.099 2.000 2.950 2.098 1.999 2.957 3.235 3.110 3.540
M2 110.098 104.370 115.000 109.969 104.143 115.000 105.522 103.360 107.530
M3 123.388 115.620 126.890 123.407 115.620 126.897 117.765 111.370 120.560
M4 21.564 19.080 25.780 21.666 19.080 25.885 25.498 23.380 26.800
M5 12.928 10.450 20.270 12.937 10.450 20.270 14.025 10.720 16.480
M6 2.520 2.350 3.710 2.537 2.350 3.762 2.943 2.720 3.530
M7 0.432 0.390 0.780 0.428 0.383 0.780 0.475 0.130 0.670
M8 0.169 0.160 0.170 0.167 0.157 0.170 0.150 0.150 0.150
M9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
M10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Total 273.193 271.370 276.340 273.204 271.370 276.365 269.566 258.850 273.520

were used to route the nets and presents layer wise distribution of the wirelengths.

The corresponding minimum, average and maximum wirelength values are similar in

standalone mode, and with STAIRoute/HGR based early global routing solutions.

Table 7.5: Impact of STAIRoute and HGR on wirelength (mm) in floorplan in-
stance#2

Metal STAIRoute + Olympus HGR + Olympus Olympus
Layer Final Min Max Final Min Max Final Min Max
M1 2.068 1.990 3.050 2.068 1.990 3.050 3.180 3.110 3.180
M2 106.544 100.970 110.700 106.544 100.970 110.700 105.880 103.520 105.880
M3 123.921 118.010 127.000 123.921 118.010 127.000 120.560 117.690 120.560
M4 24.351 22.830 27.360 24.351 22.830 27.360 25.910 26.800 26.800
M5 13.200 11.180 19.870 13.200 11.180 19.870 14.560 16.480 16.480
M6 2.997 2.720 4.490 2.997 2.720 4.490 2.720 3.150 2.720
M7 0.325 0.280 0.590 0.325 0.280 0.590 0.570 0.670 0.570
M8 0.115 0.110 0.160 0.115 0.110 0.160 0.150 0.150 0.150
M9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
M10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Total 273.507 271.500 276.720 273.507 271.500 276.720 273.520 271.570 273.520

Similarly, the results on the final, minimum and maximum via count in all three

cases are presented in Tables 7.6 and 7.7 for floorplan instances #1 and #2 respec-

tively. Since the results on wirelength show that eight metal layers were used, these

tables also ensure that by showing via usage upto V78 layer, between M7 and M8

routing layers. As per the results, all these vias are single vias, with no double or

mult-vias being used to route the nets till M8. No routing beyond M8 was done in

these examples. This is also evident from the layer wise via distribution.
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Table 7.6: Impact of STAIRoute and HGR on via count (x103) in floorplan instance#1

Via STAIRoute + Olympus HGR + Olympus Olympus
Layer Final Min Max Final Min Max Final Min Max
V12 29.274 27.690 29.570 29.264 27.685 29.570 28.200 27.390 28.200
V23 21.062 19.860 21.310 21.062 19.860 21.311 20.120 20.090 20.120
V34 1.317 1.100 1.760 1.320 1.100 1.764 1.520 1.650 1.520
V45 0.437 0.340 0.700 0.437 0.340 0.702 0.500 0.600 0.500
V56 0.067 0.060 0.120 0.067 0.060 0.121 0.080 0.090 0.080
V67 0.011 0.010 0.020 0.011 0.010 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020
V78 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
V89 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
V910 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Total 52.178 49.680 53.010 52.172 49.680 53.010 50.440 49.840 50.440

In these table, we present total as well as layer wise via count, from V12 to V78

for routing upto M8. From these results, it is evident that most of the vias (V12,

V23) were used, with an average of around 50% and 40% respectively, in connecting

the nets running through M1, M2 and M3. The remaining vias are used to make the

interconnection of the nets upto M8. Notably, there are very few vias used as V45 and

beyond for these interconnections. From these results, we notice that lower layers

used slightly more (5%) vias in case of STAIR/HGR than Olympus standalone, while

higher layers depict 13% fewer vias. The results on the congestion values are presented

Table 7.7: Impact of STAIRoute and HGR on via count (x103) in floorplan instance#2

Via STAIRoute + Olympus HGR + Olympus Olympus
Layer Final Min Max Final Min Max Final Min Max
V12 29.005 27.610 29.400 29.005 27.610 29.400 27.888 27.110 28.200
V23 21.060 19.970 21.320 21.060 19.970 21.320 19.910 19.340 20.120
V34 1.403 1.250 1.820 1.403 1.250 1.820 1.527 1.410 1.650
V45 0.459 0.380 0.730 0.459 0.380 0.730 0.495 0.390 0.600
V56 0.074 0.060 0.130 0.074 0.060 0.130 0.084 0.080 0.100
V67 0.011 0.010 0.020 0.011 0.010 0.020 0.019 0.010 0.020
V78 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
V89 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
V910 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Total 52.010 49.850 52.840 52.010 49.850 52.840 49.918 48.660 50.440

in Tables 7.8 and 7.9. In this table, we capture both average and worst case congestion

of the global routing edges, both in X (horizontal) and Y (vertical) directions. These

results present the final, minimum and maximum values for all these parameters on

all the three cases, namely STAIRoute/HGR-cum-Olympus and standalone Olympus.

The tables show that average congestion in both X/Y are similar values for all the
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Table 7.8: Impact of STAIRoute and HGR on average and the worst congestion in
floorplan instance#1

EGR + Olympus HGR + Olympus Olympus
Congestion Final Min Max Final Min Max Final Min Max
Avg-X 0.121 0.117 0.122 0.121 0.117 0.122 0.120 0.119 0.120
Avg-Y 0.113 0.113 0.114 0.113 0.113 0.114 0.113 0.112 0.113
Worst-X 0.809 0.750 0.833 0.810 0.750 0.844 0.800 0.750 0.800
Worst-Y 0.989 0.923 1.000 0.986 0.922 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

cases. However, in case of instance #1, the final worst congestion in X has improved

in case of early global routing using STAIRoute/HGR than in Olympus, while the

same in Y increases marginally. Instance #2 exhibit improved worst congestion in Y

than in X.

Table 7.9: Impact of STAIRoute and HGR on average and the worst congestion in
floorplan instance#2

EGR + Olympus HGR + Olympus Olympus
Congestion Final Min Max Final Min Max Final Min Max
Avg-X 0.122 0.119 0.123 0.122 0.119 0.123 0.117 0.110 0.120
Avg-Y 0.113 0.112 0.114 0.113 0.112 0.114 0.112 0.110 0.113
Worst-X 0.840 0.750 1.000 0.840 0.750 1.000 0.827 0.750 1.000
Worst-Y 0.903 0.900 0.917 0.903 0.900 0.917 0.977 0.917 1.000

In these experiments, larger effort was given in meeting the timing constraint

while congestion minimization was given medium effort for both the floorplan in-

stances of the design. No negative values were obtained for the timing parameters

WNS/TNS and the values fell in the range of [0.000, 0.004] nanoseconds. No viola-

tions of DRC/LVS found during physical verification signoff. The average runtime

for Olympus, with early global routing, was 10 minutes and 57 seconds with standard

deviation of 1 minute and 28 seconds, with negligible time to read DEF files from

STAIRoute/HGR interface. On the other hand, Olympus standalone mode takes 32

minutes and 59 seconds for floorplan instance #1 and 33 minutes and 34 seconds

for floorplan instance #2 to complete the design flow. It is important to note that

average runtime for STAIRoute/HGR running for different (γ,β) values was 13.96

seconds with a standard deviation of 1.66 seconds and time to exchange the DEF

files were around 1/2 seconds. Hence, these values were not counted in the overall

runtime of the entire flow in all the cases.
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7.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we present a case study on an industrial design by incorporating the

proposed early global routing methods STAIRoute and HGR, presented in Chapters 4

and 6 respectively, in Olympus-SoC flow using an industry standard design exchange

format commonly known as DEF format. Two such interfaces were developed in order

to establish a proper mechanism to exchange the information between Olympus-SoC

tool and the proposed early global routing methods presented in this thesis.

In this exercise, the input floorplan and the corresponding netlist required by

STAIRoute/HGR are provided through the input DEF interface. These methods

then generate the corresponding early global routing results in two stages (i) first

generating floorplan bipartitioning solutions for identifying the monotone staircase

routing regions based on certain values of the trade-off parameters (γ,β), and (ii)

then obtaining the multi-layer routing paths of the floorplan level netlist for a set

of routing layers. The routing solutions with 100% routing completion from these

methods are then fed through the output DEF interface back to the Olympus-SoC

tool for subsequent stages to complete. It is important to note that Olympus with

STAIRoute/HGR results in increased net count as a result of increased cell count dur-

ing the subsequent timing driven placement optimization, than in standalone Olym-

pus mode.

Despite the increased cell/net count overhead, the results obtained for two dif-

ferent floorplan instances of the design show no timing violations, while yielding

reduced worst congestion and similar average congestion in X/Y direction at the cost

of marginally higher netlength and via counts. Moreover, the design placement uti-

lization (placement density) was always constrained within 60% as targeted. We also

notice that same number of metal layers used to route the nets, but Olympus with

STAIRoute/HGR show fewer nets and hence fewer vias in the higher routing layers.

These results were accompanied by no DRC/LVS violations and timing budget were

also met with non-negative WNS/TNS values at the end of the flow. The most im-

portant factor is that the overall runtime required by the entire flow with early global

routing solution is 3x smaller than that for the standalone Olympus flow.





Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we present a new framework for early global routing (EGR) in a floor-

planned design. Alike the existing global routing framework, the proposed EGR

framework consists of two stages: (i) identify the routing regions in a given floorplan

by a recursive floorplan bipartitioning methods, and (ii) construct a new routing graph

that enables this framework to identify the routing paths of a set of nets, abstracted

at the floorplanning level of the design, over a predefined set of routing layers. Con-

trary to the post-placement global routing approaches, this EGR framework gives a

new outlook to the existing physical design (PD) flow by facilitating early routabil-

ity assessment on a given floorplan instance of a design. The corresponding result

gives an idea about the quality of the floorplan in terms of the routing metrics. This

framework also indicates whether the given floorplan is conducive of producing an

acceptable routing solution when the subsequent placement of standard cells is done,

considering the early global routing result as a guidance. Exploring the scope of DFM

awareness during this EGR stage with the help of suitable early abstraction of a few

DFM issues may potentially help, in analyzing the challenges associated with the

VDSM fabrication processes.

8.1 Contributions of the Thesis

Summary of the contributions made in this thesis are enlisted below:

Faster recursive floorplan bipartitioning framework is presented for defining a

set of monotone staircase routing regions in a floorplan, by:
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• using breadth first traversal (BFS) or depth first traversal (DFS) on the

floorplan topology graph (called block adjacency graph),

• exploring both area and number balanced modes yield better bipartitioning

results in terms of Gain values as compared to the existing maxflow based

approach,

• achieving smaller runtime overhead for DFS over BFS based method, yet

both are much faster than the maxflow based approach, and

• obtaining improved Gain values for BFS based approach over DFS based

approach, for most of the γ values used in this multi-objective optimization

problem

The Early Global Routing framework is proposed for early routability assess-

ment on any floorplan instance of a design, irrespective of its sliceability, called

STAIRoute, in which we:

• constructed a new routing model from the floorplan bipartitioning results

obtained by the proposed methods presented in the thesis, called junction

graph, which is again augmented for each net called global staircase routing

graph (GRSG),

• computed the capacity of the routing regions from the net cut information,

• proposed a new congestion model that restricts the routing demand in any

routing region in any permissible metal layer to maximum routing capacity

in that layer,

• obtained the shortest routing paths connecting the pins of each net is iden-

tified across multiple metal layers, depending on the prevailing congestion

scenario in the routing regions, thereby addressing the pin-access problem

at this scope of global routing

• a new multi-terminal net decomposition framework proposed called Stair-

case Minimal Steiner Topology (SMST),

• incorporated the scope of having different profiles of varying routing ca-

pacity across the routing layers and also explored the directional shortest

path search by swapping the definition of source and sink vertices during

shortest path search in GSRG, and
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• obtained results for both reserved and unreserved layer model show en-

couraging results, ensuring 100% routing completion, no over-congestion,

netlength within a fixed factor of the Steiner length computed by a popu-

lar method, in addition to significant variation in via count and worst case

congestion for different capacity profiles and search directions and using

the results from different bipartitioning modes (BFS, DFS)

Early Via minimization is attempted during the proposed early global routing

by a new floorplan bipartitioning framework in order to obtain minimal bend

monotone staircase pattern routing, and can be seen as an early version of

unconstrained via minimization (UVM) problem. This framework:

• defined a new objective of bend minimization in the existing multi-objective

floorplan bipartitioning problem, along with the additional trade-off pa-

rameter β for this objective,

• presented BFS/DFS based greedy recursive approaches in order to identify

a set of optimal monotone staircase regions in the floorplan, for helping

STAIRoute to identify minimal bend routing paths for fewer via counts,

• proposed a new staircase wavefront propagation based bipartitioning ap-

proach for identifying minimal bend routing regions in a floorplan, by new

randomized neighbor search technique,

• obtained encouraging results on each of the objectives as well as a modi-

fied version of Gain function, for a specified (γ, β) pair, specially for the

randomized mode with increased solution space, and

• showed variation of early via count obtained by STAIRoute for differ-

ent floorplan instances show the effectiveness of these bipartitioning ap-

proaches, depending on the values of (γ, β) pairs

DFM aware early routability assessment of a floorplanned design is addressed

by:

• proposing a new congestion model for uniform wire distribution during

early global routing intended for potentially minimizing the surface irreg-

ularities due to CMP process, by incorporating different routing costs for

terminating and non-terminating nets, proposing greedy pin assignment at
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the block boundary etc. in an algorithmic framework WDGRoute similar

to STAIRoute

• proposing an extended version of STAIRoute in order to facilitate over-the-

block early global routing of the nets in a floorplan, by suitably adopting

the existing grid graph model based on the floorplan bipartitioning infor-

mation,

• presenting a hybrid routing model, called HGR, by suitably adopting the

proposed junction graph based early global routing for routing lower layers

with heavy congestion and routing blockages while the adopted grid graph

model used for routing in upper routing layers with minimal/no routing

blockages. This method used a similar congestion model of STAIRoute for

over-the-block routing for no over congestion and minimal wirelength/via

overhead,

• incorporating an early abstraction model of edge placement error (EPE)

in the congestion model, based on the existing simulation results,

• obtained encouraging results for both CMP and EPE aware routing models

on a larger set of floorplanning benchmarks in order to study the impact

of the respective DFM effects in early global routing, and

• conducted a comparative study between the proposed EGR methods and

some of the popular post-placement academic global routers based on nor-

malized wirelength on a set of relevant floorplanning and placement bench-

marks respectively, although this is not a direct comparison between these

two global routing frameworks due to different scopes in the existing PD

flow.

A Case study on an industrial design is conducted for assessing the impact of the

proposed EGR methods (STAIRoute/HGR) by integrating them in the existing

PD flow, while:

• using a design implemented in 45nm process using an industrial PD tool,

called Olympus-SoC and physical verification conducted by the integrated

Olympus-Calibre flow,

• developing a new LEF/DEF interface for exchanging information between

Olympus and our methods,
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• using two different floorplan instances of the design obtained by a prede-

fined settings in Olympus-SoC tool, and design utilization target of 60%,

• showing that the results show significant impact of STAIRoute/HGR on

the final metrics such as worst case congestion, average congestion and

runtime, over the standalone mode of Olympus-SoC,

• assessing that the wirelength and via count results show slight degradation

of wirelength and via count, pertaining to the results obtained by the

corresponding timing driven placement stage using EGR as guidance and

inserted more cells and hence additional nets than in standalone mode,

• noticing no violations during physical verification stage can be seen, neither

any timing violations reported. In some cases, HGR+Olympus achieved

positive slack while standalone mode obtained zero slack, and

• finding that the runtime in case of Olympus integrated with EGR is sig-

nificantly smaller than that of standalone Olympus.

8.2 Future Research Directions

So far, we attempted to incorporate the proposed early global routing (EGR) frame-

work in an industrial PD flow presented in Chapter 7. Our experience with this

case study and the existing research works on various optimization approaches in the

existing PD flow lead to the following works that we plan to undertake in the near

future:

• Integrated floorplan optimization tool with the proposed EGR framework, in-

stead of traditional HPWL based floorplan optimization:

– In floorplan optimization, HPWL is used as the sole objective. We in-

tend to extend the list of objectives as routed wirelength, via count and

even congestion by suitably integrating EGR framework in the floorplan

optimization process for better solutions

– Aim at both block level pin planning for soft blocks and top level pin

planning (IO pad placement)

• Early global routing (EGR) aware detailed placement, global and detailed rout-

ing framework:
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– Guiding the existing global routing tools for routing the nets connecting to

intra-cluster (within the soft blocks) standard cells; also explore the scope

of the proposed hybrid routing model for varying number of maximum

internal layers used for internal routing

– Addressing/Exploring pin access problem for intra-cluster nets (connect-

ing the nets starting from a virtual pin at the soft block boundary and

terminating on the standard cells within it)

– Realizing interleaved post-placement global/detailed routing of the nets

guided by the early global routing solution

– Optimizing Buffer placement on longer nets using this framework

• Early abstraction of DFM cost in EGR routing model:

– Assess the results obtained for early distribution of uniform wire density on

the post layout minimal surface irregularities and metal thickness variation

due to CMP and the projected dummy fills

– Enhanced simulation based early modeling of OPC/EPE cost in EGR rout-

ing model

• Early global routing (EGR) in three dimensional (3D) IC design flow:

– Realize floorplan bipartitioning and early global routing framework for

multi-die 3D ICs

– Estimate/Minimize the number of Through Silicon Vias (TSV)
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